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REFERENCE TO APPELLATE CASE 
This matter was ruled upon in Ostermiller v. Ostermiller, 2008 UT. App. 249; 190 
P.3d 13; 2008 Utah App. Lexis 233 on June 26, 2008. The Order Denying Petition for 
Rehearing is dated August 14,2008. The Order Granting Petition for Writ of Certiorari was 
entered on the 22nd day of January, 2009. The Utah Supreme Court has jurisdiction pursuant 
to Rule 51 of Utah Rules of Appellate Procedure as well as under Utah Code Annotated 
Section 78-2-2(3a) and (5). 
STATEMENT OF ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW: 
ISSUE #1: WHETHER THE APPELLATE COURT ERRED IN REVERSING 
WIFE'S SEPARATE MAINTENANCE AWARD BETWEEN THE PERIOD OF 
SEPARATION AND REMARRIAGE WHEN IT HELD THE TRIAL COURT NO 
LONGER HAD THE STATUTORY DISCRETION OR JURISDICTION TO MAKE SAID 
AWARD AFTER WIFE HAD REMARRIED? 
STANDARD OF REVIEW WITH SUPPORTING AUTHORITY: This issues is 
controlled by Utah's Constitution, Article 1, Section 7 & 11; UCA § 30-2-10; UCA §30-3-
3(3)and (4) and §30-3-5(1 )(8)&(9); and Rule 42(b). Statutory interpretation and issues of 
law ruled upon in Summary Judgment and reversed on Appeal are reviewed for correctness 
and no deference is given the lower court's conclusions or interpretations. Malibu 
Investments Co. v. Sparks, 2000 UT. 30 f 12 996 P.2d 1046; State exrelL&K, 2007 UT App 
67,% 6, 572 Utah Adv. Rep. 16. 
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ISSUE #2: WHETHER THE APPELLATE COURT ERRED IN DENYING 
WIFE'S SEPARATE MAITENANCE AWARD BETWEEN THE PERIOD OF 
SEPARATION AND REMARRIAGE WHEN IT WAS SPECIFICALLY RESERVED IN 
THE BIFURCATED DECREE OF DIVORCE, WHEN THERE WAS NO FINAL ORDER 
ON ALIMONY AND ALIMONY WAS STIPULATED TO AS A TRIABLE ISSUE BY 
BOTH PARTIES EVEN AFTER WIFE'S REMARRIAGE? 
STANDARD OF REVIEW WITH SUPPORTING AUTHORITY: This issue is 
nearly identical to issue #1 above but slightly different where Rule 42(b) specifically 
reserved the issue for trial, Husband consented on the record after remarriage to the trial and 
Wife's right to a hearing is constitutionally protected. The standard of review is the same as 
Issue #1 above. 
ISSUE #3: WHETHER THE APPELLATE COURT ERRONEOUSLY EXCEEDED 
THEIR AUTHORITY WHEN THEY WENT BEYOND MERELY DECIDING A LEGAL 
ISSUE (I.E. WHETHER PENDING SUPPORT CAN BE RETROACTIVELY SOUGHT 
PRIOR TO REMARRIAGE), AND OPINED ON EQUITABLE AND FACTUAL 
MATTERS SUCH AS LACHES, PUBLIC CHARGE, AND HIDING INCOME THAT 
WERE LEFT TO THE TRIAL COURT'S DISCRETION WITHOUT REQUIRING 
HUSBAND TO MARSHALL THE EVIDENCE? 
STANDARD OF REVIEW WITH SUPPORTING AUTHORITY: This issue is 
controlled by Chen v. Stewart, 2004 UT 82; 100 P.3d 1177,1195 which requires marshalling 
by Husband before he can challenge the separate maintenance findings, and failure to do so 
creates a presumption the evidence supports the findings. There must be a clear showing that 
the Trial Court abused its broad discretion or latitude, which cannot be shown without 
marshalling. 
ISSUE #4: DID THE APPELLATE COURT ERROR IN DENYING WIFE'S 
REQUEST FOR EITHER ALIMONY OR ONE-HALF (1/2) OF THE MARITAL 
APARTMENT RENTAL INCOME PRIOR TO THE ISSUANCE OF THE BIFURCATED 
DECREE ON GROUNDS THAT WIFE DID NOT MARSHALL THE EVIDENCE, WHEN 
THE TRIAL COURT DECISION WAS BASED ON TRIAL BRIEF'S, WRITTEN 
CLOSING ARGUMENTS WITH RESPONDENT'S TRIAL EXHIBIT 18 ATTACHED 
AND WHERE ALL EVIDENCE PRODUCED AT TRIAL WAS IN FACT 
MARSHALLED? 
STANDARD OF REVIEW WITH SUPPORTING AUTHORITY: This issue is 
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controlled by UC A § 30-2-6; 30-2-10; and 30-3-3(3) & (4). The standard of review for Trial 
Court findings is clearly erroneous and conclusions of law are reviewed for correctness, 
according no deference to the Trial Court decision, Davis v. Davis, 2030 UT App. 282; 763 
P.3d716,718. 
ISSUE #5: WHETHER THE APPELLATE COURT AND TRIAL COURT 
CORRECTLY DENIED HUSBAND'S REQUEST TO MODIFY INTERIM CHILD 
SUPPORT BETWEEN FEBRUARY 3,2000 TO DECEMBER 17,2003 WHERE CHILD 
SUPPORT HAD PREVIOUSLY BEEN RULED ON DURING THE DECEMBER 17,2003 
CUSTODY TRIAL AND WAS NO LONGER RESERVED OR RETROACTIVELY 
MODIFIABLE AT THE NOVEMBER 16, 2006 FINAL TRIAL, AND WHERE THE 
PARTIES, DURING SEPARATION, HAD EXERCISED JOINT CUSTODY AND CO-
PARENTING TIME WITH THE CHILDREN AND HUSBAND WAS GIVEN FULL 
CREDIT FOR HIS ALLEGED "OUT OF POCKET EXPENSES" ON THE MINOR 
CHILDREN ALREADY? 
STANDARD OF REVIEW WITH SUPPORTING AUTHORITY: This issue is 
controlled by Rule 106 of Utah Rules of Civil Procedure regarding retroactive modification 
of existing orders, which only allows prospective modification. The standard of review for 
findings of fact is clearly erroneous. Davis v. Davis, 2003 UT App. 282; 76 P.3d 716, 718. 
PRESERVATION OF ISSUES 
All issues currently before the Supreme Court were reserved by appealing the same 
to the Appellate Court and having the same transferred to the Supreme Court on a Petition 
for Writ of Certiorari. 
CONTROLLING PROVISIONS OF CONSTITUTIONS, STATUTES, 
ORDINANCES, AND REGULATIONS 
The following constitutional provisions, statutes, ordinances, rules and regulations are 
of central importance to this appeal and the content of the statute will be set out verbatim 
here. 
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The constitutional provisions are: 
1. Utah Constitution Article 1, Section 7 [Due Process of Law] states, "No 
person shall be deprived of life, liberty or property without due process of law55. 
2. Utah Constitution Article 1, Section 11, [courts open - redress of injuries 
statute] 
"All courts shall be open, and every person, for an injury done to him in his 
person, property or reputation, shall have remedy by due course of law, 
which shall be administered without denial or unnecessary delay; and no 
person shall be barred from prosecuting or defending before any tribunal 
in this State, by himself or counsel, any civil cause to which he is a party.5' 
The statutes involved in this appeal are: 
1. Utah Code Ann. § 30-2-6 regarding a wife's right to maintain an action for 
one-half of the marital rents: 
"Should the husband or wife obtain possession or control of property 
belonging to the other before or after marriage, the owner of the property 
may maintain an action therefor, or for any right growing out of the same, 
in the same manner and to the same extent as if they were unmarried.55 
2. Utah Code Ann § 30-2-10 regarding removal of a spouse from the 
homestead without consent of the other unless you provide another homestead 
of suitable condition: 
"Neither the husband nor wife can remove the other or their children 
from the homestead without the consent of the other, unless the owner of 
the property shall in good faith provide another homestead suitable to the 
condition in life of the family; and if a husband or wife abandons his or her 
spouse, that spouse is entitled to the custody of the minor children, unless a 
court of competent jurisdiction shall otherwise direct." 
3. Utah Code Ann §30-3-3 giving district courts jurisdiction to order a spouse to 
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provide money during the pendency of the action for separate support and maintenance with 
specific authority to amend those awards during the course of the action or in the final order: 
"(1) In any action filed under Title 30, Chapter 3, Divorce, Chapter 4, 
Separate Maintenance, or Title 78B, Chapter 7, Part 1, Cohabitant Abuse Act, 
and in any action to establish an order of custody, parent-time, child support, 
alimony, or division of property in a domestic case, the court may order a party 
to pay the costs, attorney fees, and witness fees, including expert witness fees, 
of the other party to enable the other party to prosecute or defend the action. 
The order may include provision for costs of the action. 
(2) In any action to enforce an order of custody, parent-time, child support, 
alimony, or division of property in a domestic case, the court may award costs 
and attorney fees upon determining that the party substantially prevailed upon 
the claim or defense. The court, in its discretion, may award no fees or limited 
fees against a party if the court finds the party is impecunious or enters in the 
record the reason for not awarding fees. 
(3) In any action listed in Subsection (1), the court may order a party to 
provide money, during the pendency of the action, for the separate 
support and maintenance of the other party and of any children in the 
custody of the other party. 
(4) Orders entered under this section prior to entry of the final order or 
judgment may be amended during the course of the action or in the final 
order or judgment" 
4. Utah Code Ann § 30-3-5(1) which gives district courts jurisdiction to make 
equitable orders relating to property or obligations: 
(1) When a decree of divorce is rendered, the court may include in it 
equitable orders relating to the children, property, debts or obligations, 
and parties. 
Subparagraph (8) regarding determination of alimony: 
(8) (a) The court shall consider at least the following factors in determining 
alimony: 
(i) the financial condition and needs of the recipient spouse; 
(ii) the recipient's earning capacity or ability to produce income; 
(iii) the ability of the payor spouse to provide support; 
(iv) the length of the marriage; 
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(v) whether the recipient spouse has custody of minor children requiring 
support; 
(vi) whether the recipient spouse worked in a business owned or operated 
by the payor spouse; and 
(vii) whether the recipient spouse directly contributed to any increase in the 
payor spouse's skill by paying for education received by the payor spouse or 
allowing the payor spouse to attend school during the marriage. 
(b) The court may consider the fault of the parties in determining alimony. 
(c) As a general rule, the court should look to the standard of living, 
existing at the time of separation, in determining alimony in accordance with 
Subsection (8)(a). However, the court shall consider all relevant facts and 
equitable principles and may, in its discretion, base alimony on the 
standard of living that existed at the time of trial. In marriages of short 
duration, when no children have been conceived or bom during the marriage, 
the court may consider the standard of living that existed at the time of the 
marriage. 
(d) The court may, under appropriate circumstances, attempt to 
equalize the parties1 respective standards of living. 
(e) When a marriage of long duration dissolves on the threshold of a major 
change in the income of one of the spouses due to the collective efforts of 
both, that change shall be considered in dividing the marital property and in 
determining the amount of alimony. If one spouse's earning capacity has been 
greatly enhanced through the efforts of both spouses during the marriage, the 
court may make a compensating adjustment in dividing the marital property 
and awarding alimony. 
(f) In determining alimony when a marriage of short duration dissolves, and 
no children have been conceived or born during the marriage, the court may 
consider restoring each party to the condition which existed at the time of the 
marriage. 
(g) (i) The court has continuing jurisdiction to make substantive 
changes and new orders regarding alimony based on a substantial 
material change in circumstances not foreseeable at the time of the divorce. 
(ii) The court may not modify alimony or issue a new order for alimony to 
address needs of the recipient that did not exist at the time the decree was 
entered, unless the court finds extenuating circumstances that justify that 
action. 
(iii) In determining alimony, the income of any subsequent spouse of 
the payor may not be considered, except as provided in this Subsection 
(8). 
(A) The court may consider the subsequent spouse's financial ability to 
share living expenses. 
(B) The court may consider the income of a subsequent spouse if the 
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court finds that the payor's improper conduct justifies that consideration. 
(h) Alimony may not be ordered for a duration longer than the number of 
years that the marriage existed unless, at any time prior to termination of 
alimony, the court finds extenuating circumstances that justify the payment of 
alimony for a longer period of time. 
and subsection 9 which provides for when alimony terminates: 
Unless a decree of divorce specifically provides otherwise, any order of the 
court that a party pay alimony to a former spouse automatically terminates 
upon the remarriage or death of that former spouse. However, if the remarriage 
is annulled and found to be void ab initio, payment of alimony shall resume if 
the party paying alimony is made a party to the action of annulment and his 
rights are determined. 
The following rules are relevant to this appeal: 
1. Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, Rule 42(b), which states: 
"Separate Trials. The court in furtherance of convenience or to avoid 
prejudice may order a separate trial of any claim, cross-claim, 
counterclaim, or third-party claim, or any separate issue or of any number of 
claims, cross-claims, counterclaims, third-party claims, or issues." 
2. Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, Rule 106(b), modification of final 
domestic relations order which states: 
"(b) Temporary orders. 
(b)(1) The judgment, order or decree sought to be modified remains in 
effect during the pendency of the petition. The court may make the 
modification retroactive to the date on which the petition was served. 
During the pendency of a petition to modify, the court: 
(b)(1)(A) may order a temporary modification of child support as part of a 
temporary modification of custody or parent-time; and 
(b)(1)(B) may order a temporary modification of custody or parent-time to 
address an immediate and irreparable harm or to ratify changes made by the 
parties, provided that the modification serves the best interests of the child. 
(b)(2) Nothing in this rule limits the court's authority to enter temporary 
orders under Utah Code Section 30-3-3." 
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
NATURE OF PROCEEDINGS 
The parties were married on the 1st day of August, 1992, had twin boys on the 14th 
day of August, 1996, and then separated on January 11, 2000. (R. 3). Wife filed a divorce 
complaint for alimony as well as other things. (R. 3). Wife moved for a Temporary Order 
and sough alimony (R. 10 and 11). A Temporary Order separated the parties on February 3, 
2000, awarded Husband temporary custody of the twins, awarded no child support, but 
reserved alimony to Wife (see Addendum Exhibit 1, paragraph 7 attached). Husband desired 
to remarry and petitioned to bifurcate so he could obtain a divorce from Wife and divided 
most of the marital assets and debts, but reserving for future trial: custody, visitation, child 
support, alimony, and attorney fees. See Bifurcated Decree Paragraph 3, dated March 26, 
2001. (R.83-87 and Addendum Exhibit 2 attached) 
Wife and Husband were unable to obtain a timely trial on the reserved issues, due to a 
delay in the custody evaluation, delays in the Trial Court schedule, and Husband's numerous 
continuances. (See Addendum Exhibit 3, 4, and 9). 
Trial was delayed until December 17,2003. (R. 159-160). Wife pushed for a trial prior 
to December 17,2003 and her remarriage on October 2,2003 however, trial was delayed by a 
lengthy custody evaluation and Husband's refusal to answer discovery. [See November 14, 
2002 Order to Show Cause (R. 159-160 as Exhibit 3 and Sept. 9, 2003 pre-trial in Court 
minutes as Exhibit 4]. Wife did remarry on October 2,2003, approximately two (2) months 
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before the December 17, 2003 trial, but the trial judge was aware of this and assured Wife 
her claim was not extinguished. The December 17,2003 trial was to take care of all reserved 
issues, including child support, alimony, costs, and attorney fees. However, the Trial Court 
dealt only with custody and child support then ran out of time (only a second setting) and 
both parties stipulated on the record to again reserve alimony, attorney fees and costs for a 
later trial date. (R.194 and Exhibit 5 attached) 
Trial was again set for December 2004, (R. 308) even though Husband still had not 
produced his wage verification through discovery. (R.285) Wife had taken Husband's 
deposition. (R. 191) 
Husband fired his attorney Shannon Demler just before trial in December 2004, hired 
Paige Bigelow, and sought to continue trial (R.311,314). Husband then moved to dismiss 
Wife's alimony claim in March 2005 (R. 334-336). The Trial Court said it had continuing 
jurisdiction over the claim, that remarriage did not destroy it since it was repeatedly reserved. 
(See R.485, Memorandum Decision of March 17, 2005 Addendum Exhibit 6 attached). 
(Note, both parties stipulated to reserve the alimony issue for trial on December 17, 2003 
even after Wife's remarriage. (See Addendum Exhibit 5). Eventually a trial date was 
secured and the alimony issue was finally addressed on August 31, 2005 and November 16, 
2006. The court appointed a special master, who spent over a year searching both parties 
financial matters. (See Addendum Ex. 10). After extensive trial briefs, exhibits and written 
closing arguments by both parties. The Trial Court issued a Memorandum Decision on April 
17, 2007 and awarded Wife $1,074.00 per month in alimony between the period of April 1, 
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2001 and October 1, 2003, granted Wife prejudgment interest thereon for the long delay 
created by Husband, granted Wife's custodial evaluator costs of $4,000.00, denied either 
parties' request for attorney fees, (even though Wife needed the financial help and she had 
prevailed in pursuing this long and tedius claim), and denied Wife's request for alimony or 
one-half (Vi) of the apartment rent claim between February 2000 through April 2001 on the 
finding that family expenses offset this claim. (See decisions attached as Exhibit 8). Wife's 
final award was for $49,050.67. 
Husband appealed four (4) issues to the Utah Court of Appeals: (1 Retroactive award 
of alimony and standard used to award alimony; (2) right to retroactive child support 
(although he never filed a petition to modify the December 17,2003 Order); (3) the award of 
prejudgment interest; and (4) the amount of custodial evaluator costs. 
Wife cross appealed seeking: (1) her attorney fees, and (2) an award of alimony or 
one-half (Vi) of the apartment rents for the period of February 2000 through April 2001. 
The Appellate Court did not ask for a hearing or take oral arguments. The Husband 
did not file a transcript of any hearings or trial testimony or marshal evidence in his brief. 
The Court of Appeals overturned the Trial Court's award of temporary alimony before 
remarriage and ruled that Wife was not entitled to any alimony even though it had been 
specifically reserved. Ostermiller v. Ostermiller, 190 P.3d 13 t 2. The issues regarding 
alimony standard, pre-judgment interest and Wife's request for support before bifurcation 
were rendered moot. Ostermiller, 190 P.3d, footnote 3. However, the Appellate Court went 
on to say it was Wife's fault for not seeking trial earlier (laches), erroneously stating that 
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Wife did not seek trial until June 2004, that Wife must not have been a public charge or she 
would have sought alimony earlier, and husband's hiding of income was a none issue. 
Ostermiller, 190 P.3d 13 t 3. The Appellate Court remanded the case for an evidentiary 
hearing on Wife's attorney fees limiting the same to Wife's need (Ostermiller, 190 P.3d 13 \ 
7) and the amount of custodial evaluator costs; (Ostermiller, 190 P.3d 13 1f 5) and denied 
Wife's claim for apartment rents between February 2000 and April 2001 on the grounds of 
failure to marshal the evidence (Ostermiller, 190 P.3d 13 \ 6). (See Appendix Ex. A). 
Wife filed a Petition for Rehearing which was denied. 
Wife petitioned for a Writ of Certiorari to the Utah Supreme Court on three of the 
issues: (1) the improper denial of separate support and maintenance to wife where the issue 
had been pending and reserved for trial prior to remarriage; (2) the Appellate Court abusing 
their discretion and ruling on issues of fact without Husband marshalling the evidence and 
(3) Wife's right to receive one-half (Yi) of the apartment rental income from February 2000 
to April 1, 2001, since marshalling was satisfied or not required and the trial decision was 
based on summaries in written briefs and exhibits. Husband petitioned for certiorari to 
modify child support retroactively during separation. Both Petitions were granted. 
STATEMENT OF FACT 
1) The parties were married to one another on August 1, 1992 (R.3). 
2) Husband worked in the construction industry while Wife was primarily a stay-
at-home mother raising the twin boys (dob 8/14/1996) and teaching piano lessons part time. 
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3) Wife filed for divorce in January 14, 2000 and specifically sought alimony, 
among other things (R. 3). 
4) Wife sought alimony at the very first Temporary Order on February 3, 2000, 
but lost custody and the court reserved all other issues, such as alimony, in Paragraph 7. 
(R.360-361). 
5) The Husband forced wife to vacate the family home, did not supply an 
apartment to live in and only paid her $1,000.00 towards a rental deposit to find another 
place (R.360-361). 
6) The trial testimony was clear, that Husband told Wife's father, Dennis 
Worthen, that Husband refused to share any of the apartment rents with Wife or allow Wife 
to live in any of the apartments, that Husband would not pay her any spousal maintenance 
and was hoping to break Wife and force her to come to her senses and return to him. (R.693-
694). 
7) Wife was devastated by the initial loss of custody at the temporary order, went 
into the hospital with heart palpitations, had to vacate the family home, and look for work 
and means to support herself (she eventually found a job and earned only $1,298.00 per 
month). (R. 1228) In the meantime, Husband lived in the family home with the twin boys, 
controlled all of the joint marital apartment rents (over $36,000.00 net up to April 1, 2001), 
and continued to operate his construction business, which he claimed made little or no 
income. (However, Judge Low estimated he earned a minimum of $31,200.00 per year) 
(R.767). 
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8) Thereafter, the parties each worked and jointly parented the children, while 
trying to resolve property and debts. Wife hired a new attorney and Husband sought to 
bifurcate the divorce so he could remarry and so the parties could split the marital property 
and come up with enough cash to pay for the custody evaluation. An Order of Bifurcated 
Divorce was entered March 26, 2001. (R.83-87). The Bifurcated Order made it clear in 
Paragraph 3 that the remaining issues, which included child support, child care, income tax 
exemptions, alimony, custody and visitation, were all reserved for further settlement or trial. 
(R. 83-87). 
9) Three months later, Husband, married Amy Ostermiller in July 2001. Amy 
Ostermiller earned anywhere from $30,000.00 to $50,000.00 per year. (R. Defendant's 
Exhibit 13,14,15) On the other hand, Wife continued to struggle financially, earning 
approximately $ 1,298.00 per month and received $970.00 a month on payments for fourteen 
(14) months from Apple Tree Apartments after the Bifurcated Order of March 2001. (R. 
1228). However, Husband shared none of the initial $36,000.00 in apartment rents earned 
before April 1, 2001 with Wife. (R.1228). 
10) The evidence presented by Wife in Plaintiffs Exhibit 3 demonstrated that 
between the years 2000-2003, Wife went financially in the hole for approximately 
$63,981.00 and became a public charge. (Addendum Exhibit 8). Wife received church 
assistance, state assistance, gifts from her parents, borrowed on loans or credit cards and 
other sources for over $57,091.00. (See Plaintiffs Exhibit 3 attached as Addendum Exhibit 
8). 
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11) Wife fired attorney Jeff Thorne and pushed to finalize the custody issues, child 
support issues and alimony issues by hiring her third attorney, Marlin Grant in September 
2002 because Husband was doing nothing about paying for or obtaining the custody 
evaluation which he was ordered to do on March 26, 2001. Wife asked for an immediate 
hearing to undo the temporary custody award and for temporary support. (R. 139). A 
hearing was held on November 14, 2002 on these issues but the Commissioner left the 
Temporary Order and Bifurcated Order in place and required the parties to finish the custody 
evaluation and discovery before setting a trial. (R. 159-160). The custody evaluation 
proceeded slowly with Dr. Atkins over the next year. Wife filed for discovery on Febmary 
20, 2003 (R. 161) and asked for a pre-trial conference on July 22, 2003 (R. 162). 
12) Finally, on September 9, 2003 the court held a final pre-trial conference. 
(R.166). The custody evaluation was still not done, but was to be submitted within two (2) 
weeks after September 9, 2003. (See Addendum Ex. 4; R 166). Husband still had not filed 
his answers to the interrogatories. Wife had demanded a trial date before she remarried. 
13) The court set the trial date for November 18,2003 at 9 a.m. with a pre-trial set 
tin 
for September 29,2003 at 4 p.m. (R. 168). On September 29 , Husband's attorney, Shannon 
Demler, requested the trial be stricken from the calendar since the home study still had not 
been submitted. The court removed the trial from the calendar but assured everyone the 
reserved issues would remain triable. (R.175). 
14) Finally, the home study was submitted on November 3,2003. Wife asked for 
sanctions to compel Husband's discovery on November 12,2003 (R. 170) and a new pre-trial 
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was set for November 18, 2003. At the new pre-trial, the court set the trial for December 
17th, 18th and 19th, 2003 as a second setting and outlined all issues which would be tried, 
which included alimony, knowing that Wife had remarried on October 2,2003. (R. 173 and 
Trial Court docket attached in Addendum Ex. 9). 
15) Wife married on October 2, 2003 to Dana Shaw. Wife would not have 
remarried had the court told her it would destroy her request for alimony. Instead, the court 
repeatedly reserved her alimony claim and assured her that alimony was still pending and 
reserved and allowable between separation up to her marriage. (R. 168). Wife's claim for 
alimony was reserved in the Bifurcated Order and every pre-trial order leading up to the trial. 
See minutes from December 17, 2003 trial in Addendum Ex. 5 and Order dated March 17, 
2005 attached as Addendum Ex. 6). 
16) Trial was held on December 17, 2003 but court had to reserve alimony and 
attorney fees/costs for a later date. (R.193). Wife filed her 2nd Discovery Requests on 
January 14, 2004 (R.239). 
17) Trial was set three (3) times but continued by Husband. (See Addendum Ex 9) 
Trial was set for 12/07/04. 
18) Husband hired a new attorney, Paige Bigelow, in December 2004, continued 
the trial set on December 7, 2004 and then moved to dismiss the reserved alimony. 
(R.311,336). The Trial Court ruled on March 17, 2005 that alimony had been properly 
reserved, that the court did have continuing jurisdiction to award temporary support prior to 
the remarriage, that Wife had never had a trial on the same, the same being reserved 
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repeatedly over and over and the alimony trial would be held. (See Addendum Ex. 6). 
19) The court set three (3) more new trial dates, each objected to by Husband. (See 
Addendum Ex. 9). The alimony trial finally proceeded on August 31,2005 but could not be 
finished. The court appointed a special master to review all of Husband's construction 
income and apartment rental income during the four (4) year period between January 2000 to 
December 2003. Several new trial dates were set, (four (4) more), each delayed because 
Husband failed to supply financial information so the special master's report could be 
finished. (See Addendum Ex. 9). The special master's report was finally given on October 
30, 2006. (See Addendum Ex. 10). 
20) On November 16,2006 the 2nd day of trial commenced and again the court ran 
out of time to take all of the evidence. The Judge requested counsel to submit the rest of the 
evidence by written closing arguments which included Respondent's Exhibit 18. The closing 
arguments were submitted (R.761,1071,0975), and finally, on April 27,2007 the court issued 
a Memorandum Decision granting Wife alimony of $ 1,074.00 per month. (See Addendum 
Exhibit 12). Both parties filed motions to reconsider, motions to alter and amend, and finally 
the amended final judgment was entered July 6, 2007, awarding Wife a total judgment of 
$49,050.67, which included prejudgment interest for the severe delays. (See Addendum 
Exhibit 13). 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS 
Shirlene Ostermiller is entitled to an award of temporary maintenance prior to her 
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remarriage. She suffered huge financial setbacks, was required to vacate her family home 
without being given a home of equal station to her life circumstances, and was forced to 
obtain a job and pay all of her own expenses. The Husband, David Ostermiller, had full use 
of the family home, all of the $36,000.00 in joint marital apartment rents, earned a substantial 
income and remarried, while Wife remained single, and became a public charge, going over 
$57,000.00 in debt. The Trial Court correctly had reserved jurisdiction over the temporary 
support to rectify this injustice. The fact that Wife remarried prior to the final trial had 
nothing to do with the injustice created prior to her remarriage. The Trial Court was well 
aware of Wife's circumstances and her efforts to push the case forward and the numerous 
delays that were caused either because of the custody evaluation, Husband's failure to answer 
discovery, Husband's concealment of income or the numerous continuances sought by 
Husband in this case. The Trial Court has considerable latitude and discretion to make 
equitable orders in a divorce. UCA ^ 30-3-3(3) and (4) The Trial Court appropriately awarded 
Wife alimony of $32,220.00, plus $11,814.00 in interest for all the delays from October 1, 
2003 forward. To overturn that award would be a manifest injustice and create a huge 
windfall to Husband, denying Wife of a fair trial and her property interest. 
Wife should also have received at least an $18,000.00 award for her share of the 
apartment rents. The Trial Court findings do not support the conclusion even if you give 
Husband the benefit of every family expense paid (i.e. $14,734.00) finding of the Trial Court. 
The Trial Court should have awarded Wife alimony of $15,036.00, less all of the family 
expenses of $14,734.00, and then split the joint marital apartment rents of $36,000.00 in half; 
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or it should have allowed Wife alimony and offset the $14,734.00 and family expenses 
against Wife's share of the apartment rents, or it could have at least given Wife $970.00 per 
month in apartment rent since she was imputed this sum (14 x $970.00 - $13,580). Either 
way, Wife should have received approximately $13,580.00 to $18,000.00. The evidence 
clearly shows that Husband received a huge windfall and that the findings do not support the 
trial conclusion and the matter should be remanded. 
The Trial Court correctly denied any further modifications of child support requested 
by Husband nearly four (4) years after the trial on December 17, 2003. Child support is not 
modifiable retroactively after the December 17, 2003 order, but only prospectively. The 
child support v/as not reserved after December 17, 2003, was specifically ruled on, and 
became a binding final order. The Trial Court found that the child support was not due and 
owing during the separation period because the parties had joint physical time with the minor 
children and the joint custody worksheet washed out any support owed from one to the other. 
In addition, the Trial Court already gave Husband $14,734.00 in family/child expense 
offsets, which exceeded any child support Wife would have paid during that period of time in 
any event. The order correctly denied Husband any credit for child support since he failed to 
marshal the evidence. 
ARGUMENTI 
THE APPELLATE COURT COMMITTED ERROR WHEN THEY 
SAID THE TRIAL COURT HAD NO STATUTORY AUTHORITY OR 
LEGAL DISCRETION TO AWARD A LUMP SUM SUPPORT AND 
MAINTENANCE AWARD TO CREATE FAIRNESS AND EQUITY 
FROM THE DATE OF SEPARATION UNTIL WIFE HAD 
REMARRIED. 
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The Appellate Court seemed to hold that the District Court lost its jurisdiction and 
authority to make a separate maintenance award between the date of separation and 
remarriage because the trial took place after Wife had remarried. Wife would lose her right 
to have due process and a fair hearing if that were true. This decision actually misinterprets 
both the legislative intent and statutory law on the subject. There are several statutes which 
grant the District Court authority and continuing jurisdiction to rule in their absolute 
discretion regarding support between separation and remarriage, even if the decision occurs 
after Wife's marriage. 
For instance, in Utah Code Ann. § 30-2-6, should the husband obtain control of 
marital property belonging to wife after the marriage, the wife may maintain an action 
therefore, or for any right growing out of the same (including her share of one-half (Yi) of the 
rental proceeds to apartments) in the same manner and to the same extent as if she were 
unmarried. Wife's remarriage is therefore no bar to her rental maintenance claim. The Trial 
Court should have divided $ 18,000.00 in rents to Wife and it was error to give all $36,000.00 
to Husband. 
Section 30-2-10 of Utah Code Ann. indicates that neither the husband nor wife can 
remove the other or their children from the homestead (Family House) without the consent of 
the other, "unless the owner of the property shall in good faith provide another homestead 
suitable to the condition in life of the family." This claim is not barred by remarriage. In the 
instant case, the Husband filed a protective order against the Wife, forced the Wife to vacate 
the family home, had vacant rental apartments that Wife could have moved into, but Husband 
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refused to allow Wife into the same, and told Wife's father that he wanted to break Wife 
financially. Wife was forced out in bad faith. The Commissioner only gave Wife $1,000.00 
towards a deposit on a rental unit, and reserved temporary support from Husband so as to 
provide support suitable to Wife's condition in life on February 3, 2000. Meanwhile, the 
Husband lived in the family home with the twin boys and benefited from not being required 
to move or pay Wife support. He also kept all $36,000.00 in joint marital apartment income. 
Certainly, Wife still had a claim for equal housing or support after February 3,2000. It was 
error to deny this claim. 
Utah Code Ann. § 30-3-3(3) makes it clear that wife, when she files a complaint for 
divorce or separate maintenance or where husband filed a cohabitant abuse protective order, 
that the District Court, 
"may order a party to provide money, during the pendency of the action, 
for the separate support and maintenance of the other party and for any 
children in the custody of the other party." 
Subsection (4) further permits the District Court authority to amend any order entered prior to 
the final judgment "during the course of the action or in the final order or judgment." 
There is no reference to a bar to support if remarriage occurs during the course of the action. 
Wife asked for alimony in her complaint and her support claim was reserved by the court 
repeatedly during the course of the action. Judge Low had full discretion during the course 
of the action up to the final order to grant an award or to amend the award of support and 
maintenance. 
Rule 42(b) of Utah Rules of Civil Procedure makes it abundantly clear that the District 
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Court, on a motion to bifurcate a divorce trial, has authority to separately try any divorce 
claim, or of any separate issue by reserving the same in the bifurcated order. This was not an 
abuse of discretion. Parker v. Parker, 2000 UT. App. 30, 996 P.2d 565. Such reserved 
issues do not become final orders until they are actually tried. They are still pending, unruled 
upon, and the court still has authority to make the same because they were reserved for later 
date. Copierv. Copier, 939 P.2d 202; 318 UT Adv. Rep. 9; 1997 UtahApp Lexis 62. There 
can be no laches, because the court reserved those issues for a later time and remarriage 
(which is normally expected after a bifurcated divorce order) carmot destroy the reservations. 
Husband's remarriage in July 2001 never barred his reserved claims and it violates the equal 
protection clause to say Wife's remarriage on October 2, 2003 barred her reserved claims. 
See U.S. Constitution Amendment XIV, Section 1. 
Utah Code Ann. § 30-3-5(1) grants the court continuing jurisdiction over child support 
and alimony awards. Subparagraph 8(h) allows alimony to be awarded for longer than the 
duration of the marriage upon a showing of extenuating circumstances that justify payment of 
alimony for a longer period of time. Subparagraph 8(g) grants the court "continuing 
jurisdiction to make substantive changes and new orders regarding alimony based on a 
substantial material change in circumstances not foreseeable at the time of the divorce," 
especially if extenuating circumstances exist. One circumstance is Husband's new wife's 
income, which can be considered in husband's ability to meet his living expenses. In 
addition, the court can even consider the new wife's income if the court finds the husband's 
conduct improper and justifies that consideration. Here, Husband hid income, kept back 
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apartment rents due equally to Wife and tried to financially crush her. Husband's quick 
remarriage and financial gain, together with Husband's improper conduct of hiding income 
and taking Wife's rent justifies awarding Wife separate maintenance and support. 
Moreover, although under § 30-3-5(9), alimony normally terminates upon remarriage, 
the District Court has authority to order otherwise under the language "unless a decree of 
divorce specifically provides otherwise." In this case, the Bifurcated Decree did provide 
otherwise and said that alimony was a triable issue properly reserved for later trial despite 
remarriage of either party. 
Utah's Constitution makes it clear in Article 1, Section 7 that: 
"No person shall be deprived of life, liberty, or property without due process of 
law." 
Wife had not yet received a trial on the issues of alimony and division of her apartment rents 
since the same had been reserved. It would be unjust to deny her property without a fair trial. 
Utah Constitution Article 1, Section 11 also indicates that: 
"All courts shall be open, and that every person, for an injury done to him in 
his person, property or reputation, shall have remedy by due course of law, 
which shall be administered without denial or unnecessary delay; and no 
person shall be barred from prosecuting or defending before any tribunal in 
this state, by himself or counsel, any civil cause to which he is a party." 
Because Wife was a party and received an injury to herself as well as to her property, 
she had a claim and remedy by due course of law, which claim was reserved and she was 
only delayed from seeking the same because of continuances and failures beyond her control 
by Husband (i.e. Husband's failure to wrap up the custody evaluation and provide 
discoverable evidence). The court also controls its own trial calendar, and Wife cannot be 
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blamed for the trial being set after her marriage. 
It would violate the Constitution and create a gross injustice to deny Wife a right to 
her claim purely on the grounds that she remarried prior to the District Court setting the trial. 
The District Court had full authority and continuing jurisdiction to grant Wife the equitable 
relief she sought. This case cries out for due process, and to allow the Appellate Court 
decision to stand would forever offend the notions of fairness in divorce hearings. 
ARGUMENT II 
SUPPORT AND MAINTENANCE MAY BE AWARDED BETWEEN 
THE PERIOD OF SEPARATION AND REMARRIAGE, 
PARTICULARLY WHEN IT IS RESERVED BY THE TRIAL COURT 
IN THE BIFURCATED DECREE AND STIPULATED TO BY THE 
PARTIES, EVEN THOUGH THAT AWARD WAS MADE AFTER 
WIFE HAD REMARRIED. 
The Appellate Court, in essence ruled that upon Wife's remarriage, her pending 
support claim terminated with her remarriage, even though she had never been granted a 
hearing on the same, and even though her claim had been specifically reserved for a later trial 
to which both parties stipulated on the record even after Wife's remarriage. (See December 
17, 2003 minutes, Addendum Ex. 5. The Appellate decision seemed to punish Wife on the 
theory of laches, claiming she was to blame for not obtaining the trial sooner. The ruling 
favored husbands who seek a bifurcated divorce, then remarry and obtain additional income 
and support from their new spouse, while allowing husband to delay the final trial hoping 
that his former wife will remarry in the interim, thus losing her claimed benefits. Such is not 
the law in Utah. 
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The Appellate Court relied upon Utah Code Ann. § 30-3-5(9) for the proposition that 
upon remarriage all alimony obligations terminate. However, the Appellate Court 
overlooked case law and misinterpreted subparagraph (9). Subparagraph (9) actually states: 
"Unless a decree of divorce specifically provides otherwise, any order of the 
court that a party pay alimony to a former spouse automatically terminates 
upon the remarriage or death of that former spouse." (emphasis added) 
In Wife's case, the Trial Court had specifically ruled otherwise and reserved her 
pending claim for a later trial. Therefore, the separate maintenance claim could not 
automatically terminate. The court assured Wife both before and after her marriage that her 
pending claim for alimony was not destroyed by marriage (at least for the time prior to the 
marriage) and was still specifically reserved. In fact, Husband stipulated on the record that 
Wife's claim to alimony after her remarriage was still preserved. This was a knowing, 
voluntary stipulation. Husband thus waived any claim he may have to argue otherwise. 
The case law in Utah makes it clear that alimony can survive remarriage (let alone be 
awarded for a period prior to remarriage) when "specifically provided for" in the decree. 
Johnson v. Johnson, 855 P.2d 250,252; Utah Adv. Rep. 41; 1993 Ut. App. 100 Lexis (where 
the Appellate Court held alimony may go beyond remarriage if correct findings are 
specifically made); Christiansen v. Christiansen, 2003 Utah App. 348; 2003 Ut. App. Lexis 
412 (unpublished decision), cert denied at 90 P.3d 1041; 2004 Ut. Lexis 79 (Utah 2004) 
(where the Utah Supreme Court upheld an alimony award which extended five years beyond 
remarriage because the decree specifically provided for the same). 
Utah case law further clarifies the intent of the legislature was to terminate alimony 
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prospectively only (i.e. from the date of remarriage forward, and not to eliminate interim or 
pending alimony awards prior the marriage). See Roberts v. Roberts^ 835 P.2d 193,198; 188 
Utah Adv. Rep. 26; 192 Ut. App. Lexis 110 (which allowed retroactive modification of 
alimony even after wife had remarried). Lump sum temporary alimony awards are also 
permissible. Beds v. Beds, 682 P.2d 862; 1984 Utah Lexis 847 (Utah 1984). The 
Ostermiller case, in essence, was a lump sum support or maintenance award to create equity 
and fairness during the pending action. 
Utah law makes it clear that final orders and even temporary orders are modifiable 
prospectively only. However, a bifurcated divorce reserving alimony is not a final or 
temporary judgment under Utah law. Copier v. Copier, 939 P.2d 202; 318 Utah Adv. Rep 9; 
1997 Utah App. Lexis 62. The reason for this is because Wife had no final evidentiary 
hearing on the issue of alimony because the court had specifically reserved that hearing. The 
hearing was still pending, open and reserved on the record. Thus, there can be no final order 
since one was not made and the Trial Court has continuing jurisdiction and discretion to 
make an award of alimony in that situation under UCA § 30-3-3(4). That discretion does not 
terminate merely because wife remarries but becomes limited to the time prior to remarriage. 
The legislature made it clear that pending claims for separate support and maintenance up to 
and including the final order or judgment may be amended during the course of the action or 
in the final order or judgment. See UCA §30-3-3(4). This statutory authority is supported by 
Utah court decisions such as Richardson v. Richardson, 2007 Ut. App. 222; 182 P.3d 910; 
2007 Ut. App. Lexis 197 (unpublished decision with a petition for certiorari granted and 
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pending) (where wife was awarded retroactive alimony even though she never petitioned the 
court for an interim order during the divorce proceedings); Copier v. Copier, 939 P.2d 2002; 
318 Utah Adv. Rep. 9; 1997 Ut. App. Lexis 62 (where a bifurcated divorce proceeding is 
never a final order on those issues separately reserved for a future trial, such as alimony, and 
as such remain awardable retroactively to the date of separation); Wells v. Wells, 871 P.2d 
1036; 235 Utah Adv. Rep. 43; 1994 Ut. App. Lexis 32 (where the Appellate Court 
overturned the Trial Court's denial of wife's ability to petition to modify temporary pending 
alimony based on the fact that she had obtained employment three weeks prior to the hearing 
and therefore needed no alimony. The Appellate Court reversed the trial holding that 
reserved-bifurcated issues and support issues are within the Trial Courts broad discretion and 
remain modifiable); Roberts v. Roberts, 835 P.2d at 198 (which held wife's remarriage did 
not moot her alimony modification claim prior to the remarriage). 
Temporary maintenance is also awardable where husband deceived the wife or court 
into believing his wages are minimal so no support is initially awarded, but later it is 
discovered husband's wages were much greater. In Shelton v. Shelton, 885 P.2d 807, 808,252 
UT Adv. Rep. 28; 1994 Utah App Lexis 166 where Mr. Shelton claimed very limited income at a 
temporary hearing on Alimony so no support was initially awarded and then later the court 
discovered Mr. Shelton's income at a much greater amount. The court ruled, "The Commissioner 
concluded that based on Mr. Shelton's deception concerning his income, Mrs. Shelton was entitled 
to temporary alimony retroactive to June 1991 (date of original hearing)." 
InFergusonv. Ferguson, 564P.2d 1380, 1382-1383; 1977 Lexis 1148 (Utah 1977), 
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the Utah Supreme Court dealt with whether it was wise to apply a rigid rule that alimony 
automatically terminates on remarriage regardless of circumstances. The Supreme Court 
wisely said no and issued the following statement: 
[I]f the rule should be absolute and applied with unreasoning rigidity, either that 
the annulment of a subsequent marriage automatically restores the alimony 
obligation under a prior divorce decree, or that it does not do so, circumstances 
may exist which could result in serious inequities. Some palliation in 
dealing with the problem confronted herein is to be found in the provisions 
of Sec. 30-3-5, U.C.A. 1953, which gives the District Court continuing 
jurisdiction in divorce cases to make such subsequent changes or orders.... 
as shall be reasonable and necessary... [Tit is our conclusion that it is 
neither necessary nor desirable, nor in conformity with our law, that there 
be any rule which must be regarded as absolute..." and "[I]f, upon its 
consideration of all of the circumstances, it appears clearly and persuasively that 
it is necessary to rectify serious inequity or injustice." (emphasis added) Id at 
1382-1383. 
In the Ostermiller case, the trial judge awarded Wife alimony to remedy the unjust 
circumstances created by Husband during separation, where he forced Wife to vacate the 
family home, did not give her a place to live in their numerous rental apartments, and failed 
to share with her over $36,000 in joint apartment rents. The Husband paid no support to 
Wife while he delayed and drug out the custody battle. The Trial Court ordered a Special 
Master to review the finances during the four year separation and he went to great pains to 
find out whether Wife was a public charge and whether Husband had the ability to pay 
temporary support to rectify this serious inequity. The judge ruled that Husband hid his 
income earning ability and funds, that Husband did have the ability to pay and Wife had 
significant need. The Ostermiller decision should have been upheld and actually increased 
for Husbands deception between February 2000 to April 1, 2001. 
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The Ostermiller Appellate Court decision also conflicted with their earlier decision of 
Roberts vs. Roberts, 835 P.2d at 198. In Roberts the wife had been awarded one dollar a year 
in alimony in the final divorce decree because the Trial Court had offset some marital 
expenses paid by husband against alimony. Wife appealed such a nominal amount, then nine 
(9) months after the notice of appeal, she remarried before the Appellate Court could hear the 
matter. Husband claimed wife's right to modify retroactively was now moot upon her 
remarriage. The Appellate Court disagreed and stated as follows: 
"Although this section, (former UCA §30-3-5(5) now 30-3-5(9)), extinguishes 
any alimony claim wife could make subsequent to September 12, 1991 it does 
not moot her claim to alimony during the approximately nine-month 
interim period after the divorce was decreed, but before wife remarried." 
(emphasis added) Id at 198. 
The Roberts decision is nearly directly on point, the only difference is that Robert's 
wife was awarded one dollar compared to Ostermiller's wife being awarded nothing because 
her claim was still reserved and pending. Having reserved her claim bolsters the court's 
authority to award alimony because it is not a retroactive modification at all, but an award for 
the first time. 
ARGUMENT III: 
THE APPELLATE COURT ABUSED THEIR DISCRETION WHEN 
THEY WENT BEYOND MERELY DECIDING A LEGAL ISSUE (I.E. 
WHETHER PENDING ALIMONY CAN BE RETROACTIVELY 
SOUGHT) AND OPINED ON FACTUAL MATTERS THAT HAD BEEN 
LEFT TO THE TRIAL COURT'S DISCRETION, SUCH AS LACHES, 
OR WHETHER WIFE WAS A PUBLIC CHARGE OR HUSBAND'S 
HIDING OF INCOME WAS WRONGFUL, THUS COMPOUNDING 
THE ERROR BY NOT REQUIRING HUSBAND TO MARSHAL THE 
EVIDENCE. 
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Not only did the Appellate Court's ruling overlook the statutory preservations of 
power and the discretion reserved in the Trial Court as propounded by the above discussion 
in Argument I and II, but it also went too far by claiming that Wife was barred by laches and 
delay, that she must not have been a public charge or she would have acted sooner, and that 
her temporary alimony adjustment cannot be awarded based on Husband's wrongful hiding 
of income. See Ostermiller v. Ostermiller, 2008 Ut. App. 249 at f^ 3 where the Trial Court 
almost blamed the wife for not seeking assistance earlier by stating: 
"If wife was in need of assistance to maintain such a standard of living during 
the duration of the divorce proceedings prior to her remarriage, she should 
have taken some action to obtain the temporary alimony award during that 
time. Instead, although Wife initiated the divorce proceedings in January of 
2000 and alleges that she was in great need of assistance from that point 
forward, she did not request a trial on the alimony issue until over four (4) 
years later in June 2004, which was eight (8) months after her remarriage and 
after Husband's obligation to pay alimony had expired." 
The Appellate Court continued in footnote (4) to state: 
"Wife argues that the Trial Court found 'that husband' tried to hide, conceal, 
or deceive the court regarding his actual income, and therefore, it was entirely 
appropriate for the court in equity and fairness to award alimony retroactively.' 
However, 'the purpose of alimony is to provide support for the wife and not to 
inflict punitive damages on the husband. Alimony is not intended as a penalty 
against the husband nor reward to the wife . . . . ' " 
English v. English, 565 P.2d 409, 411 (Utah 1977) (internal quotations marks omitted). 
"Further, we are not convinced that delay in the entering of an alimony award 
was largely husband's fault, especially considering wife's passive approach to 
obtain an alimony award - - failing to request that the issue be addressed until 
after she was already remarried." 
Note, Husband in his Appellate Brief did not marshal any of this evidence and merely 
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argued that the Trial Court abused its discretion by ordering Husband to pay alimony to Wife 
after Wife remarried and before his alimony obligation even arose. Not only did the 
Appellate Court abuse its discretion by going beyond the rule of law and delving into issues 
of fact understood more clearly by the Trial Court, but also overlooked Husband's 
marshaling requirement. The truth is Wife actually sought alimony from the day she was 
forced out of the home when she requested it in her Complaint. She sought it at the first 
temporary hearing and was given only $1,000.00 for rental deposit. Husband claimed then, 
as he did at the final trial, that he made no income from construction and his apartment rents 
were consumed by expenses. The Commissioner ran out of time, and reserved her remaining 
argument for support for another date. Wife was so devastated by the loss of custody of her 
twins and her family turning on her that she was admitted to the hospital for heart problems. 
She fired her first attorney, Suzanne Marychild, then hired attorney Jeff Thorne, but the only 
thing that could be settled was Husband's Bifurcated Divorce request by splitting some of the 
marital property and giving Wife Apple Tree Apartments with future rents thereon, which 
partially supplemented her future income. Wife terminated Jeff Thorne because he would 
not do more, then hired Marlin Grant in November 2002 and sought temporary support and to 
modify and undo the temporary custody award of February 2006. 
Note, Husband was ordered to use his income from the marital property division to 
hire a custody evaluator and proceed with the custody trial. He delayed in doing so. The 
Commissioner would not even set a pretrial hearing until the custody evaluation was 
completed and financial discovery was complete. Husband never answered Wife's financial 
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discovery requests, hid income, and delayed further. 
The primary purpose of alimony is to keep the spouse from becoming a public charge. 
The Appellate Court so ruled, but overlooked the Trial Court evidence and findings. The 
Trial Court found that Wife had become a public charge for nearly $60,000.00 during the 
first three (3) years and ten (10) months after separation. See Plaintiffs Exhibit 3 attached as 
Addendum Ex. 8. Wife borrowed from credit cards, from her Dad, from the Church, and 
from the State of Utah. Equity and fairness required Husband to pay. Judge Low 
appropriately recognized this inequity and Husband's hiding of income and sought to correct 
it. It is inappropriate for the Appellate Court to overlook this fact and substitute their 
wisdom for the Trial Court's wisdom. The Appellate Court decision created a huge windfall 
to the Husband. (Over $173,220.00 in four (4) years calculated as follows: $36,000.00 in 
rent; $ 15,000.00 in alimony prior to bifurcation; $32,220 in alimony after the bifurcation and 
the benefit of his new wife's income of at least $30,000.00 for 2001, 2002, and 2003.) 
Husband was able to keep all of the apartment rents ($36,000.00) and avoid paying any 
alimony to Wife (over $32,220.00) even though he made over $53,000.00 a year, had 
remarried in July of 2001 and began receiving huge financial benefits from that remarriage of 
over $30,000.00 to $50,000.00 a year. The decision decimated Wife, who on the other hand, 
made less than $ 16,000.00 a year, went into debt over $57,000.00, incurred large attorney fee 
expenses, and struggled financially as a single mother without being able to live in her family 
home or get her share of apartment rents. 
Under Utah law, Trial Courts have broad latitude in determining alimony awards. 
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Jones vs. Jones, 700 P.2d 1072,1074 (Utah 1985). The Trial Court may consider equitable 
principles and exercise broad discretion in using their latitude in divorce court. See Curry vs. 
Curry, 7 Utah 2d 198,321 P.2d 939 (1942) (Utah 1958) (recognizing that "the Trial Court is 
vested with broad equitable powers in divorce matters and that its judgment will not be 
disturbed lightly, nor at all, unless the evidence clearly preponderates against its findings, or 
there has been a plain abuse of discretion, or a manifest injustice or inequity is wrought"). 
As stated in Boyce vs. Boyce, 609 P.2d 928, 931; 1980 UT Lexis 890: 
"Clearly, a court should modify a prior decree when the interests of equity 
and fair dealing with the court and the opposing party so require." 
(emphasis added). 
Wife in Ostermiller was destroyed financially and Husband had complete control and 
freedom. Judge Low modified the previous no-support award to give Wife fairness and 
equity. It should be upheld. See also, Nielson vs. Nielson, 27 Utah 2d 400, 401-402; 497 
P.2d 15; 1992 UT. Lexis 1000 (Utah 1972) (holding that trial judge, who has heard the 
evidence, is better suited to wear the robes of Solomon); Lord vs. Shaw, 682 P.2d 853, 856; 
1984 UT. Lexis 837 (Utah 1984) (Appellate Court "accords considerable deference to the 
findings and judgment of Trial Court due to its advantageous position"). Not only was an 
award of temporary spousal maintenance to Wife required to create justice and fairness, but 
not doing so created a manifest injustice and windfall in favor of Husband. 
The Appellate Court was flat mistaken in saying Wife never sought alimony until June 
2004 (which shows the lack of marshalling by the Husband and the lack of understanding by 
the Appellate Court regarding Wife's previous attempts to obtain support). As shown in 
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Addendum Ex. 9, Wife made numerous attempts prior to her marriage on October 2,2003 to 
get a trial. She began with filing the Complaint, she sought a temporary order, she reserved 
the same in a Bifurcated Order, she fired two attorneys and hired Mr. Grant to proceed as 
quickly as possible in November 2002 with a trial, which was only delayed because of the 
custody evaluation, the completion of the custody trial, and Husband's failure to disclosure 
financial records. Because alimony is usually determined after the financial dust is settled on 
child support and custody, the Wife was not able to pursue the alimony trial as timely as she 
wished. This was not her fault. It was to Husband's advantage to delay the trial, keep the 
children as long as he could under his care, so he had no motivation to pay for the evaluation. 
Husband had filed for numerous continuances and the Trial Court was well aware of all of 
these facts. That is why Wife was awarded prejudgment interest for the numerous delays so 
Husband, who put off paying the alimony for seven (7) years, could not reap a benefit from 
his bad faith. Wife's claim for prejudgment interest also needs to be upheld. 
Husband concealed income and ran up Wife's attorney fees and the court's time in 
discovering his wages. This was another reason for awarding alimony during the interim 
period because the court felt husband actually earned more and was intentionally concealing 
income to make it appear alimony should not be awarded. Shelton, 885 P.2d 807.Wife 
should have received attorney fees for Husband's bad faith and delays to help her prosecute 
the case. UCA § 30-3-3(3). 
It was inappropriate for the Appellate Court to substitute its wisdom for the Trial 
Court's wisdom without ever requiring Husband to marshal the evidence on these fact 
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sensitive issues. Ironically, the Appellate Court refused to hear Wife's argument for 
equitable treatment on her one-half QA) claim to her apartment rents by arguing that she 
failed to marshal the evidence sufficiently even though Wife had placed all the evidence 
before the Appellate Court. 
ARGUMENT IV: 
BOTH THE TRIAL COURT AND THE APPELLATE COURT ABUSED 
THEIR DISCRETION IN DENYING WIFE'S RIGHT TO RECEIVE 
ONE-HALF (y2) OF HER APARTMENT RENTS, PRIOR TO THE 
BIFURCATED DECREE SINCE WIFE NEED NOT MARSHAL ALL 
THE EVIDENCE BECAUSE IT WAS CLEARLY CONTAINED IN THE 
WRITTEN CLOSING ARGUMENTS AND EXHIBITS, WHICH 
SUMMARIZED SAID EVIDENCE NICELY FOR THE APPELLATE 
COURT. 
The Trial Court denied Wife's claim to alimony from February 2000 to April 1,2001 
partially because the Trial Court held that Husband paid family expenses of $14,724.00 so 
Judge Low offset the alimony claim against the family expenses. However, Judge Low could 
have only offset alimony (14 months x $1,074.00 = $15,036.00) and not the entire 
$36,000.00 in apartment income. It was not only odd for the Trial Court to not award 
alimony between February 2000 to April 2001 since this is when Wife was forced to vacate 
the family home, obtain a new job, and suffered her greatest financial needs, but it was also 
alarming that the Trial Court refused to give Wife one-half (Vi) of her apartment rents from 
the marital apartments of over $36,000.00. This constituted a double loss to Wife financially. 
The Trial Court's denial was based on its finding in Paragraph 1 of the Amended Final 
Decree: 
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"From January 2000 to March 31,2001, the Court finds that Respondent paid 
all of the family expenses, including child support before the Bifurcated 
Decree and therefore awards no alimony. The court is also not dividing the 
apartment rent, which was solely received by Respondeat from January 2000 
to March 31, 2001 (nearly $36,000.00), so Respondent received this as his 
own." (Note: offsetting child support was barred by res judicata principles) 
The Appellate Court refused to look at this matter arguing that Wife failed to marshal 
the evidence in support of the finding and assumed that the finding was adequately supported 
by the evidence. Ostermiller vs. Ostermiller, 2008 Ut. App. 248 at ^ 6. 
However, the Ostermiller Appellate Court failed to realize that Wife had marshaled all 
the evidence which Judge Low reviewed in support of the finding. Wife had produced the 
closing arguments and sur-reply, as well as Exhibit 18 which constituted all of the evidence 
Husband submitted on family expense he paid. Husband produced evidence of $ 14,724.00 in 
expenses he claimed he paid for Wife (see Husband's Exhibit 18, Addendum Ex. 11). At 
trial, Wife challenged and proved most of that evidence was res judicata or not spend on 
needs, but for purposes of this appeal, Wife gave Husband credit for every expense placing 
the evidence in a light most favorable to Husband. The party marshaling the evidence is not 
required to "provide an exhaustive review of all of the evidence presented at trial," but 
"rather, a precisely focused summary of all the evidence supporting the finding she 
challenges." M.B. vs. J.B. in re: A.B., 2007 UT. App. 186 1f 13; 168 P.3d 820; 2007 UT. 
App. Lexis 293; citing Chen vs. Stewart, 2004 UT 82 1f 7; 100 P.3d 1177, (which the 
Appellate Court relied on). Based on the evidence in Exhibit 18, the Trial Court found that 
some of the apartment income was used for family expenses, but not all of it. Assuming the 
Trial Court took every expense as a family expense, Wife's one-half (Vi) share of the 
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apartment rents was over $18,000.00 and she could have offset that against the $14,724.00 in 
family expenses, leaving her at least $3,276.00 as her remaining share of the apartment rents. 
Wife would therefore still be entitled to at least $1,074.00 per month in alimony for 14 
months, or $15,036.00. This is particularly true since the trial judge imputed to Wife 
$970.00 a month in apartments rents even though Wife never received rents prior to 
bifurcation. If the court offset 100% of the $14,724.00 against the alimony during that period 
of time (note, this offset would have included children's expenses and child support), then 
the $14,724.00 would have offset the entire $15,036.00 in alimony, but there still would have 
been over $36,000.00 in apartment rent to go one-half (Vi) to Wife. Either way, the Trial 
Court finding does not support the conclusion that Husband gets it all. Wife should have 
received close to $18,000.00 instead of nothing. The trial judge also imputed $970.00 in 
apartment rent to Wife and it is only fair she receive at least $970.00 x 14 months or 
$13,580.00 in rental income instead of nothing. 
Alternatively, Wife should be relieved from any marshaling requirement where the 
findings are unsupported in the record or do not support the Trial Court's conclusions. 
Anderson vs. Dorns, 1999 UT. App. 207, H 10; 984 P.2d 392, 396; 1999 Utah. App. Lexis 96. 
The court stated in Woodward vs. Fazzio, 175 UT Adv. Rep. 70; 823 P.2d 474; 1991 Utah. 
App. Lexis 182 when: 
"...findings are not of that caliber, appellant need not go through a futile 
marshaling exercise. Rather, appellant can simply argue the legal insufficiency of 
the court's findings as framed." 
Additionally, when the court decision is based upon written memorandum, such as the 
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written closing arguments and exhibits, marshaling is not required. See In re Discipline of 
Sonnenreich, 2004 Utah 3; 86 P.3d 712,725; 2004 UT Lexis 1 (where failure to marshal the 
evidence when findings were based on memorandum submitted by the parties is not fatal). 
Because Judge Low made his final ruling based on the closing arguments and exhibits 
supplied by the parties, the marshaling requirement was not fatal and should not have been 
used against Wife. 
The difficulty in this case is that the Findings or supporting evidence was so deficient 
that it is difficult to see how the Trial Court actually came to the conclusion that it did. ] 
The Trial Court itself acknowledged that ccexact figures were not supplied," (R. 1133) and 
"little or no evidence was received regarding these expenses," (R. 1088). Nevertheless, the 
Trial Court came to a conclusion despite the lack of evidence and erred in doing so. The 
finding, even if we assume all of the expenses are attributable to Wife, does not support the 
conclusion that Wife should be denied both $ 15,036.00 in alimony plus $ 18,000.00 in rents. 
This conclusion by the Trial Court is particularly perplexing in light of the Court's later 
award of alimony to Wife after March 2001 of $1,074.00 a month, where Wife had imputed 
1. See Martinez v. Media-Paymaster Plus/Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Sts., 
2007 UT 42, P18-P21, 164 P.3d 384, 2007 Utah Lexis 107, under the title "Clarification 
of the Marshaling Requirement" the Utah Supreme Court stated: 
[W]e have used language implying that appellate courts are strictly bound 
to affirm the accuracy of the.. .Trial Court's factual findings in the absence 
of marshaling.. .Despite this language, the marshaling requirement is not a 
limitation on the power of the appellate courts.. ..It is not, itself, a rule of 
substantive law.. .The reviewing court.. .retains discretion to consider 
independently the whole record and determine if the decision below has 
adequate factual support. 
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to her rental income of over $970.00 per month, but prior to April 1,2001, she received zero 
rental income, and the court did not increase her alimony award during that period, but 
actually ruled she was not entitled to any alimony. Nothing in the record supports this 
finding or conclusion. 
ARGUMENT V: 
THE APPELLATE COURT CORRECTLY HELD THAT HUSBAND IS 
NOT ENTITLED TO CHILD SUPPORT DURING THE SEPARATION 
TIME, BECAUSE CHILD SUPPORT COULD NOT BE MODIFIED 
RETROACTIVELY, NOR COULD CHILD SUPPORT BE OFFSET 
SINCE THE COURT ALREADY OFFSET ALL FAMILY EXPENSES 
IN MAKING ITS DECISION. 
From February 2000 through December 17, 2003, there was never a child support 
award entered. The Husband was given custody of the twin boys at a February 6, 2000 
hearing, but no child support was ordered. The child support was reserved in the Bifurcated 
Order of March 26, 2001, but again no order was entered until December 17, 2003. The 
Trial Court found on December 17,2003 that because Wife had close to 50/50 time with the 
children as a joint parent and because she spent a lot of money on the children during this 
period, that Husband was not awarded child support in any event. The joint custody child 
support worksheet shows that child support, if it had been sought during that time frame, 
would have been very nominal. (See Addendum Ex. #14 attached.) 
All child support issues were actually ruled on at trial on December 17, 2003 and 
became res judicata. The Findings make it clear that the court did not award Husband any 
retroactive or ongoing child support, even though he retained primary physical custody of the 
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children, since Wife was awarded substantial co-parenting as the joint legal custodian. The 
Trial Court findings, as cited by the Appellate Court are found in the Amended Decree f^ 2, 
R. 1228 and they state: 
"For child support purposes, the Court uses the same analysis as discussed in 
the trial on December 17,2003, and findings dated April 27,2005, and using a 
joint custody worksheet with Petitioner and Respondent both co-parenting the 
children at least 50% of the time, the Court finds that the child support 
between April 1, 2001 and October 1, 2003 should be zero. Although the 
Petitioner was willing to even use 40%, the previous trial used 50% and 
eliminated child support and did not specifically reserve the same. Support 
was not specifically reserved and in equity should not be an offset given the 
fact each parent exercises basically equal time. Child support after October 1, 
2003 is as previously ordered in the December 2003 trial on custody and 
support is washed between the parties, so that no ongoing support is paid after 
October 1,2003." 
This finding basically states that the child support was not reserved after December 
17, 2003, therefore it could not be retroactively modified after that order. Even if it could 
have been reserved, the parties had joint time with the children and spent equally on them 
under the joint custody worksheet so there was no need for child support. Thus, Husband 
was not entitled to child support offsets. The Trial Court already gave Husband $14,724.00 
in offsets, some of which included child support type items. (See Amended Decree f^ 1 R. 
1228). The Appellate Court found that Husband had failed to marshal the evidence in this 
area and therefore declined to modify the findings of the Trial Court. 
The Appellate decision was correct because once a support obligation becomes due 
after an evidentiary hearing thereon, it is no longer retroactively modifiable than final 
decrees. Whitehead v. Whitehead, 836P.2d 814, 816 (Ut. App. 1992). Husband must file a 
petition under Utah Code Ann. § 78B-12-210 for prospective changes or reserve the issue 
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under Rule 42(b). Even though this was a bifurcated case, where child support was initially 
reserved, there was a final hearing on December 17,2003 regarding all past due child support 
as well as ongoing child support. After December 17, 2003, child support was no longer 
reserved. The court did not make an award of child support to Husband, but effectively said 
that because the parties had been coparents under a joint custody worksheet, there would be 
no child support. This order became final, res judicata and unmodifiable retroactively. 
CONCLUSION 
WHEREFORE, the Utah Supreme Court should uphold the Trial Court decision on 
both temporary support due between April 1, 2001 to October 1, 2003, together with 
prejudgment interest thereon, remand this case back to the Trial Court to appropriately award 
Wife one-half QA) of the apartment rents between January 2000 and March 31, 2001, which 
the Trial Court found to be $36,000.00 and her one-half (Vi) share is $18,000.00, uphold the 
Appellate Court's award that this case be remanded for a determination of attorney fees to 
Wife, uphold the no-child support order or offsets beyond $14,724.00 and finalize this 
lengthy, protracted litigation. 
DATED this _ f e day of March, 2009. 
OLSON & HOGGAN, P.C 
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Suzanne Marychild - 7082 
Attorney for Petitioner 
110 North 100 East 
P.O. Box 543 
Logan, Utah 84323-0543 
Telephone; (435) 753-7400 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF UTAH, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CACHE 
SHIRLENE OSTERMILLER, * 
ORDER ON ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE 
Petitioner, * 
vs. * 
DAVID G. OSTERMILLER, * Case No. 004100017 
Respondent. * 
This matter came on for Petitioner's Order to Show Cause and Respondent's Counter Order 
to Show Cause before Commissioner Daniel W. Gamer on February 3, 2000. Petitioner Shirlene 
Ostermiller was present with her attorney Suzanne Marychild and Respondent David G. 
Ostermiller was present with his attorney Brian Cannell appearing for Lyle W. Hillyard. Based on 
the papers and pleadings before it, testimony of the parties and proffer of counsel, Hie following 
temporary orders are made: 
1. The parties are awarded joint legal custody of the parties' minor children, Colton 
John Ostermiller, born August 14, 1996 and Caden Dennis Ostermiller, born August 14, 1996 with 
Respondent establishing the primary residence for the children. 
2. Petitioner shall have reasonable visitation as the parties agree but shall include the 
s£ v ^ a'"' v 
i 
following Sunday at noon of each week until Tuesday at 6:00 p,m. 
3. Both parties shall engage in counseling with a licensed professional, either together 
or separately and shall followup with suggestions made by such counselor(s), 
4. Both parties are restrained from transferring, destroying, encumbering or removing 
marital property without the consent of the other, 
5. Respondent shall forthwith pay the sum of $1000 to Petitioner to enable her to 
obtain separate housing. 
6. Neither party shall pay the other child support on a temporary basis. 
7 All other issues are reserved for further hearing. 
DA TED 
BY THE COURT 
District Court Judge 
RECOMMENDED: 
Daniel W. Garner 
Court Commissioner 
Approved as to form: 
Brian Cannell 
Attorney for Respondent 
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CERTIFICATE OF HAND-DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that I handdelivered a true and correct copy of the foregoing document to 
the below named individual on this I**"" day of February, 2000. 
Brian Cannell 
HILL YARD, ANDERSON & OLSEN 
175 East 100 North 
Logan, Utah 84321 
Shirlene Ostcrmiller 
P.O. Box 3587 
Logan, Utah 84323-3587 
Q^AATWTV qJL-a. ^ ^T^^pm, 
Legal Assistant 
SM/Ostenniller Sliirelcii/Dociuiients/OiderOSC2-4-00 I 
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Tab 2 
LYLE W. HILLYARD #1494 
RICHARD B. REYNOLDS #8716 
HILLYARD, ANDERSON & OLSEN 
Attorneys for Respondent 
175 East 1st North 
Logan, Utah 843 21 
Telephone (435) 752-2610 
IN THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF CACHE COUNTY 




DAVID G. OSTERMILLER, ] 
Respondent. ] 
DECREE OF DIVORCE 
Case No. 004100016 
Judge CIint S. Judkins 
THIS MATTER came on for hearing on the 15th day of March, 
2 001, before the Honorable Daniel Garner, District Court 
Commissioner. Personally appeared the Petitioner and her 
attorney, Jeff R. Thome, and the Respondent and his attorney, 
Lyle W. Hillyard. The parties proffered the Stipulation and 
Property Settlement Agreement, which was signed by the parties on 
che 1<?+2D day of March, 2001. The Petitioner was sworn and 
testified and the Court accepted the grounds of bifurcation and 
the stipulation, which documentation should be submitted to Judge 
Judkins foi his approval and signature. The Court being fully 
advised in the premises and having made heretofore its Findings 
of Fact: and Conclusions of Law, enters the following order: 
IT IS HERS3Y ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED: 
1. That the Petitioner, SHIRLENE OSTERMILLER, be and is 
awarded a decree of divorce from the Respondent, DAVID G. 
r I?^J L^ 
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OSTERMILLER, said decree to become final upon signing and entry 
by the Court. 
2. That the following issues are reserved for further 
settlement or trial: child support, childcare, the income tax 
exemptions, alimony, if any, custody and visitation. 
3. That the Petitioner is permanently awarded the 
following: 
A. The parties' interest and equity in the following 
real property: 
(1) Apple Tree Lane Apartments located at 1225 North 
400 East, Logan, Utah, subject to Petitioner assuming and 
releasing the Respondent's obligation on the mortgages and 
debus thereon. 
Respondent shall Quit Claim his interest in said above-
referenced properties to Petitioner. Petitioner shall hold 
Respondent harmless from any and all liability on said 
properties. 
B. The following personal property: 
(1) 1992 Toyota 4-runner. Respondent shall payoff the 
4-runner and have it repaired within a reasonable time so as 
to make it in good running order. 
(2) Her jewelry (two rings and pearl earrings). 
Respondent does not believe he has the pearl earrings in his 
possession, but he will look for them and if he finds them 
now or at some subsequent date, he will immediately deliver 
them to the Petitioner. 
2 
(3) All personal effects and personal property 
currently in her possession and the following items in the 
Respondent's possession: the baby crib; two bean bags; 
master copies of 8 or 9 family videos; the washer and dryer; 
computer-drawn blue prints of the homes Located at 28 0 North 
200 East, and at 13 6 West 100 South in Hyde Park, Utah; one-
half of the following food storage items: peaches, beans, 
wheat, powdered milk, and dried potatoes; copies of the last 
8 years taxes; and her gardening tools. 
4. That the Respondent is permanently awarded the 
following: 
A. The parties' interest and equity in the following 
real property: 
(1) Two 4-plex buildings known as Carriage Court 
located at 533 West 600 North and 557 West 600 North, Logan, 
Utah, subject: to Respondent assuming and releasing the 
Petitioner's obligation on the mortgages and debts thereon. 
(2) Marital residence located at 136 West 100 South, 
Hyde Park, Utah, subject to Respondent assuming and 
releasing the Petitioner's obligation on the mortgages and 
debts thereon. 
Petitioner shall Quit Claim her interest to the two 
buildings at Carriage Court and the marital residence to 
Respondent. Respondent shall hold her harmless from any and 
all liability on said properties. 
B. The following personal property: 
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(1) All vehicles and parts except for the Toyota 4-
runner awarded to Petitioner above. 
(2) Horses. 
(3) Work tools and personal tools. 
(4) One-half of the food storage items as part of 
paragraph 3.B.(3) above. 
(5) All his personal effects and the personal property 
currently in his possession. 
5. That the Respondent shall pay Petitioner's share of the 
custody evaluation ($2,000) and $3,000 cash from the refinancing 
of the home after paying the full cost of the evaluation. If 
there is insufficient money from the refinancing to pay for the 
evaluation and the full amount of the $3,000, whatever has not 
been paid from the refinancing will be paid by the Respondent 
within six (6) months. 
6. That the temporary custody order shall remain the same 
except that beginning Sunday, March 18, 2001, Petitioner shall 
pick up the children at 3:00 p.m. and then on the following 
Sunday, March 25, 2001, at 10:00 a.m. and Petitioner shall 
alternate those times each Sunday until further order of the 
Court. Petitioner shall also have the children every Thursday 
from 8:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m. 
7. That the parties have a bank account for the children 
and the money therein shall only be withdrawn by joint signatures 
or court order as long as the parties are both living. If one of 
the parties die, the survivor may access the account. 
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8. That the parties shall carry medical insurance on the 
minor children, so long as it is available to them through their 
employment at a reasonable cost as provided by §73-45-7.15 Utah 
Code Ann. (1953 as amended) . The parties shall each pay one-half 
of all uninsured medical, dental and optical bills for the minor 
children. 
A parent who incurs uninsured health, medical, or dental 
expenses for the minor children shall provide written 
verification of the cost and payment of the said uninsured 
expense to the other parent within thirty (30) days of payment. 
Reimbursement for one-half of the said uninsured expenses shall 
be paid to the incurring parent by the other parent within ten 
(10) days from the receipt: of the written verification. 
9. That the parties shall each pay their own attorney fees 
and costs. 
Dated this pXo day of ^X^CJf\f 2001. 
BY THE COURT: 
^CUNTS-JUOKiNS 
Clint S. Judkins 
District Court Judge 
APPROVED AS TO FORM 
Attorney for Petitioner 
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Shannon R. Demler (5689) 
Attorney for the Respondent 
76 West 100 North 
Logan, Utah 84321 
Tele: (435) 752-3596 
IN THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
CACHE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
SHIRLENE OSTERMILLER, * ORDER ON ORDER TO 
* SHOW CAUSE 
Petitioner, * 
vs. * 
DAVE OSTERMILLER, * Civil No.004100016 
* Judge: Clint S. Judkins 
Respondent. * 
This matter came before the Honorable Commissioner, Daniel Garner, of the First 
District Court of Cache County, State of Utah on the Fourteenth day of November, 2002. The 
Petitioner was present along with her Attorney of record, Marlin Grant. The Respondent was 
present along with his Attorney of record. Shannon R. Demler. Proffers were made to the Court 
by both counsel. After hearing the proffers, reviewing the file herein, and good cause appearing, 
it be and is hereby 
O R D E R E D 
1. That the custody arrangement that was previously Ordered in the above entitled 
matter shall remain in effect. 
2. That the previous Order of the Court with regards to daycare for the minor children 
will also remain in effect. 
3. That both parties both shall fully cooperate with Dr. Atkin in preparing the home 
study in the above entitled matter. 
4. That a review hearing is hereh\ set on January 23, 2003, at 11:00 a.m. to review« 
status of the custody evaluation that is being performed in the above entitled matter. 
DATED this _ day of , 2002. 
COMMISSION DANIEL GARNER 
MAILING CERTIFICATE 
I hereby certify that I mailed a true and correct copy of the above and foregoing ORDER 
ON ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE postage prepaid to Marlin Grant, C/O Olson and Hoggan, 88 
West Center, P.O. Box 525, Logan, UT 84321. 




10:00 AM in COURTROOM 5 with Judge LOW. 
07-23-03 Notice - NOTICE for Case 004100017 ID 8182013 
FINAL PRE TRIAL CONFERENCE is scheduled. 
Date: 09/09/2003 
Time: 10:00 a.m. 
Location: COURTROOM 5 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
135 NORTH 100 WEST 
LOGAN, UT 84321 
Before Judge: GORDON J. LOW 
09-09-03 Minute Entry - Minutes for FINAL PRE TRIAL CONFERENCE 
Judge: GORDON J. LOW 
Clerk: beckym 
PRESENT 
Petitioner's Attorney: MARLIN J GRANT 
Petitioner(s): SHIRLENE OSTERMILLER 
Attorney for the Respondent: SHANNON R. DEMLER 
Respondent(s) : DAVID G OSTERMILLER 
Video 
Tape Number: 1 Tape Count: 10:33 
HEARING 
TAPE: 10:33 The Court calls the case. 
Mr. Grant addressed the Court regarding the status of the case. 
Discovery is nearly completed. The evaluation wilJ be completed in 
two weeks. 
The Court discussed the evaluation stating that a factual 
evaluation without recommendations will be most helpful to the 
Court. 
This case is set for a one day trial Nov. 18, 2003 at 9:00 a.m. A 
pre trial conference to discuss the evaluation is also set for 
Sept. 29, 2003 at 4:00 p.m. 
Trial briefs are to be submitted one week prior to trial. 
ONE DAY BENCH TRIAL is scheduled. 
Date: 11/18/2003 
Time: 09:00 a.m. 
Location: COURTROOM 5 
Printed: 09/05/08 11:22:04 Page 15 
CASE NUMBER 004100017 Divorce/Annulment 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
135 NORTH 100 WEST 
LOGAN, UT 84321 
before Judge GORDON J. LOW 
U3-09-03 Notice - NOTICE for Case 004100017 ID 8211426 
ONE DAY BENCH TRIAL is scheduled. 
Date: 11/18/2003 
Time: 09:00 a.m. 
Location: COURTROOM 5 
Page 16 of 43 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
135 NORTH 100 WEST 
LOGAN, UT 84321 
before Judge GORDON J. LOW 
**PLEASE NOTE: A Pre Trial is set in this case for Sept. 29, 2003 
at 4:00 p.m. before Judge Low. 
09-09-03 ONE DAY BENCH TRIAL scheduled on November 18, 2003 at 09:00 AM 
in COURTROOM 5 with Judge LOW. 
09-09-03 PRE TRIAL CONFERENCE scheduled on September 29, 2003 at 04:00 
PM in COURTROOM 5 with Judge LOW^ 
09-2 9-03 Minute Entry - Minutes for Pretrial Conference 
Judge: GORDON J. LOW 
Clerk: beckym 
PRESENT 
Attorney for the Respondent: SHANNON R. DEMLER 
Video 
Tape Count: 1:52 PM 
HEARING 
COUNT: 1:52 PM 
Atty Demler present and requests this matter be stricken from the 
calendar until home study report is received. Court strikes this 
hearing from the calendar. ^ ^ 
TI-UJ-U3 filed: CusEo'Jy^Evaludtion (cloniidentiai) '" ' "' ir Bl ' 
11-12-03 Filed: Motion To Compel Sanctions 
11-17-03 Fee Account created Total Due: 5.00 
11-17-03 Fee Account created Total Due: 4.00 
11-17-03 CERTIFIED COPIES Payment Received: 5.00 
11-17-03 CERTIFICATION Payment Received: 4.00 
11-18-03 Minute Entry - Minutes for PRE TRIAL 
Judge: GORDON J. LOW 
Clerk: beckym 
PRESENT 
Petitioner's Attorney: MARLIN J GRANT 
Printed: 09/05/08 11:22:05 Page 16 
CASE NUMBER 004100017 Divorce/Annulment 
Petitioner(s): SHIRLENE OSTERMILLER 
Attorney for the Respondent: SHANNON R. DEMLER 
Respondent(s) : DAVID G OSTERMILLER 
Video 
Tape Number: 1 Tape Count: 9:17 
HEARING 
Page 17 of 43 
COUNT: 9:17 I 
The Court calls the case. All parties are present and ready to I 
proceed. I 
Mr. Dernier addressed the Court regarding a new trial date. 1 
Mr. Grant responded. I 
COUNT: 9:22 I 
The Court recesses and meets with counsel in chambers I 
COUNT: 9:44 I 
Back on the record. I 
The Court addressed the parties regarding the conference in I 
chambers noting that Dr. Atkins report was discussed. I 
COUNT: 9:45 I 
Mr. Grant addressed the Court stating the Petitioner will have 3 I 
expert and 8 lay witnesses for trial. I 
Mr. Demler respondend stating the respondent will have 1 expert I 
and 7 lay witnesses. I 
The issue of discovery was discussed. I 
COUNT: 9:48 I 
Mr. Demler is to file a Protective Order regarding the conputer I 
and comply with discovery by 12/1/03. I 
Mr. Grant is to supply discovery by 10 days thereafter. I 
The Court set a second place trial setting Dec. 17, 18 & 19, 2003. I 
A first place setting is set for Jan 28, 29 & 30, 2004. I 
COUNT: 9:59 I 
The Court amends paragraph 9 Of order definig short term as under 1 
4 hours. I 
Mr. Grant is to prepare an Order memorializing today's hearing. I 
BENCH TRIAL is scheduled. I 
Date: I 
Date: I 
Date: 12/17/2003 I 
Time: 09:00 a.m. I 
Location: COURTROOM 5 I 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT I 
135 NORTH 100 WEST I 
LOGAN, UT 84321 I 
before Judge GORDON J. LOW I 
Date: 12/18/2003 I 
Printed: 09/05/08 11:22:05 Page 17 
CASE NUMBER 004100017 Divorce/Annulment 
Time: 09:00 a.m. 
Location: COURTROOM 5 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
135 NORTH 100 WEST 
LOGAN, UT 84321 
before Judge GORDON J. LOW 
U-18-03 BENCH TRIAL scheduled on December 17, 2003 at 09:00 AM in 
COURTROOM 5 with Judge LOW. 
H*18-03 BENCH TRIAL scheduled on December 18, 2003 at 09:00 AM in 
COURTROOM 5 with Judge LOW. 
11-18-03 BENCH TRIAL scheduled on December 19, 2003 at 09:00 AM in 
Tab 5 
FIRST DISTRICT - CACHE COURT 








Case No: 004100017 DA 
Judge: GORDON J. LOW 
Date: December 17, 2003 
Clerk: beckym 
PRESENT 
Petitioner's Attorney: MARLIN J GRANT 
Petitioner(s): SHIRLENE OSTERMILLER 
Attorney for the Respondent: SHANNON R. DEMLER 
Respondent (s) : DAVID G OSTERMILLER 
Video 
T a p e Number : 1 Tape C o u n t : 9 :18 
TRIAL 
TAPE: 9:18 The Court calls the case. All parties are present and 
ready to proceed. 
COUNT: 9:24 
Mr. Dernier addressed the Court with his opening statement. 
COUNT: 9:37 
Mr. Grant presents his openieng statement. 
COUNT: 9:54 
The Court recesses and meets with counsel in chambers. 
COUNT: 2:40 
Back on the record. 
The parties have reached a stipulation. Mr. Grant states t he 
stipulation on the record. 
The parties agree to joint custody. The Petitioner will have the 
children every other week from Thursday night to Tuesday morning. 
The Petitioner will have 5 weeks summer visitation. She is to 
notify the Respondent by May 1st which 5 weeks she will take. 
The Respondent is to have the children the first week after school 
Page 1 
Case No: 004100017 
Date: Dec 17, 2003 
gets out and the last seek before they go back to school. 
Parties are to follow the guidelines on holiday visitation. 
Reasonable telephone contact is allowed during visitation. 
Both parties are to have access to school and medical records. 
There will be no base child support award. Each party is to pay 
half of the insurance and medical costs. 
School and sports fees are to be split equally. 
Each party may claim one tax exemption with the option to purchase 
the other's tax exemption if it will be beneficial. 
The issues of costs, attorney fees and alimony is reserved. 
The parties agreed to be bound by the stipulation. 
Mr. Grant is to prepare and submit the Findings and Order. 
Page 2 (last) 
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FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 







Case No. 004100017 DA 
Judge: Gordon J. Low 
The issue before the Court is the Respondent's Motion for Summary Dismissal of 
Retroactive Alimony Claim. The matter was argued by memoranda and oral arguments were 
heard on April 12, 2005. The Court has reviewed the parties memorandum, exhibits, the 
applicable statutes and caselaw, and now renders its decision; the Respondent's Motion for 
Summary Dismissal is denied. 
Relevant to the issue of alimony is the fact that the Court has never issued an order 
regarding alimony. The Court record is further absent any reference submitted by either party 
suggesting that facts were heard concerning alimony or that a joint stipulation exists in lieu of 
alimony. Instead, the divorce proceedings have continually reserved the issue of alimony; first 
on February 3,2000, then on March 26,2001, and on December 17,2003. While the issue of 
alimony appears unduly postponed since the original separation order and the Petitioner was 
remarried in October of 2003, the Court finds no caselaw or applicable statute which diminishes 
the Court's discretion to order, if appropriate, temporary alimony back to the original petition for y 
divorce in the absence of a hearing and corresponding court order on the issue. The Respondent 
cites several cases addressing retroactive alimony modification but each is distinguishable. In the 
absence of any hearing or evidence of a binding joint stipulation waiving alimony, it is improper 
for a court of equity to excuse potential obligations of temporary alimony when the issue was 
specifically reserved. 
The Respondent's Motion is therefore denied. 
Date t h i s ^ 2 2 . day^ of April, 2005. 
BY THE COURT 
CERTIFICATE OF NOTIFICATION 
I certify that a copy of the attached document was sent to the 
following people for case 004100017 by the method and on the date 
specified. 
METHOD NAME 
Mail PAIGE BIGELOW 
ATTORNEY RES 
POB 45561 
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 
84145-0561 
Mail MARLIN J GRANT 
ATTORNEY PET 
88 W CENTER ST 
POB 525 
LOGAN UT 84323-0525 
Dated this ^ 7 day of <%;d) 20 fl^T 
vUW Deputy Courtr Clerk 
Page 1 (last) 
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FINDINGS OF FACT, 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
AND ORDER 
Case No. 004100017 DA 
Judge: Gordon J. Low 
This matter came before the Court for trial on December 17, 2003, with both parties and 
their respective counsel being present. After an analysis of the procedural history and opening 
statements by respective counsel were heard, and after extensive in-chambers discussions 
between counsel and the Court and between counsel and parties, a stipulation regarding the 
issues of custody and visitation was reached. The issues of property resolution were addressed 
previously in an order entered March 20,2001. 
The record reflects the discussions were lengthy and thorough and involved an in-
chambers, on the record recitation of the settlement stipulation. Both parties understood and 
acknowledged their acceptance of the terms and conditions. There was a complete meeting of 
the minds and a knowing and voluntary acceptance of the terms by both parties, acknowledged 
!>y represented counsel. The issues of costs, alimony and attorney's fees were reserved and will 
| e addressed at trial on May 18,2005. 
Marlin Grant, counsel for the Petitioner was directed to prepare the Findings of Fact, U 
Conclusions of Law, and Order. The Respondent objected to the proposed Findings of Fact and 
Conclusions of Law. A hearing was conducted March 2004, December 2004, and the hearing on 
the objections occurred April 12,2005. The Court now enters the following Findings of Fact, 
Conclusions of Law, and Order, 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
The Court finds: 
1. That the parties were knowledgeable, and represented by competent counsel. 
2. That the stipulation entered was voluntary and intelligent on the part of the parties and is 
in the best interests, benefit and welfare of the children. 
3. That both parents are fit and capable parents and that the stipulation is beneficial to the 
children. The stipulation provides and the court accepts its terms as the Court's own 
findings in: 
4. That the parties will co-parent the children. Specifically, the father will have parent time 
from Tuesday afternoon (after school) through Thursday afternoon (after school) of the 
following week. The mother will have her parent time from Thursday afternoon (after 
school) through the following Tuesday when the father would then again have his as per 
above. 
5. That this arrangement is somewhat similar to that which has been in place in the past. 
6. That summertime would be divided and the mother would have five weeks providing 30 
days notice not given later than May 1st of each year. 
7. That the mother may choose which five weeks she intends to exercise parent time and 
whether it be in a five weeks block, or split into two blocks of two weeks and three 
weeks. Each party is to be sensitive to the needs and desires of the other and the option 
concerning when the five weeks occur remains finally with the mother. The mother's 
time will exclude a few days after school ends and a few days before school begins. 
8. That the uniform scheduled guidelines are accepted regarding holiday parent time and are 
to be adjusted to match up with the father's step children holiday schedule consistent with 
the uniform scheduled guidelines, all consistent with Utah Code Annotated §30-3-33-37. 
9. That telephone contact between the parents and children shall be reasonable and liberal. 
10. That day care preference with the other parent rather than surrogate care provider is to be 
honored where it exceeds four hours. 
11. That for purpose of mailing and addresses, the father's home is the children's homebase. 
12. That each parent is to have equal and unhampered access to the children's school records, 
business records and medical records. 
13. That neither party will pay to the other child support under this parenting arrangement 
and that each will pay 50% of all uninsured medical expenses. 
14. That the Respondent will provide the primary insurance coverage. The Petitioner will 
provide the secondary insurance coverage. 
15. That both parents are to provide 50% of the usual soccer, school and extra-curricular fees. 
16. That each party will claim one child for tax exemption purposes. 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
Based upon the stipulation of the parties and Findings entered this day by the Court, it is 
now concluded as a matter of law that the property issues in this divorce action have been 
resolved by an order entered March 26,2001; that the issues of custody of the minor children of 
the parties, Colton John Ostermiller and Caden Donner Ostermiller together with parent-time 
visitation and collateral issues, are to be ordered as set forth in the Court's Findings executed this 
day and that the issues of costs, alimony and attorney's fees are to be addressed at trial, scheduled 
May 18,2005. 
ORDER 
It is hereby Ordered, Adjudged and Decreed that custody of the two minor children, 
Colton John Ostermiller and Caden Donner Ostermiller is award to both parties, consistent with 
the Findings of Fact entered this day. 
Date thjg^Cf day of April, 2005. 
BY THE COURT 
CERTIFICATE OF NOTIFICATION 
I certify that a copy of the attached document was sent to the 
following people for case 004100017 by the method and on the date 
specified. 
METHOD NAME 
Mail PAIGE BIGELOW 
ATTORNEY RES 
POB 45561 
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 
84145-0561 
Mail MARLIN J GRANT 
ATTORNEY PET 
88 W CENTER ST 
POB 525 
LOGAN UT 84323-0525 
Dated t h i s sH day of $1
 A- Q , 20 flS . fly»-. 0 
Deputy Courtr Clerk 
Page 1 ( l a s t ) 
Tiffany: 
I received the attached letter from Alex's attorney today. She is suggesting that 
Alex has proof by the attached documentation that he was not under the 
influence on the February visit. However, the records she has sent state that Alex 
was tested on 2/23/09 which was a Monday. If I remember correctly, you refused 
visitation on Friday February 20. Please confirm this. If the refused visit was on 
Friday, I don't think that the UA several days later is relevant. 
I also need to report that I have not received any criminal or probation or 
treatment records from Alex or his attorney. I think that this is a clear violation of 
the stipulation and stipulated order. The hearing to establish terms for an 
adjustment visitation schedule was held on a month ago on February 5. I don't 
see that Alex has any excuse forfailing to produce those records. Consequently, 
I advise that you refuse visitation until we can get this all resolved. I you have any 
information which is contrary to my understanding, or if we receive the required 
records then I will need to speak with you immediately to determine how to 
advise you and how you should proceed. But for now, I think that you have no 
obligation to communicate with Alex. 










GROSS WAGES (see 
exhibit 1) 
$12,519.00 $14,847.00 $11,606.00 $10,247.50 i t 
1 I M7 
RENTS $0.00 $0.00 $3,786.00 $0.00 




FEDERAL $601.00 $689.00 $5,690.00 $0.00 
STATE $114.00 $192.00 $2,915.00 $0,00 
am 
37 51 
TOTAL $715.00 Hff $881 00 mm $7,705.00 f&i$r 
$0.00 2d BO 
mn~ BUDGET EXPENSES 
(see exhibit 2) 
$28,092.00 $28,092.00 $28,092.00 $23,410.00 #3?7y 
SHORT FALL EACH 
YEAR 
($16,288.00) ($14,126.00) ($20,405.00) 
[IPppipi^iipi^piiiiiif 
Credit Cards and Dad (see Petitioner's 
Answers to Respondent's First Set of 
Interrogatories and Request for Production of 
I Documents, Interrogatory #11 attached) 
'Attorney Fees Owed (see exhibit 12, Affidavit | of Attorney's Fees and Costs) 
Church Rental Assistance $1461 + 2 
months @ $515 = 
I (see check stub attached) 
[ Medicaid Insurance Help (2 months) 
Gift from Dad and others 
WIC January 2000 to August 2001 



























I BUDGET EXPENSES 
(see exhibit 2) 
I SHORT FALL EACH 
| YEAR 
TOTAL LOSS F O R ' l V p 
| PERIOD 








































- .... d 
SHIRLENE BORROWED OR GOT CHARITY AS FOLLOWS: 
Credit Cards and Dad (see Petitioner's 
Answers to Respondent's First Set of 
Interrogatories and Request for Production of 
Documents, Interrogatory #11 attached) 
$21,000.00 
Attorney Fees Owed (see exhibit 12, Affidavit 
of Attorney's Fees and Costs) 
$25,000.00 
Church Rental Assistance $1461 + 2 
months® $515 = 
(see check stub attached) 
$2,491.00 
Medicaid Insurance Help (2 months) $1,000.00 
Gift from Dad and others $5,800.00 
WIC January 2000 to August 2001 
Recreation Center / Karate and Swimming 
Scholarship 
<unknown amount> 
Borrowed on her new home 
157,091.0V IOTA 
ostermiller budget wpd 
Tab 9 
FIRST DISTRICT - CACHE 
CACHE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
APPEALED: CASE #20070589 
SHIRLENE OSTERMILLER vs. DAVID G OSTERMILLER 
CASE NUMBER 004100017 Divorce/Annulment 
CURRENT ASSIGNED JUDGE 
KEVIN K ALLEN 
CURRENT ASSIGNED COMMISSIONER 
DANIEL W. GARNER 
PARTIES 
Petitioner - SHIRLENE OSTERMILLER 
Represented by: MARLIN J GRANT 
Respondent - DAVID G OSTERMILLER 
Represented by: PAIGE BIGELOW 
Now Known As - SHIRLENE SHAW 
Represented by: MARLIN J GRANT 
ACCOUNT SUMMARY 








TRUST TOTALS Trust Due: 
Amount Paid: 
Credit: 































REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: AUDIO TAPE COPY 
Amount Due: 5.00 
Amount Paid: 5.00 
Amount Credit: 0.00 
Balance: 0.00 
Printed: 03/06/09 11:44:10 Page 1 
CASE NUMBER 004100017 Divorce/Annulment 
REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: COPY FEE 
Amount Due: 13.75 
Amount Paid: 13.75 
Amount Credit: 0.00 
Balance: 0.00 
REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: DIVORCE PETN 
Amount Due: 8 0.00 
Amount Paid: 80.00 
Amount Ciedit: 0.00 
Balance: 0.00 
REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: VITAL STATISTICS FEE 
Amount Due: 2.00 
Amount Paid: 2.00 
Amount Credit: 0.00 
Balance: 0.00 
REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: VIDEO TAPE COPY 
Amount Due: 15.00 
Amount Paid: 15.00 
Amount Credit: 0.00 
Balance: 0.00 


























REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: CERTIFIED COPIES 
Amount Due: 5.00 
Amount Paid: 5.00 
Amount Credit: 0.00 
Balance: 0.00 
REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: CERTIFICATION 
Amount Due: 4.00 
Amount Paid: 4.00 
Amount Credit: 0.00 
Balance: 0.00 
REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: DIVORCE MODIFICATION 
Printed: 03/06/09 11:44:10 Page 2 























































REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: VIDEO TAPE COPY 
Amount Due: 15.00 
Amount Paid: 15.00 
Amount Credit: 0.00 
Balance: 0.00 
REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: VIDEO TAPE COPY 
Amount Due: 30.00 
Amount Paid: 30.00 
Amount Credit: 0.00 
Balance: 0.00 
REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: POSTAGE-COPIES 
Amount Due: 6.00 
Amount Paid: 6.00 
Amount Credit: 0.00 
Balance: 0.00 
REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: COPY FEE 
Amount Due: 5.00 
Printed: 03/06/09 11:44:10 Page 3 
















REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: VIDEO TAPE COPY 
Amount Due: 4 5.00 
Amount Paid: 4 5.00 
Amount Credit: 0.00 
Balance: 0.00 
REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: COPY FEE 
Amount Due: 1.00 
Amount Paid: 1.00 
Amount Credit: 0.00 
Balance: 0.00 
REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: VIDEO TAPE COPY 
Amount Due: 15.00 
Amount Daid: 15.00 
Amount Credit: 0.00 
Balance: 0.00 
REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: COPY FEE 
Amount Due: 2.25 
Amount Paid: 2.25 
Amount Credit: 0.00 
Balance: 0.00 
REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE' CERTIFIED COPIES 
Amount Due: 2.00 
Amount Paid: 2.00 
Amount Credit: 0.00 
Balance: 0.00 
REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: CERTIFICATION 
Amount Due: 4.00 
Amount Paid: 4.00 
Amount Credit: 0.00 
Balance: 0.00 
REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: APPEAL 
Original Amount Due: 205.00 
Amended Amount Due: 0.00 
Printed: 03/06/09 11:44:10 Page 4 









Jul 12, 2007 -205.00 
created the account. 
Reason 
Reversal of transaction which 
REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: APPEAL 
Amount Due: 205.00 
Amount Paid: 205.00 
Amount Credit: 0.00 
Balance: 0.00 
REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: WRIT OF EXECUTION 
Amount Due: 35.00 
Amount Paid: 35.00 
Amount Credit: 0.00 
Balance: 0.00 
REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: CERTIFIED COPIES 
Amount Due: 1.50 
Amount Paid: 1.50 
Amount Credit: 0.00 
Balance: 0.00 
REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: CERTIFICATION 
Amount Due: 4.00 
Amount Paid: 4.00 
Amount Credit: 0.00 
Balance: 0.00 











& RICKS LLC 












Trust Description: Admin. Fee - IBA 
Printed: 03/06/09 11:44:10 Page 5 
CASE NUMBER 004100017 Divorce/Annulment 
Recipient: ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE OF THE 
Amount Due: 352.50 
Paid In: 352.50 
Paid Out: 352.50 
TRUST DETAIL 
Trust Description: Interest Bearing 
Recipient: DAVID G OSTERMILLER 
Amount Due: 59,647.50 
Paid In: 59,647.50 




01-14-00 Filed: Petition 
01-14-00 Filed: Verified Divorce Petition 
01-14-00 Judge CLINT S. JUDKINS assigned. 
01-14-00 Commissioner DANIEL W. GARNER assigned. 
01-14-00 Fee Account created Total Due: 
01-14-00 Fee Account created Total Due: 
01-14-00 DIVORCE PETN Payment Received: 
Note: Code Description: DIVORCE PETN; 
VITAL STATISTICS FEE 





















00 Filed: Notice of Requirement of Parenting Class 
00 Filed: Motion for Order to Show Cause 
00 Filed: Affidavit in Support of Motion for Order to Show Cause 
00 ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE scheduled on February 03, 2000 at 11:15 AM 
in Courtroom 1 with Commissioner GARNER. 
00 Filed: Summons 
00 Filed: Acceptance of Service-Verified Divorce Petition, Notice 
of Requirement of Parenting Class, Summons, Motion for Order to 
Show Cause, Affidavit in Support of Motion for Order to Show 
Cause and Order to Show Cause 
•00 Note: ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE calendar modified. 
•00 Filed: ***OSC Issued (CSJ 1/24/00)*** 
•00 Filed: Answer to Verified Divorce Petition and Counter-Petition 
•00 Filed: Certificate of Hand Delivery 
•00 Filed: Counter Motion for Order to Show Cause and Temporary 
Restraining Order 
•00 Filed: Affidavit of David G. Ostermiller 
•00 Filed: Counter Order to Show Cause and Temporary Restraining 
Order-Stricken GJL 
-00 OSC/COUNTER OSC scheduled on February 03, 2000 at 11:15 AM in 
Courtroom 1 with Commissioner GARNER. 
•00 ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE Cancelled. 
Printed: 03/06/09 11:44:10 Page 6 
CASE NUMBER 004100017 Divorce/Annulment 
02-03-00 Minute Entry - Minutes for OSC/COUNTER OSC 
Commissioner: DANIEL W. GARNER 
Clerk: angeladb 
PRESENT 
Petitioner's Attorney: SUZANNE MARYCHILD 
Petitioner(s): SHIRLENE OSTERMILLER 
Attorney for the Respondent: BRIAN CANNELL 
Respondent(s): DAVID G. OSTERMILLER 
Audio 
Tape Number: 00-27 & 28 Tape Count: 6353 & 5797 
HEARING 
TIME: 12:05 PM On record. 
Both parties are present with counsel. 
The parties are still residing in the same residence. 
TIME: 12:08 PM The attorneys review the letters that were sent 








12:10 PM Ms. Marychild makes a motion for continuance. 
PM Mr. Cannell objects to continuing this hearing. 
PM The petitioner sworn and testified. 
Cross examination. 
The respondent sworn and testified. 
Cross examination. 
1 2 : 1 1 
1 2 : 1 6 
1 2 : 3 1 
1 2 : 4 2 
1 2 : 4 9 
12:54 PM Mr. Cannell addresses the affidavit submitted by 





PM The respondent can pay the petitioner $1000.00 so 
she can secure an apartment. 
TIME: 12:58 PM The court orders that the parties will have joint 
legal custody with the primary residence with the respondent. 
TIME: 12:59 PM The court orders the respondent to pay $1000.00 
to the petitioner. 
The attorneys will work out a visitation schedule that is more 
than the standard visitation. 
TIME: 1:01 PM The attorneys will make a recommendation to the 
court regarding child support. 
Off record-recess. 
On record. 
The petitioner will have visitation for Sunday mornings to 
Tuesdays at 6:00 p.m. 
The petitioner will be the first choice to provide daycare. 
The respondent will pay the $1000.00 today. 





Certificate of Completion (Shirlene) 
Certificate of Completion (David) 
Entry of Appearance 
Printed: 03/06/09 11:44:11 Page 7 
CASE NUMBER 004100017 Divorce/Annulment 
12-05-00 OSC FOR DISMISSAL scheduled on December 21, 2000 at 09:45 AM in 
Courtroom 2 with Commissioner GARNER. 
12-05-00 Notice - NOTICE for Case 004100017 ID 639501 
OSC FOR DISMISSAL is scheduled. 
Date: 12/21/2000 
Time: 09:45 a.m. 
Location: COURTROOM 2 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
14 0 NORTH 100 WEST 
LOGAN, UT 84321 
Before Commissioner: DANIEL W. GARNER 
The parties and/or counsel in this case are to appear before this 
Court and show cause why this case should not be dismissed. If you 
do not appear, pursuant to Rule 4-103 UCJA, the Court will enter an 
Order of Dismissal without further hearing. 
12-14-00 Filed: Objection to Order to Show Cause to Dismiss 
12-15-00 OSC FOR DISMISSAL Cancelled. 





Motion to Appoint Custody Evaluator 
Request for Ruling 
Counter Motion to Appoint Custody Evalutor 
Request for Hearing 
01-12-01 STATUS HRG/PRETRIAL CONF. scheduled on February 08, 2001 at 
02:30 PM in Courtroom 2 with Commissioner GARNER. 
01-12-01 Notice - NOTICE for Case 004100017 ID 659154 
STATUS HRG/PRETRIAL CONF. is scheduled. 
Date: 02/08/2001 
Time: 02:30 p.m. 
Location: COURTROOM 2 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
140 NORTH 100 WEST 
LOGAN, UT 8 4 321 
Before Commissioner: DANIEL W. GARNER 
02-02-01 MOTION TO APPOINT EVALUATOR scheduled on February 05, 2001 at 
10:15 AM in Courtroom 2 with Judge JUDKINS. 
02-05-01 Minute Entry - Minutes for MOTION TO APPOINT EVALUATOR 




Petitioner's Attorney: JEFF R THORNE 
Attorney for the Respondent: LYLE W. HILLYARD 
Video 
HEARING 
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TIME: 10:15 AM Parties are to check with Dr Johns and get a 
recommendation of an evaluator. If the attorneys cannot agree on 
an evaluator it should be brought back before the Court and the 
Court will choose one. 
02-07-01 STATUS HRG/PRETRIAL CONF. scheduled on March 01, 2001 at 04:00 
PM in Courtroom 2 with Commissioner GARNER. 
02-07-01 Notice - NOTICE for Case 004100017 ID 673901 
STATUS HRG/PRETRIAL CONF.. 
Date: 03/01/2001 
Time: 04:00 p.m. 
Location: COURTROOM 2 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
140 NORTH 100 WEST 
LOGAN, UT 84321 
Before Commissioner: DANIEL W. GARNER 
The reason for the change is Petitioner/Respondent not available 
02-07-01 Notice - NOTICE for Case 004100017 ID 673923 
STATUS HRG/PRETRIAL CONF.. 
Date: 03/01/2001 
Time: 04:00 p.m. 
Location: COURTROOM 2 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
140 NORTH 100 WEST 
LOGAN, UT 84321 
Before Commissioner: DANIEL W. GARNER 
The reason for the change is Petitioner/Respondent not available 
02-07-01 STATUS HRG/PRETRIAL CONF. scheduled on March 01, 2001 at 04:00 
PM in Courtroom 2 with Commissioner GARNER. 
02-07-01 OSC FOR DISMISSAL Cancelled. 
Reason: Motion and Order to Continue signed 
02-20-01 Filed: Request for Copy of Electronic Recording 
02-20-01 Fee Account created Total Due: 5.00 
02-20-01 AUDIO TAPE COPY Payment Received: 5.00 
02-22-01 Filed: Stipulation Re: Custody Evaluator 
02-23-01 Filed order: Motion and Order for Continuance 
Commissioner DANIEL W. GARNER 
Signed February 22, 2001 
02-23-01 Notice - NOTICE for Case 004100017 ID 682240 
STATUS HRG/PRETRIAL CONF. is re-scheduled. 
Date: 03/15/2001 
Time: 10:00 a.m. 
Location: COURTROOM 3 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
140 NORTH 100 WEST 
LOGAN, UT 8 4 321 
Before Commissioner: DANIEL W. GARNER 
The reason for the change is Motion and Order to Continue signed. 
02-23-01 STATUS HRG/PRETRIAL CONF. scheduled on March 15, 2001 at 10:00 
AM in Courtroom 3 with Commissioner GARNER. 
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02-27-01 Filed order: Order Appointing Custody Evaluator 
Judge CLINT S. JUDKINS 
Signed February 27, 2001 
02-28-01 Filed: Motion to Bifurcate Divorce Action and for Order 
Approving Property Settlement Agreement 
02-28-01 Filed: Memorandum of Points and Authorities in Support of 
Motion to Bifurcate Divorce Action and for Order Approving 
Property Settlement Agreement 
02-28-01 Filed: Property Settlement Agreement 
02-28-01 Filed: Notice of Hearing 
03-15-01 Minute Entry - Minutes for STATUS HRG/PRETRIAL CONFEREN 
Commissioner: DANIEL W. GARNER 
Clerk: angeladb 
PRESENT 
Petitioner's Attorney: JEFF R THORNE 
Petitioner(s): SHIRLENE OSTERMILLER 
Attorney for the Respondent: LYLE W. HILLYARD 
Respondent(s): DAVID G. OSTERMILLER 
Video 
HEARING 
TIME: 10:09 AM On record. 
Both parties are present with counsel. 
Attorney Hillyard states that an agreement has been reached. 
TIME: 10:10 AM Attorney Hillyard states that all issues have 
been resolved except for custody. 
The court questions Attorney Hillyard about mediation. 
TIME: 10:13 AM Attorney Hillyard states that mediation will not 
be successful for these parties. 
TIME: 10:14 AM Attorney Thorne recommends that Sharon King 
mediate this case. 
TIME: 10:15 AM Discussion regarding mediation. 
The court strongly recommends that the parties attend mediation. 
TIME: 10:18 AM Attorney Hillyard states that the parties have 
agreed to bifurcate the divorce. 
Child support, daycare expenses, custody, visitation and alimony 
will be reserved. 
TIME: 10:19 AM The petitioner will be awarded the Apple Street 
apartments, the 1992 Toyota Four Runner and her jewelry. 
The respondent will pay the debt on the Toyota and arrange to have 
repairs made on the Toyota. 
TIME: 10:20 AM Attorney Hillyard states that the respondent will 
receive two rental properties in Logan and the marital home, the 
vehicles, tools and 1/2 of the food storage. 
The respondent will pay the petitioner $5000.00, the evaluator 
will be paid first fron the equity in the home. 
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TIME: 10:22 AM The parties will alternate vistitation on 
Sundays. 
The standard provisions will apply to health and accident 
insurance. 
Each party will pay their own attorney fees. 
Attorney Hillyard will prepare the order. 
TIME: 10:23 AM Attorney Thorne agrees with the stipulation. 
Attorney Thorne joins in the bifurcation. 
The court does not object to the bifurcation, but will reserve 
the issue to Judge Judkins. 
TIME: 10:24 AM The petitioner sworn and testified on grounds and 
jurisdiction. 
TIME: 10:25 AM The court is satisfied that the grounds of 
irreconcilable difference has been met. 
TIME: 10:26 AM The court will grant the divorce decree subject 
to Judge Judkins approval of the bifurcation. 
TIME: 10:27 AM Off record. 
03-21-01 Filed: Stipulation and Property Settlement Agreement 
03-21-01 Filed: Notice to Submit 
03-26-01 Case Disposition is Judgment 
Disposition Judge is CLINT S. JUDKINS 
03-26-01 Filed order: Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law 
Judge CLINT S. JUDKINS 
Signed March 26, 2001 
03-26-01 Filed order: Decree of Divorce 
Judge CLINT S. JUDKINS 
Signed March 26, 2001 
03-28-01 Filed: Notice of Signing or Entry of Judgment 
05-08-01 REVIEW HEARING scheduled on July 02, 2001 at 07:00 AM with 
Judge JUDKINS. 
06-07-01 Fee Account created Total Due: 13.75 
06-07-01 COPY FEE Payment Received: 13.75 
07-05-01 Filed: Motion in Support of Order to Show Cause 
07-05-01 Filed: Affidavit for Order to Show Cause 
07-10-01 Issued: Order to Show Cause 
Judge CLINT S. JUDKINS 
07-10-01 ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE scheduled on August 02, 2001 at 09:45 AM in 
Courtroom 1 with Commissioner GARNER. 
07-12-01 Filed: Order to Show Cause 
07-12-01 Filed: Certificate of Service-Order to Show Cause 
07-13-01 Note: ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE calendar modified. 
07-26-01 Note: ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE calendar modified. 
08-01-01 Filed: Counter Affidavit with Attachment 
08-02-01 Filed: Exhibits Received in Open Court 
08-02-01 Minute Entry - Minutes for Order to Show Cause 
Commissioner: DANIEL W. GARNER 
Clerk: angeladb 
PRESENT 
Petitioner's Attorney: JEFF R THORNE 
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Petitioner(s): SHIRLENE OSTERMILLER 
Attorney for the Respondent: LYLE W HILLYARD 
Respondent(s): DAVID G. OSTERMILLER 
Video 
HEARING 
TIME: 10:01 AM On record. 
Both parties are present with counsel. 
Attorney Thorne addresses the order to show cause issues -
daycare, repair work on the Toyota 4-Runner, mediation and 
attorney fees. 
TIME: 10:12 AM Attorney Hillyard responds. 
TIME: 10:22 AM The court appoints Sher King as the mediator. 
TIME: 10:23 AM Discussion regarding the vehicle repairs. 
TIME: 10:24 AM The court orders that the respondent pay one half 
of the $565.76 repair bill. 
The court orders that any further repairs on the vehicle will be 
the petitioner's responsibility. 
TIME: 10:26 AM The court orders that the parties have the first 
right of refusal to provide daycare. 
The court affirms the previous order regarding daycare. 
TIME: 10:28 AM Attorney Thorne will prepare the order. 
The court does not hold the respondent in contempt of court. 
TIME: 10:29 AM The court awards $250.00 in attorney fees to the 
petitioner. 
TIME: 10:30 AM Off record. 
09-05-01 Filed order: Order on Order to Show Cause 
Judge CLINT S. JUDKINS 
Signed September 05, 2001 
02-21-02 Filed: Request For Copy Of Electronic Recording 
02-21-02 Fee Account created Total Due: 15.00 
02-21-02 VIDEO TAPE COPY Payment Received: 15.00 
05-20-02 Filed: Request For Copy Of Electronic Recording 
05-20-02 Fee Account created Total Due: 15.00 
05-20-02 VIDEO TAPE COPY Payment Received: 15.00 
07-10-02 STATUS HEARING scheduled on July 18, 2002 at 11:30 AM in 
Courtroom 1 with Judge WILLMORE. 
07-10-02 Notice - NOTICE for Case 004100017 ID 963914 
STATUS HEARING is scheduled. 
Date: 07/18/2002 
Time: 11:30 a.m. 
Location: COURTROOM 1 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
140 NORTH 100 WEST 
LOGAN, UT 8 4 321 
Before Judge: THOMAS WILLMORE 
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07-17-02 STATUS HEARING Cancelled. 
Reason: continued without date 
07-17-02 Filed: Stipulation for Continuance 
09-03-02 Filed: Motion for Order to Show Cause 
09-03-02 Filed: Affidavit 
09-04-02 Issued: Order to Show Cause 
Judge CLINT S. JUDKINS 
09-06-02 ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE scheduled on October 03, 2002 at 11:30 AM 
in Courtroom 3 with Judge LOW. 
09-25-02 Filed return: Return On Order To Show Cause 
Party Served: OSTERMILLER, SHIRLENE 
Service Type: Personal 
Service Date: September 24, 2002 
09-25-02 Note: ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE calendar modified. 
09-27-02 Filed: Appearance of Counsel (Grant) 
09-30-02 Judge GORDON J LOW assigned. 
10-03-02 Filed order: Motion and Order for Continuance of Hearing 
Judge GORDON J LOW 
Signed October 03, 2002 
10-03-02 ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE Cancelled. 
Reason: Motion and Order to Continue signed 
10-04-02 Filed: Notice of Withdrawal of Counsel (Thorne) 
10-16-02 ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE scheduled on November 14, 2002 at 11:00 AM 
in Courtroom 1 with Commissioner GARNER. 
10-16-02 Notice - NOTICE for Case 004100017 ID 8009442 
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE is scheduled. 
Date: 11/14/2002 
Time: 11:00 a.m. 
Location: COURTROOM 1 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
140 NORTH 100 WEST 
LOGAN, UT 84321 
Before Commissioner: DANIEL W. GARNER 
10-16-02 ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE Cancelled. 
10-16-02 Filed: Motion For Order To Show Cause 
10-16-02 Filed: Affidavit In support Of Motion For Order To Show Cause 
10-21-02 Note: ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE calendar modified. 
10-21-02 Issued: Order to Show Cause 
Judge GORDON J LOW 
Hearing Date: November 14, 2002 Time: 11:00 
10-22-02 Filed: Notice Of Hearing 
11-12-02 Note: ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE calendar modified. 
11-12-02 Filed: Affidavit Of Dennis M. Worthen And Ruth Worthen 
11-12-02 Filed: Letter From Dr. Danee S. Young-Hawkins 
11-14-02 Minute Entry - Minutes for Order to Show Cause 
Judge: GORDON J. LOW 
Clerk: jaynec 
PRESENT 
Petitioner's Attorney: MARLIN J GRANT 
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Petitioner(s): SHIRLENE OSTERMILLER 
Attorney for the Respondent: SHANNON R. DEMLER 
Respondent(s): DAVID G OSTERMILLER 
Video 
HEARING 
TIME: 11:10 AM On record. 
The parties are present with counsel. 
Attorney Dernier addresses the issue of custody and parenting time. 
The second issue is in regard to child care. He requests a 
restraining order against the petitioner. 
TIME: 11:18 AM The custody evaluation needs to be done so 
parenting time can be resolved. 
TIME: 11:19 AM Attorney Grants responds. He is asking that the 
custody be reversed until the custody evaluation is completed. 
TIME: 11:28 AM The matter will be reviewed when the evaluation 
is done. 
Attorney Grant responds to child care situation. 
TIME: 11:30 AM The court is not going to disturb the child care 
order. 
TIME: 11:31 AM Attorney Grant raises the issue of Sunday 
visitation. He asks that the respondent be prompt in picking up 
and returning the children. 
TIME: 11:36 AM A pre-trial will be set for January 23, 2003 at 
11:00. 
TIME: 11:37 AM Attorney Dernier will prepare the order. 
Off record. 
11-15-02 PRETRIAL CONFERENCE scheduled on January 23, 2003 at 11:00 AM 
in Courtroom 1 with Commissioner GARNEP. 
11-15-02 Notice - NOTICE for Case 004100017 ID 8028740 
PRETRIAL CONFERENCE is scheduled. 
Date: 01/23/2003 
Time: 11:00 a.m. 
Location: COURTROOM 1 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
14 0 NORTH 100 WEST 
LOGAN, UT 8 4 321 
Before Commissioner: DANIEL W. GARNER 
12-03-02 Fee Account created Total Due: 41.75 
12-03-02 COPY FEE Payment Received: 41.75 
12-13-02 Filed order: Order On Order to Show Cause 
Commissioner DANIEL W. GARNER 
Signed December 12, 2002 
01-22-03 PRETRIAL CONFERENCE Cancelled. 
Reason: Stipulation by parties 
02-20-03 Filed: Certificate Of Mailing Of First Set Of Interrogatories 
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And Request For Production Of Documents And Things 
07-22-03 Filed: Bequest For Final Pretrial Conference 
07-23-03 FINAL PRE TRIAL CONFERENCE scheduled on September 09, 2003 at 
10:00 AM in Courtroom 5 with Judge LOW. 
07-23-03 Notice - NOTICE for Case 004100017 ID 8182013 
FINAL PRE TRIAL CONFERENCE is scheduled. 
Date: 09/09/2003 
Time: 10:00 a.m. 
Location: COURTROOM 5 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
135 NORTH 100 WEST 
LOGAN, UT 8 4 321 
Before Judge: GORDON J. LOW 
09-09-03 Minute Entry - Minutes for FINAL PRE TRIAL CONFERENCE 
Judge: GORDON J. LOW 
Clerk: beckym 
PRESENT 
Petitioner's Attorney: MARLIN J GRANT 
Petitioner(s): SHIRLENE OSTERMILLER 
Attorney for the Respondent: SHANNON R. DEMLER 
Respondent(s): DAVID G OSTERMILLER 
Video 
Tape Number: 1 Tape Count: 10:33 
HEARING 
TAPE: 10:33 The Court calls the case. 
Mr. Grant addressed the Court regarding the status of the case. 
Discovery is nearly completed. The evaluation wiLl be completed in 
two weeks. 
The Court discussed the evaluation stating that a factual 
evaluation without recommendations will be most helpful to the 
Court. 
This case is set for a one day trial Nov. 18, 2003 at 9:00 a.m. A 
pre trial conference to discuss the evaluation is also set for 
Sept. 29, 2003 at 4:00 p.m. 
Trial briefs are to be submitted one week prior to trial. 
ONE DAY BENCH TRIAL is scheduled. 
Date: 11/18/2003 
Time: 09:00 a.m. 
Location: COURTROOM 5 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
135 NORTH 100 WEST 
LOGAN, UT 84321 
before Judge GORDON J. LOW 
09-09-03 Notice - NOTICE for Case 004100017 ID 8211426 
ONE DAY BENCH TRIAL is scheduled. 
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Date: 11/18/2003 
Time: 09:00 a.m. 
Location: COURTROOM 5 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
135 NORTH 100 WEST 
LOGAN, UT 8 4 321 
before Judge GORDON J. LOW 
**PLEASE NOTE: A Pre Trial is set in this case for Sept. 29, 2003 
at 4:00 p.m. before Judge Low. 
09-09-03 ONE DAY BENCH TRIAL scheduled on November 18, 2003 at 09:00 AM 
in Courtroom 5 with Judge LOW. 
09-09-03 PRE TRIAL CONFERENCE scheduled on September 29, 2003 at 04:00 
PM in Courtroom 5 with Judge LOW. 
09-29-03 Minute Entry - Minutes for Pretrial Conference 
Judge: GORDON J. LOW 
Clerk: beckym 
PRESENT 
Attorney for the Respondent: SHANNON R. DEMLER 
Video 
Tape Count: 1:52 PM 
HEARING 
COUNT: 1:52 PM 
Atty Demler present and requests this matter be stricken from the 
calendar until home study report is received. Court strikes this 
hearing from the calendar. 
11-03-03 Filed: Custody Evaluation (Confidential) 
11-12-03 Filed: Motion To Compel Sanctions 
11-17-03 Fee Account created 
11-17-03 Fee Account created 
11-17-03 CERTIFIED COPIES 
11-17-03 CERTIFICATION 
11-18-03 Minute Entry - Minute: 
Judge: GORDON J. LOW 
Clerk: beckym 
PRESENT 
Petitioner's Attorney: MARLIN J GRANT 
Petitioner(s): SHIRLENE OSTERMILLER 
Attorney for the Respondent: SHANNON R. DEMLER 
Respondent(s): DAVID G OSTERMILLER 
Video 
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HEARING 
COUNT: 9:17 
The Court calls the case. All parties are present and ready to 
proceed. 
Mr. Demler addressed the Court regarding a new trial date. 
Mr. Grant responded. 
COUNT: 9:22 
The Court recesses and meets with counsel in chambers 
COUNT: 9:44 
Back on the record. 
The Court addressed the parties regarding the conference in 
chambers noting that Dr. Atkins report was discussed. 
COUNT: 9:45 
Mr. Grant addressed the Court stating the Petitioner will have 3 
expert and 8 lay witnesses for trial. 
Mr. Demler respondend stating the respondent will have 1 expert 
and 7 lay witnesses. 
The issue of discovery was discussed. 
COUNT: 9:48 
Mr. Demler is to file a Protective Order regarding the conputer 
and comply with discovery by 12/1/03. 
Mr. Grant is to supply discovery by 10 days thereafter. 
The Court set a second place trial setting Dec. 17, 18 & 19, 2003. 
A first place setting is set for Jan 28, 29 & 30, 2004. 
COUNT: 9:59 
The Court amends paragraph 9 Of order definig short term as under 
4 hours. 
Mr. Grant is to prepare an Order memorializing today's hearing. 




Time: 09:00 a.m. 
Location: COURTROOM 5 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
135 NORTH 100 WEST 
LOGAN, UT 8 4 321 
before Judge GORDON J. LOW 
Date: 12/18/2003 
Time: 09:00 a.m. 
Location: COURTROOM 5 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
135 NORTH 100 WEST 
LOGAN, UT 8 4 321 
before Judge GORDON J. LOW 
11-18-03 BENCH TRIAL scheduled on December 17, 2003 at 09:00 AM in 
Courtroom 5 with Judge LOW. 
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11-18-03 BENCH TRIAL scheduled on December 18, 2003 at 09:00 AM in 
Courtroom 5 with Judge LOW. 
11-18-03 BENCH TRIAL scheduled on December 19, 2003 at 09:00 AM in 
Courtroom 5 with Judge LOW. 
11-21-03 Notice - NOTICE for Case 004100017 ID 8258839 
BENCH TRIAL is scheduled. 
Date: 12/17/2003 
Time: 09:00 a.m. 
Location: COURTROOM 5 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
135 NORTH 100 WEST 
LOGAN, UT 8 4 321 
before Judge GORDON J. LOW 
Date: 12/18/2003 
Time: 09:00 a.m. 
Location: COURTROOM 5 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
135 NORTH 100 WEST 
LOGAN, UT 84 321 
before Judge GORDON J. LOW 
Date: 12/19/2003 
Time: 09:00 a.m. 
Location: COURTROOM 5 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
135 NORTH 100 WEST 
LOGAN, UT 8 4 321 
before Judge GORDON J. LOW 
**PLEASE NOTE: The above setting is a second place setting. 
A Frist place tiral setting is set for Jan. 28,29 & 30, 2004 at 
9:00 a.m. 
11-25-03 Filed: Entry Of Appearance (Chris Daines for Dr. Thomas E. 
Atkin) 
11-25-03 Filed: Court-Appointed Custody Evaluator Dr. Thomas E. Atkin's 
Objection To Subpoena Duces Tecum And Motion For Protective 
Order 
11-26-03 Filed: Petitioner's Response To Dr. Atkins's Objection To 
Subpoena 
11-26-03 Filed: Motion In Limine To Strike Dr. Atkin's Report And 
Testimony 
12-04-03 Filed: Certificate Of Service 
12-11-03 Filed: Notice of Taking Deposition 
12-17-03 Minute Entry - Minutes for BENCH TRIAL 
Judge: GORDON J. LOW 
Clerk: beckym 
PRESENT 
Petitioner's Attorney: MARLIN J GRANT 
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Petitioner(s): SHIRLENE OSTERMILLER 
Attorney for the Respondent: SHANNON R. DEMLER 
Respondent(s): DAVID G OSTERMILLER 
Video 
Tape Number: 1 Tape Count: 9:18 
TRIAL 
TAPE: 9:18 The Court calls the case. All parties are present and 
ready to proceed. 
COUNT: 9:24 
Mr. Dernier addressed the Court with his opening statement. 
COUNT: 9:37 
Mr. Grant presents his openieng statement. 
COUNT: 9:54 
The Court recesses and meets with counsel in chambers. 
COUNT: 2:40 
Back on the record. 
The parties have reached a stipulation. Mr. Grant states t he 
stipulation on the record. 
The parties agree to joint custody. The Petitioner will have the 
children every other week from Thursday night to Tuesday morning. 
The Petitioner will have 5 weeks summer visitation. She is to 
notify the Respondent by May 1st which 5 weeks she will take. 
The Respondent is to have the children the first week after school 
gets out and the last seek before they go back to school. 
Parties are to follow the guidelines on holiday visitation. 
Reasonable telephone contact is allowed during visitation. 
Both parties are to have access to school and medical records. 
There will be no base child support award. Each party is to pay 
half of the insurance and medical costs. 
School and sports fees are to be split equally. 
Each party may claim one tax exemption with the option to purchase 
the other's tax exemption if it will be beneficial. 
The issues of costs, attorney fees and alimony is reserved. 
The parties agreed to be bound by the stipulation. 
Mr. Grant is to prepare and submit the Findings and Order. 
12-18-03 BENCH TRIAL Cancelled. 
Reason: Case has been settled 
12-22-03 Filed: Statement Of Emily Aslett 
01-14-04 Filed: Certificate Of Mailing Second Set Of Interrogatories And 
Request For Production Of Documents 
01-23-04 Minute Entry - Minutes for HEARING 
Judge: GORDON J. LOW 
Clerk: beckym 
PRESENT 
Petitioner's Attorney: MARLIN J GRANT 
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Attorney for the Respondent: SHANNON R. DEMLER 
Video 
Tape Number: 1 Tape Count: 11:30 
HEARING 
COUNT: 11:30 
The Court calls the case. Mr. Dernier was present by phone. 
Mr. Grant addressed the Court regading the visitation pick up and 
time. 
Mr. Dernier responds. 
The Court suggests a schedule for visitation as a solution. 
Mr. Demler objects. Counsel cannot agree on a solution. 
The Court advised Mr. Grant to file his motions and bring the 
issue formally before the Court. 
01-23-04 Filed: Request For Copy Of Electronic Recording 
01-29-04 Filed: copy of video of 12-17-03 for Marlin Grant made 
01-30-04 Filed: Petition To Modify 
01-30-04 Filed: Motion For Order To Show Cause 
01-30-04 Filed: Affidavit 
02-02-04 Fee Account created Total Due: 40.00 
02-02-04 DIVORCE MODIFICATION Payment Received: 40.00 
Note: Code Description: DIVORCE MODIFICATION 
02-04-04 Issued: Order to Show Cause 
Judge GORDON J LOW 
Hearing Date: March 17, 2004 Time: 11:15 
02-04-04 ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE scheduled on March 17, 2004 at 11:15 AM in 
Courtroom 5 with Judge LOW. 
02-09-04 Filed: Notice Of Order To Show Cause Hearing 
02-09-04 Note: ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE calendar modified. 
03-16-04 Fee Account created Total Due: 15.00 
03-16-04 Fee Account created Total Due: 5.75 
03-16-04 VIDEO TAPE COPY Payment Received: 15.00 
03-16-04 COPY FEE Payment Received: 5.75 
03-16-04 Filed: Request For Copy of Electronic Recording 
03-17-04 Filed: Affidavit Of Attorney's Fees And Costs 
03-17-04 Minute Entry - Minutes for Order to Show Cause 
Judge: GORDON J. LOW 
Clerk: jaynec 
PRESENT 
Petitioner's Attorney: MARLIN J GRANT 
Petitioner(s): SHIRLEKE OSTERMILLER 
Attorney for the Respondent: SHANNON R. DEMLER 
Respondent(s): DAVID G OSTERMILLER 
Video 
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HEARING 
TIME: 11:49 AM On record. 
The parties are present with counsel. 
TIME: 11:50 AM Attorney Grant states the parties had met with 
the judge back in December and hoped the issues were resolved. 
Since that time there have been some problems with visitation. 
The Findings And Decree are still not in place. 
TIME: 11:56 AM Attorney Grant asks to go back to the former 
visitation schedule or a 7 day visitation from Wednesday at 7:00 
until Wednesday until 7:00 until this matter can go to trial. 
TIME: 12:01 PM Attorney Grant is asking for 9 makeup visitation 
days. He is also asking for attorney's fees of $1762 and $171 in 
court costs. 
TIME: 12:02 PM Attorney Dernier responds. He states his client 
has been the primary caretaker. He wants to adhere to the 
stipulation as agreed. He feels if they can't stick to the 
schedule, then they should go to trial and he will seek full 
custody. 
TIME: 12:15 PM The court orders that the visitation time will be 
Tuesday at 6:00 p.m. until the following Thursday at 6:00 p.m. 
TIME: 12:16 PM Off record. 
03-26-04 Filed: video tape prepared 






Objection To Findings Of Fact And Conclusions of Law 
Request For Teleconference Hearing 
Request For Immediate Visitation and Hearing 
Request for Trial 
07-01-04 SCHEDULING CONFERENCE scheduled on August 09, 2004 at 09:30 AM 
in Courtroom 5 with Judge LOW. 
07-01-04 Notice - NOTICE for Case 004100017 ID 8397523 
SCHEDULING CONFERENCE is scheduled. 
Date: 08/09/2004 
Time: 09:30 a.m. 
Location: COURTROOM 5 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
135 NORTH 100 WEST 
LOGAN, UT 84321 
Before Judge: GORDON J. LOW 
08-09-04 Minute Entry - Minutes for PRE TRIAL CONFERENCE 
Judge: GORDON J. LOW 
Clerk: beckym 
PRESENT 
Petitioner's Attorney: MARLIN J GRANT 
Attorney for the Respondent: SHANNON R. DEMLER 
Video 
Tape Number: 1 Tape Count: 9:40 
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HEARING 
TAPE: 9:40 The Court calls the case. 
Mr. Dernier addressed the Court stating that the case is ready for 
trial. 
Mr. Grant addressed the Court stating that the issue for trial is 
alimony. 
The Court sets this case for a one day bench trial Oct. 13, 2004 
at 9:00 a.m. 
Counsel is to submit trial briefs one day before trial. 
ONE DAY BENCH TRIAL is scheduled. 
Date: 10/13/2004 
Time: 09:00 a.m. 
Location: COURTROOM 5 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
135 NORTH 100 WEST 
LOGAN, UT 84321 
before Judge GORDON J. LOW 
08-09-04 Notice - NOTICE for Case 004100017 ID 8419802 
ONE DAY BENCH TRIAL is scheduled. 
Date: 10/13/2004 
Time: 09:00 a.m. 
Location: COURTROOM 5 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
135 NORTH 100 WEST 
LOGAN, UT 8 4 321 
before Judge GORDON J. LOW 
08-09-04 ONE DAY BENCH TRIAL scheduled on October 13, 2004 at 09:00 AM 
in Courtroom 5 with Judge LOW. 
08-31-04 Filed: Motion To Compel Discovery 
09-02-04 Filed: Verified Motion For Order to Show Cause in Re: Contempt 
and For Sanctions 
09-07-04 ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE scheduled on October 13, 2004 at 09:00 AM 
in Courtroom 5 with Judge LOW. 
09-07-04 Issued: Order to Show Cause 
Judge GORDON J LOW 
Hearing Date: October 13, 2004 Time: 09:00 
09-08-04 Filed: Notice of Order to Show Cause Hearing 
09-09-04 Note: ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE calendar modified. 
10-08-04 BENCH TRIAL scheduled on November 10, 2004 at 09:00 AM in 
Courtroom 5 with Judge LOW. 
10-08-04 Notice - NOTICE for Case 004100017 ID 8462582 
BENCH TRIAL is scheduled. 
Date: 11/10/2004 
Time: 09:00 a.m. 
Location: COURTROOM 5 
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FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
135 NORTH 100 WEST 
LOGAN, UT 84321 
Before Judge: GORDON J. LOW 
10-08-04 ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE scheduled on November 10, 2004 at 09:00 AM 
in Courtroom 5 with Judge LOW. 
10-08-04 Notice - NOTICE for Case 004100017 ID 8462585 
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE is scheduled. 
Date: 11/10/2004 
Time: 09:00 a.m. 
Location: COURTROOM 5 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
135 NORTH 100 WEST 
LOGAN, UT 8 4 321 
Before Judge: GORDON J. LOW 
10-08-04 ONE DAY BENCH TRIAL Cancelled. 
10-08-04 ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE Cancelled. 
10-25-04 Filed: Objection to Setting 
11-17-04 Notice - NOTICE for Case 004100017 ID 8488508 
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE is scheduled. 
Date: 12/15/2004 
Time: 03:30 p.m. 
Location: COURTROOM 5 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
135 NORTH 100 WEST 
LOGAN, UT 8 4 321 
Before Judge: GORDON J. LOW 
11-17-04 ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE scheduled on December 15, 2004 at 03:30 PM 
in Courtroom 5 with Judge LOW. 
11-24-04 Filed: Notice to Strike Order to Show Cause From Courts 
Calendar on December 15, 2004 
11-24-04 ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE Cancelled. 
Reason: Case stricken from Calendar 
11-30-04 Notice - NOTICE for Case 004100017 ID 8495299 
BENCH TRIAL is scheduled. 
Date: 12/09/2004 
Time: 03:00 p.m. 
Location: COURTROOM 5 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
135 NORTH 100 WEST 
LOGAN, UT 8 4 321 
Before Judge: GORDON J. LOW 
BENCH TRIAL. 
Date: 12/10/2004 
Time: 10:30 a.m. 
Location: COURTROOM 5 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
135 NORTH 100 WEST 
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LOGAN, UT 8 4 321 
Before Judge: GORDON J. LOW 
**PLEASE NOTE: This trial is scheduled for 2 hours Dec. 9, 2004 at 
3:00 p.m. If more time is needed the Court has also set aside 
Dec. 10, 2004 at 10:30 a.m. for completion of the trial. 
11-30-04 BENCH TRIAL scheduled on December 09, 2004 at 03:00 PM in 
Courtroom 5 with Judge LOW. 
11-30-04 BENCH TRIAL scheduled on December 10, 2004 at 10:30 AM in 
Courtroom 5 with Judge LOW. 
12-06-04 Filed: Motion to Withdraw as Counsel 
12-07-04 Minute Entry - Minutes for TELEPHONE CONFERENCE 
Judge: GORDON J. LOW 
Clerk: beckym 
PRESENT 
Petitioner's Attorney: MARLIN J GRANT 
Attorney for the Respondent: SHANNON R. DEMLER 
Tape Number: off 
HEARING 
The Court met with counsel for discussion on Mr. Dernier's Motion 
to Withdraw. 
There has not been an appearance filed from Mr. Ostermiller's new 
counsel. 
Mr. Grant objects to the trial being continued. 
The Court orders that all parties be present Thursday at the time 
set for trial to discuss the Motion to Withdraw and put any order's 
on the record. 
12-09-04 Notice - NOTICE for Case 004100017 ID 8503062 
TELEPHONE STATUS CONFERENCE is scheduled. 
Date: 01/05/2005 
Time: 09:00 a.m. 
Location: COURTROOM 5 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
135 NORTH 100 WEST 
LOGAN, UT 84321 
before Judge GORDON J. LOW 
**Please Note: Mr. Giant is to initiate the phone call and call 
the Court at 435-750-1300 with both counsel on the line at the 
above set time. 
12-09-04 Minute Entry - Minutes for MOTION HEARING 
Judge: GORDON J. LOW 
Clerk: beckym 
PRESENT 
Petitioner's Attorney: MARLIN J GRANT 
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CASE NUMBER 004100017 Divorce/Annulment 
Petitioner(s): SHIRLENE OSTERMILLER 
Attorney for the Respondent: SHANNON R. DEMLER 
PAIGE BIGELOW 
Respondent(s): DAVID G OSTERMILLER 
Video 
Tape Number: 1 Tape Count: 3:20 
HEARING 
COUNT: 3:20 
The Court calls the case. 
The Court discusses Mr. Dernier's Motion to withdraw. 
Mr. Dernier indicates the Paige Bigelow will be representing Mr. 
Ostermiller but has not filed her appearance of counsel. 
COUNT: 3:32 
The Court had the clerk telephone Ms. Bigelow. 
Ms. Bigelow apppeared by phone and entered a verbal appearance of 
counsel. 
COUNT: 3:34 
The Court granted Mr. DernierTs Moiton to Withdraw. 
COUNT: 3:45 
Mr. Grant addressed the Court re: the discovery issues. 
Mr. Dernier addressed the Court speaking to the status of the 
discovery re: the interrogatories and documents. 
COUNT: 3:39 
Mr. Demler is to provide deposition and letter to Ms. Bigelow. 
Ms. Bigelow is to look at the issue re: outstanding discovery and 
respond to the Motion to Compel. 
The Court set a telephonic status conference Jan. 5, 2005 at 9:00 
a.m. 
Counsel are to be prepared to discuss the issues and set a trial 
date. The issues are identified as alimony, attorney fees and the 
order to show cause. 
The Court orders counsel to submit a 2 page trial brief outlining 
the issues, the evidence and what they think they are entitled to 
COUNT: 3:49 
The issue of Christmas visitation was discussed. 
The Court orders that Mr. Ostermiller is to have the children Dec. 
22-28 excluding Christmas day from 1:00 p.m. 
Mrs. Ostermiller is to have the children from the evening of Dec 
28 to everning of Jan.2, 2005 
TELEPHONE STATUS CONFERENCE is scheduled. 
Date: 01/05/2005 
Time: 09:00 a.m. 
Location: COURTROOM 5 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
135 NORTH 100 WEST 
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LOGAN, UT 84321 
before Judge GORDON J. LOW 
12-09-04 TELEPHONE STATUS CONFERENCE scheduled on January 05, 2005 at 
09:00 AM in Courtroom 5 with Judge LOW. 
12-10-04 BENCH TRIAL Cancelled. 
12-13-04 Filed: Notice of Appearance of Counsel 
01-05-05 Minute Entry - Minutes for STATUS CONFERENCE 




Petitioner's Attorney: MARLIN J GRANT 
Attorney for the Respondent: PAIGE BIGELOW 
Video 
Tape Number: 1 Tape Count: 9:20 
HEARING 
COUNT: 9:20 
The Court calls the case. 
Counsel for the parties are present by phone. 
COUNT: 9:23 
The Court notes that Mr. Ostermiller's original deposition is with 
the Court file and that Ms. Bigelow should have it. 
Ms. Bigelow will have Mrl Ostermiller pick it up from the Court. 
COUNT: 9:25 
Ms. Bigelow addressed the issue of whether the petitioner is 
entitled to alimony. 
Mr. Grant notes that the issue has already been ruled on. 
The Court orders Ms. Bigelow to submit a brief motion isolating 
the alimony. Mr. Grant is to respond and then the Court will rule 
on it. 
COUNT: 9:28 
The issue of discovery was discussed in regards to the alimony 
issue. 
COUNT: 9:35 
The Court orders the motion to be filed by Feb. 4, 2005. Mr. 
Grant is to repsond by Feb. 18, 2005. 
Ms. Bigelow is to file any response and a notice to submit by Feb. 
25, 2005. 
All discovery issues are to be resolved by Mar. 31, 2005. 
The Court set a one day trial for May 18, 2005 at 9:00 a.m. 
Mr. Grant is to prepare a scheduling order based on today's 
hearing. 
Counsel is directed to submit a two page trial brief by 2 days 
before trial. 
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Counsel will resolve the issue of the proposed findings & order on 
the petition to modify. 
BENCH TRIAL is scheduled. 
Date: 05/18/2005 
Time: 09:00 a.m. 
Location: COURTROOM 5 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
135 NORTH 100 WEST 
LOGAN, UT 8 4 321 
before Judge GORDON J. LOW 
01-05-05 Notice - NOTICE for Case 004100017 ID 8517186 
BENCH TRIAL is scheduled. 
Date: 05/18/2005 
Time: 09:00 a.m. 
Location: COURTROOM 5 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
135 NORTH 100 WEST 
LOGAN, UT 84321 
before Judge GORDON J. LOW 
01-05-05 BENCH TRIAL scheduled on May 18, 2005 at 09:00 AM in Courtroom 
5 with Judge LOW. 
01-07-05 Fee Account created Total Due: 15.00 
01-07-05 Fee Account created Total Due: 1.25 
01-07-05 VIDEO TAPE COPY Payment Received: 15.00 
01-07-05 COPY FEE Payment Received: 1.25 
01-18-05 Filed order: Scheduling and Status Order 
Judge GORDON J LOW 
Signed January 18, 2005 
01-19-05 Filed: Copy of 3-17-04 video for Respondent 
02-10-05 Filed: Motion For Summary Dismissal of Retroactie Alimony Claim 
02-10-05 Filed: Memorandum in Support of Motion For Summary Dismissal of 
Retroactive Alimony Claim 
02-15-05 Filed: Objection to Motion For Summary Dismissal of Reserved 
Alimony Claim 
02-28-05 Filed: Reply Memorandum 
02-28-05 Filed: Notice to Submit 
03-01-05 Filed: Objection to Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions 
of Law and Proposed Custody and Child Support Order 
03-16-05 Filed: Notice to Submit 
03-17-05 Filed order: Memorandum Decision 
Judge GORDON J LOW 
Signed March 17, 2005 
03-17-05 Notice - NOTICE for Case 004100017 ID 8562777 
OBJECTION HEARING is scheduled. 
Date: 04/05/2005 
Time: 09:00 a.m. 
Location: COURTROOM 5 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
135 NORTH 100 WEST 
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LOGAN, UT 84321 
Before Judge: GORDON J. LOW 
03-17-05 OBJECTION HEARING scheduled on April 05, 2005 at 09:00 AM in 
Courtroom 5 with Judge LOW. 
03-21-05 Filed: Motion to Continue Hearing 
03-24-05 Filed: Response in Support of Findings of Fact, Conclusions of 
Law and Order of Final Decree 
03-29-05 Notice - NOTICE for Case 004100017 ID 8570250 
OBJECTION HEARING. 
Date: 04/12/2005 
Time: 01:30 p.m. 
Location: COURTROOM 5 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
135 NORTH 100 WEST 
LOGAN, UT 8 4 321 
Before Judge: GORDON J. LOW 
The reason for the change is motion to continue granted. 
**PLEASE NOTE: The hearing was previously set for April 5, 2005 
and has been rescheduled to the above set date and time. 
03-29-05 OBJECTION HEARING rescheduled on April 12, 2005 at 01:30 PM 
Reason: motion to continue granted.. 
04-04-05 Filed: Request For Copy Of Electronic Recording 
04-04-05 Fee Account created Total Due: 15.00 
04-04-05 VIDEO TAPE COPY Payment Received: 15.00 
04-12-05 Minute Entry - Minutes for OBJECTION HEARING 
Judge: GORDON J. LOW 
Clerk: beckym 
PRESENT 
Petitioner's Attorney: MARLIN J GRANT 
Petitioner(s): SHIRLENE OSTERMILLER 
Attorney for the Respondent: PAIGE BIGELOW 
Respondent(s): DAVID G OSTERMILLER 
Video 
Tape Number: 1 Tape Count: 1:42 
HEARING 
The Court calls the case. 
Parties are present with counsel and ready to proceed. 
COUNT: 1:43 
Ms. Bigelow addressed the issue of alimony. 
COUNT: 2:22 
Mr. Grant responded. 
COUNT: 2:40 
The Court take the alimony issue under advisement. 
COUNT: 2:46 
Ms. Bigelow addressed theCourt regarding objections to the 
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findings and order. 
COUNT: 2:50 
The Court addressed the parties noting that the parties agreed to 
be bound by the stipulation and the Court does not intend to re 
-visit the issues. Summer visitation will be enforced as agreed to 
by the parties. 
COUNT: 3:03 
The Court intends to prepare and enter it's own findings and 
order. 
The Court's proposed findings are read to the parties. 
COUNT: 3:10 
Mr. Grant responds to the findings. 
COUNT: 3:14 
Ms. Bigelow responds. 
COUNT: 3:25 
The issue of a special master for visitation was discussed. The 
Court reserves that issue. 
Visitation will be from after school to after school. Holidays 
supercede standard visitation time. Notification of summer 
visitation is to be submitted by May 1. 
The issue of costs and attorney fees is reserved. 
The Court will draft the findings and conclusions and order. The 
Court will also issue a ruling on the alimony issue. 
COUNT: 3:41 
Mr. Grant addressed the issue of discovery and a possible 
continuance from the May 18, 2005 trial date. 
The Court continues the Trial to August 31, 2005 at 9:00 a.m. 
BENCH TRIAL is scheduled. 
Date: 08/31/2005 
Time: 09:00 a.m. 
Location: COURTROOM 5 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
135 NORTH 100 WEST 
LOGAN, UT 8 4 321 
before Judge GORDON J. LOW 
04-12-05 BENCH TRIAL scheduled on August 31, 2005 at 09:00 AM in 
Courtroom 5 with Judge LOW. 
04-18-05 Notice - NOTICE for Case 004100017 ID 8583686 
BENCH TRIAL is scheduled. 
Date: 08/31/2005 
Time: 09:00 a.m. 
Location: COURTROOM 5 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
135 NORTH 100 WEST 
LOGAN, UT 8 4 321 
before Judge GORDON J. LOW 
**Please Note: This trial was previously set for May 18, 2005 and 
was rescheduled to the above set date and time based on the Court 
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hearing of April 12. 
04-18-05 BENCH TRIAL Cancelled. 
04-27-05 Filed order: Memorandum Decision 
Judge GORDON J LOW 
Signed April 27, 2005 
04-27-05 Filed order: Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Order 
Judge GORDON J LOW 




(unsigned)Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law 
(unsigned) Custody and Child Support Order 
Certificate Of Mailing Third Set Of Interrogatories And 
Request For Production Of Documents 
05-11-05 Filed return: Return of Service of Subppoena Duces Tecum 
Party Served: Deanette Widmer 
Service Type: Personal 
Service Date: April 29, 2005 
05-11-05 Filed: Notice of Records Deposition 
05-11-05 Filed return: Return of Service on Subpoena Duces Tecum 
Party Served: Hillary Sorenson 
Service Type: Personal 
Service Date: May 02, 2005 
05-11-05 Filed: Notice of Records Deposition 





Certificate of Service 
Certificate of Service 
Affidavit of Attorney's Fees and Costs 
Certificate of Service for Petitioner's Answer to 
Respondent's First Set of Interrogatories and Request for 





Respondent's Witness List 
Subpoena Duces Tecum 
Notice of Records Deposition 
Motion in Limine to Dismiss Petitioner's Attorney Fees 
to Compel Immediate Responses to Respondent's Discovery Request 
08-26-05 Filed: Memorandum in Support of Respondent's Motion in Limine 
08-29-05 Filed: Trial Brief 
08-29-05 Filed: Petitioner's Witness List 
08-29-05 Filed: Trial Brief 
08-29-05 Filed: Response to Respondent's Motion in Limine 
08-30-05 Filed: Trial Subpoena 
08-30-05 Filed: Respondent's Amended Witness List 
08-31-05 Minute Entry - Minutes for BENCH TRIAL 
Judge: GORDON J LOW 
Clerk: tracih 
PRESENT 
Petitioner's Attorney: MARLIN J GRANT 
Petitioner(s): SHIRLENE OSTERMILLER 
Attorney for the Respondent: PAIGE BIGELOW 
Respondent(s): DAVID G OSTERMILLER 
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Video 
HEARING 
TIME: 9:25 AM On The Record. Court opens case and addresses 
counsels and parties. All parties are present. 
TIME: 9:28 AM Counsels and Court discuss RE: Exhibit matters 
stipulations of Exhibits. RE: intentions and allowances of 
Court/Counsel to testify as to Cohabitation and Fault or No Fault. 
Atty. Grant's Motion oenied. 
TIME: 9:35 AM Atty. Grant begins going through documents with 
the Court. Makes opening statements. 
TIME: 10:05 AM Atty. Bieglow makes opening statements. 
TIME: 10:29 AM Counsel and Court meet in Chambers Off The 
Record. 
TIME: 11:43 AM On The Record. Counsels has privately 
conferenced with their clients RE: Possibility Of Settlement, and 
use of Special Master. Counsels return and discuss with Court 
possiblity of how case will proceed. 
TIME: 11:50 AM Witness Lynn Thomas is sworn and takes the stand. 
Witness is questioned by Atty. Grant. 
TIME: 12:03 AM Atty. Bigelow cross examines Witness Lynn Thomas 
TIME: 12:04 AM Atty. Grant conducts follow-up w/witness Lynn 
Thomas 
TIME: 12:07 AM Witness is excused. 
TIME: 12:08 AM Witness Dennis Worthen is sworn and takes the 
stand. Atty. Grant questions witness. 
TIME: 12:34 AM Atty. Bigelow cross examines Witness Dennis 
Worthen. 
TIME: 12:42 AM Witness is excused. Off The Record. Court in 
recess for lunch 1 hour. 
TIME: 2:07 PM On The Record. Witness Shirlene Ostermiller(Shaw) 
is sworn and takes the stand. Atty. Grant questions witness. 
TIME: 3:02 PM Atty. Bigelow cross examines Witness Shirlene 
Ostermiller (Shaw) Exhibits DEF8,9,25 offered and received. 
TIME: 4:01 PM Off The Record. Court in recess. 
TIME: 4:25 PM Atty. Bigelow does not have the witness available 
they needed. Court and counsel discuss plan to proceed. 1/2 day 
Bench Trial set for 09/20 @1 :30 PM. Atty. Bigelow continues to 
question Shirlene Ostermiller (Shaw) Exhibit #DEF26 offered and 
received. 
TIME: 5:12 PM Exhibits PLA2,3,8,9 are offered and received. Off 
The Record until 09/20/05 01 :30 PM. Witness is excused 
09-01-05 Notice - Final Exhibit List 
09-01-05 Notice - NOTICE for Case 004100017 ID 8667653 
BENCH TRIAL is scheduled. 
Date: 09/20/2005 
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Time: 01:30 p.m. 
Location: COURTROOM 5 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
135 NORTH 100 WEST 
LOGAN, UT 84321 
Before Judge: GORDON J LOW 
09-01-05 BENCH TRIAL scheduled on September 20, 2005 at 01:30 PM in 
Courtroom 5 with Judge LOW. 
09-20-05 Minute Entry - Minutes for BENCH TRIAL 
Judge: GORDON J LOW 
Clerk: tracih 
PRESENT 
Petitioner's Attorney: MARLIN J GRANT 
Petitioner(s): SHIRLENE OSTERMILLER 
Attorney for the Respondent: PAIGE BIGELOW 
Respondent(s): DAVID G OSTERMILLER 
HEARING 
TIME: 1:44 PM On The Record. Court calls the case. 
TIME: 1:45 PM Atty. Bigelow offers the Court a copy of a 
delinated Order. Court reviews and Atty. Bigelow will make changes 
and prepare the Order. After both counsels have met with Atty. 
Canfield. Atty. Bigelcw continues to address the Court. 
TIME: 1:52 PM Atty. Grant continues in discussion RE: 
settlements of apartments. 
TIME: 1:56 PM Dana Shaw is called/sworn and takes stand. Atty. 
Bigelow questions witness. 
TIME: 2:00 PM Atty. Grant cross-examines witness Dana Shaw. 
TIME: 2:08 PM Atty. Bigelow re-directs with witness Dana Shaw 
TIME: 2:09 PM Wendy Liebes is called/sworn and takes the stand. 
Atty. Bigelow questions witness. 
TIME: 2:19 PM Atty. Grant cross examines witness Wendy Liebes. 
TIME: 2:25 PM Atty. Bigelow re-directs with witness. 
TIME: 2:29 PM Witness is excused. 
TIME: 2:30 PM Witness Monica Hugie is sworn/takes the stand. 
Atty. Bigelow questions witness. 
TIME: 2:47 PM Atty. Grant cross examines witness Monica Hugie. 
TIME: 2:54 PM Witness is excused. 
TIME: 2:55 PM Witness Brian Worthen is called/sworn and takes 
the stand. Atty. Bigelow questions witness. 
TIME: 3:07 PM Atty. Grant cross examines witness Brian Worthen. 
TIME: 3:16 PM Counsel/Court meet in Chambers. Off The Record. 
TIME: 3:31 PM On The Record. Witness Brian Worthen returns to 
stand. Atty. Grant questions witness. 
TIME: 3:42 PM Atty. Bigelow re-directs witness Brian Worthen. 
TIME: 3:46 PM Witness is excused. 
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TIME: 3:47 PM Witness Dave Ostermiller is called/sworn and takes 
the stand. Atty. Bigelow questions witness. 
TIME: 4:45 PM Atty. Bigelow offers Exhibit DEF027. Court 
receives. 
TIME: 4:53 PM Calendar set for continuance 10/11/2005 @ 1:30 PM 
1/2 day. Witness Dave Ostermiller excused until continuance. Off 
The Record. 
09-21-05 BENCH TRIAL scheduled on October 11, 2005 at 01:30 PM in 
Courtroom 5 with Judge LOW. 
09-21-05 Notice - NOTICE for Case 004100017 ID 8678318 
BENCH TRIAL is scheduled. 
Date: 10/11/2005 
Time: 01:30 p.m. 
Location: COURTROOM 5 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
135 NORTH 100 WEST 
LOGAN, UT 84321 
Before Judge: GORDON J LOW 
09-21-05 Notice - Final Exhibit List 
10-03-05 Filed: Request For Copy Of Electronic Recording 
10-04-05 Note: Video of 8/31 & 9/20/05 make for Bigelow. 
10-04-05 Fee Account created Total Due: 30.00 
10-04-05 Fee Account created Total Due: 6.00 
10-04-05 VIDEO TAPE COPY Payment Received: 30.00 
Note: POSTAGE-COPIES 
10-04-05 POSTAGE-COPIES Payment Received: 6.00 
10-11-05 Filed: Stipulation To Continue Trial Date 
10-11-05 Notice - NOTICE for Case 004100017 ID 8691649 
BENCH TRIAL is scheduled. 
Date: 12/16/2005 
Time: 01:30 p.m. 
Location: COURTROOM 5 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
135 NORTH 100 WEST 
LOGAN, UT 84 321 
Before Judge: GORDON J LOW 
10-11-05 BENCH TRIAL scheduled on December 16, 2005 at 01:30 PM in 
Courtroom 5 with Judge LOW. 
10-11-05 BENCH TRIAL Cancelled. 
Reason: Case stricken from Calendar 
10-18-05 Minute Entry - Minutes for PHONE CONFERENCE 
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TIME: 10:30 AM PHONE CONFERENCE between Court, Atty. Bigelow, 
and Atty. Grant with clerk present. Both counsels responsible for 
full discovery of relevant 3 year period. Defendant to disclose 
specific income information relevant to construction business for 
same 3 
year period. Plaintiff to disclose bank statment information for 
same. Court will assist with subpoenas if necessary. Mr. Ken 
Canfield CPA is special master for case. Off The Record. 
10-24-05 Filed order: Order of Reference to Special Master 
Judge GORDON J LOW 
Signed October 21, 2005 
11-29-05 Fee Account created Total Due: 5.00 
11-29-05 COPY FEE Payment Received: 5.00 
Note: COPY FEE 
12-13-05 BENCH TRIAL Cancelled. 
Reason: Case stricken from Calendar 
12-13-05 Minute Entry - Minutes for PHONE CONFERENCE 





TIME: 10:38 AM On The Record. Private in Chambers: Judge Low, 
Atty. Grant, Atty. Bigelow. Court strikes Bench Trial set for 
Friday 12/16/2005. Calendar set for full day Trial 04/19/2006 @ 
9:00 AM. Atty. Grant to have documents from his client turned over 
to Atty. 
Bigelow. Counsels will request possible earlier hearing if 
information is completed. Off The Record. 
12-13-05 Notice - NOTICE for Case 004100017 ID 8733511 
ONE DAY BENCH TRIAL is scheduled. 
Date: 04/19/2006 
Time: 09:00 a.m. 
Location: COURTROOM 5 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
135 NORTH 100 WEST 
LOGAN, UT 8 4 321 
Before Judge: GORDON J LOW 
12-13-05 ONE DAY BENCH TRIAL scheduled on April 19, 2006 at 09:00 AM in 
Courtroom 5 with Judge LOW. 
04-13-06 Filed: Motion to Continue Bench Trial (FAXED) 
04-14-06 Filed: Motion to Continue Bench Trial 
04-17-06 TELEPHONE CONFERENCE scheduled on April 19, 2006 at 09:00 AM in 
Courtroom 5 with Judge LOW. 
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04-17-06 BENCH TRIAL Cancelled. 
Reason: Motion and Order to Continue signed 
04-18-06 Filed: Judge's Memo to the File 
04-19-06 TELEPHONE CONFERENCE Cancelled. 
Reason: Motion and Order to Continue signed 
06-12-06 Filed: Notice of Change of Address 
08-10-06 STATUS CONFERENCE scheduled on September 18, 2006 at 10:30 AM 
in Courtroom 5 with Judge LOW. 
08-10-06 Notice - NOTICE for Case 004100017 ID 8886029 
STATUS CONFERENCE is scheduled. 
Date: 09/18/2006 
Time: 10:30 a.m. 
Location: COURTROOM 5 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
135 NORTH 100 WEST 
LOGAN, UT 8 4 321 
Before Judge: GORDON J LOW 
09-11-06 Filed: Motion to Appear by Phone 
09-11-06 Filed: Motion and Order in RE Telephonic Status Conference 
09-18-06 Notice - NOTICE for Case 004100017 ID 8909736 
PRETRIAL CONFERENCE is scheduled. 
Date: 10/30/2006 
Time: 09:30 a.m. 
Location: COURTROOM 5 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
135 NORTH 100 WEST 
LOGAN, UT 8 4 321 
Before Judge: GORDON J LOW 
1/2 DAY BENCH TRIAL. 
Date: 11/16/2006 
Time: 01:30 p.m. 
Location: COURTROOM 5 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
135 NORTH 100 WEST 
LOGAN, UT 8 4 321 
Before Judge: GORDON J LOW 
09-18-06 1/2 DAY BENCH TRIAL rescheduled on November 16, 2006 at 09:00 
AM Reason: Computer Error. 
09-18-06 Notice - NOTICE for Case 004100017 ID 8909741 
1/2 DAY BENCH TRIAL. 
Date: 11/16/2006 
Time: 09:00 a.m. 
Location: COURTROOM 5 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
135 NORTH 100 WEST 
LOGAN, UT 8 4 321 
Before Judge: GORDON J LOW 
The reason for the change is Computer Error 
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09-18-06 Minute Entry - Minutes for STATUS CONFERENCE 
Judge: GORDON J LOW 
Clerk: tonyas 
No Parties Present 
Video 
Tape Count: 10:47 
HEARING 
COUNT: 10:47 
On the record, the Court calls the case. No parties are 
appearing, the case is stricken from today's calendar. Off the 
record. 
09-18-06 PRETRIAL CONFERENCE scheduled on October 30, 2006 at 09:30 AM 
in Courtroom 5 with Judge LOW. 
09-18-06 1/2 DAY BENCH TRIAL scheduled on November 16, 2006 at 01:30 PM 
in Courtroom 5 with Judge LOW. 
09-18-06 ALL DAY BENCH TRIAL scheduled on November 16, 2006 at 09:00 AM 
in Courtroom 5 with Judge LOW. 
09-18-06 BENCH TRIAL Cancelled. 
09-18-06 Notice - NOTICE for Case 004100017 ID 8910273 
PRETRIAL CONFERENCE. 
Date: 10/30/2006 
Time: 09:30 a.m. 
Location: COURTROOM 5 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
135 NORTH 100 WEST 
LOGAN, QT 8 4 321 
Before Judge: GORDON J LOW 
The reason for the change is reprint notice 
09-18-06 PRETRIAL CONFERENCE scheduled on October 30, 2006 at 09:30 AM 
in Courtroom 5 with Judge LOW. 
09-18-06 PRETRIAL CONFERENCE Cancelled. 
09-18-06 Filed: UNSIGNED Order Allowing Appearance by Phone 
10-06-06 Judgment #1 Entered $ 0.00 
10-30-06 Minute Entry - Minutes for Pretrial Conference 
Judge: GORDON J LOW 
Clerk: tracih 
PRESENT 
Petitioner's Attorney: MARLIN J GRANT 
Petitioner(s): SHIRLENE OSTERMILLER 
Attorney for the Respondent: PAIGE BIGELOW 
Respondent(s): DAVID G OSTERMILLER 
Video 
Tape Count: 9:31 
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HEARING 
COUNT: 9:31 
Court calls the case. Atty Grant addresses Special Master Report 
and issues remaining before the Court RE: back alimony, inputation 
of income, 
COUNT: 9:35 
Atty Bigelow responds. Court and counsel continue discussion 
concerning intentions of proceedings of the case. Bench Trial set 
for 11/16/06 @ 9:00 to be held. 
COUNT: 9:40 
Discussion moves to child support. Court orders that all photos, 
negatives and materials turned over by both parties immediately or 
the sheriff's office will be ordered to seize all photos by the 
time of trial. 
COUNT: 9:43 
Discussion moves to visitation problems. Court orders alternate 
Thursday visits to be at noon if no school and normal time if 
school. 
COUNT: 9:45 
Court requests page and one half of trial brief from both counsel. 
COUNT: 9:47 
Atty Bigelow requests a Special Master assigned to handle 
continued visitation problems. Counsel agree to use Atty Steven 
Jewell as GAL. Atty Bigelow to draft stipulated Order. 
COUNT: 9:50 
Off the record. 
10-30-06 Fee Account created Total Due: 0.50 
10-30-06 COPY FEE Payment Received: 0.50 
11-07-06 Filed: Trial Brief 
11-15-06 Filed: Subpoena 
11-15-06 Filed: Trial Brief 
11-16-06 Minute Entry - Minutes for Bench Trial 
Judge: GORDON J LOW 
Clerk: tonyas 
PRESENT 
Petitioner's Attorney: MARLIN J GRANT 
Petitioner(s): SHIRLENE OSTERMILLER 
Other Parties: DONALD LIEBES 
KEN CANFIELD 
Attorney for the Respondent: PAIGE BIGELOW 
Respondent(s): DAVID G OSTERMILLER 
TRIAL 
COUNT: 9:21 
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On the record, the Court calls the case. This is the time set for 
bench trial. All parties are present in the courtroom and ready to 
proceed. 
COUNT: 9:23 
Atty. Bigelovv addresses, calls Donald Liebes as first rebuttal 
witness. Atty. Grant objects to the witness, Atty. Bigelow 
responds. Discussion continues. 
The Court addresses counsel-. 
COUNT: 9:30 
Witness Donald Liebes is sworn in and takes the witness stand. 
Atty. Bigelow directs the witness. 
COUNT: 9:38 
Atty. Grant cross-examines. 
COUNT: 9:41 
The Court questions the witness. The witness is excused. 
COUNT: 9:41 
Witness Ken Canfield, Special Master, is sworn in and takes the 
stand. Atty. Bigelow directs the witness. 
COUNT: 10:05 
Atty. Grant cross-examines. 
COUNT: 10:50 
Atty. Bigelow re-directs. 
COUNT: 10:59 
Atty. Grant re-crosses. 
COUNT: 11:00 
The Court questions the witness. 
COUNT: 11:02 
Atty. Bigelow re-directs. 
COUNT: 11:03 
Atty. Grant re-crosses. 
COUNT: 11:07 
Atty. Bigelow re-directs. 
COUNT: 11:09 
Atty. Grant re-crosses. 
Atty. Bigelow re-directs. 
COUNT: 11:10 
No further questions. Mr. Canfield is excused from the stand. 
COUNT: 11:11 
The Court takes a brief recess to confer with counsel in chambers. 
COUNT: 11:40 
Back on the record. The Court addresses as to the conversation in 
chambers between Court and counsel. 
Witness Shirlene Ostermiller Shaw is sworn in and takes the stand. 
Atty. Bigelow directs the witness. 
COUNT: 12:13 
Brief recess. Off the record. 
COUNT: 12:16 
Return to the record. Mrs. Shaw returns to the stand. Atty. Grant 
cross-examines. 
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Discussion between Court and counsel. 
COUNT: 12:41 
The Court addresses. Atty. Grant continues to cross-examine the 
witness. 
COUNT: 12:47 
Atty. Bigelow re-directs. 
COUNT: 12:49 
Witness is excused. 
Witness Dave Ostermiller is sworn in and takes the stand. Atty. 
Bigelow directs the witness. 
COUNT: 1:03 
Court takes lunch recess until 2:00 pm. Witness steps down. Off 
the record. 
COUNT: 2:45 
Return to the record. Discussion regarding exhibit 6B and 7B. 
COUNT: 2:50 
Atty. Bigelow continues to direct the witness, David Ostermiller. 
COUNT: 3:15 
Discussion between Court and counsel. 
Atty. Bigelow continues with direct examination. 
COUNT: 3:41 
Atty. Grant cross-examines. 
COUNT: 4:28 
New tape (tape 2). 
COUNT: 4:54 
Atty. Bigelow re-directs. 
COUNT: 5:06 
The witness is excused. Discussion regarding exhibits. 
The Court states the matter will be taken under advisement after 
supplemental closing arguments are received. 
Atty. Grant has 10 days to submit supplemental brief. Atty. 
Bigelow has 10 days after to submit hers. Atty. Grant then has 5 
days to reply and submit. 
The Petitioner is to provide negatives of all photographs in 
question to the Respondent within 10 days. 
Plaintiff's exhibits IB, 2B, 1C, 6B, 7B, 8B, 9B, 10B, 11B, 12B, 
13B, 14B, 11, 12, 13 are received. 
Defendant's exhibits IB, 2B, 2, 3, 5, 19, 20, 22, 18, 23, 24, 11, 
12, 13, 14 are received. 
COUNT: 5:38 
Off the record. 
11-17-06 Notice - Final Exhibit List 
11-17-06 Filed: Request For Copy Of Electronic Recording 
11-17-06 Fee Account created Total Due: 45.00 
11-17-06 VIDEO TAPE COPY Payment Received: 45.00 
11-22-06 Filed: Affidavit of Attorney's Fees and Costs 
11-27-06 Filed: Shirlene's Closing Argument 
11-28-06 Fee Account created Total Due: 1.00 
11-28-06 COPY FEE Payment Received: 1.00 
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12-07-06 Filed: Request For Copy Of Electronic Recording 
12-07-06 Fee Account created Total Due: 15.00 
12-07-06 VIDEO TAPE COPY Payment Received: 15.00 
Respondent's Closing Argument 
Affidavit of Attorney's Fees and Costs 
Trial Brief 
Trial Subpoena 
Notice to Submit for Decision 
Petitioner's Response Supporting Her Final Closing 
Argument 
02-21-07 Filed: Motion to Strike Petitioner's Untimely Reply 
Filed by: BIGELOW, PAIGE 
02-22-07 Filed: Reply to Motion to Strike 
02-26-07 Filed: Request to Submit for Decision 
03-05-07 Filed order: Memorandum Decision 
Judge GORDON J LOW 
Signed March 05, 2007 
03-08-07 Fee Account created Total Due: 2.25 
03-08-07 COPY FEE Payment Received: 2.25 
03-21-07 Filed: Motion to Amend Judgment or Motion for Reconsideration 
Filed by: GRANT, MARLIN J 
04-06-07 Filed: Memorandum in Opposition to Petitioner's Motion to Amend 
Judgment or Motion for Reconsideration 
04-18-07 Filed: Reply in Support of Petitioner's Motion to Amend or 
Reconsider the Judgment 
04-18-07 Filed: Request to Submit for Decision 
04-23-07 Filed: Respondent's Sur Reply In Further Opposition to 
Petitioner's Motion to Amend or Reconsider the Judgment 
04-23-07 Filed: Notice to Submit for Decision 
04-27-07 Filed order: Memorandum Decision 
Judge GORDON J LOW 
Signed April 27, 2007 
05-08-07 Filed: Motion to Alter or Amend Memorandum Decision in RE Child 
Support 
Filed by: OSTERMILLER, DAVID G 
05-08-07 Filed: Memorandum Supporting Motion to Alter or Amend 
Memorandum Decision in RE Child Support 
05-11-07 Filed: Memorandum of Points and Authorities 
05-11-07 Filed: Reply to Strike or Dismiss Motion to Alter or Amend the 
Court's Final Order 
05-17-07 Filed order: Final Decree 
Judge GORDON J LOW 
Signed May 17, 2007 
05-22-07 Filed: Reply Memorandum in Further Support of Motion to Alter 





Notice to Submit for Decision 
Request to Submit 
Notice of Entry of Final Decree 
Motion to Alter, Amend or Set Aside Final Decree 
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Filed by: BIGELOW, PAIGE 
05-25-07 Filed: Memorandum Supporting Motion to Alter, Amend or Set 
Aside Final Decree 
06-06-07 Filed: Respondent's Request to Submit and Objection to 
Petitioner's Request to Submit 
06-06-07 Filed order: Memorandum Decision 
Judge GORDON J LOW 
Signed June 06, 2007 
06-06-07 Filed: Response Memorandum Supporting Court's Order and 
Rebutting Petitioner's Motion to Alter or Amend 
07-06-07 Judgment #2 Entered $ 4 9500.67 
Note: Interest from June 6, 2007 is 6.99% per annum 
Debtor: DAVID G OSTERMILLER 
Creditor: SHIRLENE OSTERMILLER 
4 9,500.67 Total Judgment 
49,500.67 Judgment Grand Total 
07-06-07 Filed judgment: Amended Final Decree 
Judge GORDON J LOW 
Signed July 06, 2007 
07-11-07 Fee Account created Total Due: 2.00 
07-11-07 Fee Account created Total Due: 4.00 
07-11-07 CERTIFIED COPIES Payment Received: 2.00 
07-11-07 CERTIFICATION Payment Received: 4.00 
07-11-07 Filed: Notice of Entry of Amended Final Decree 
07-12-07 Filed: Notice of Appeal 
07-12-07 Fee Account created Total Due: 205.00 
07-12-07 APPEAL Payment Received: 205.00 
Note: Code Description: APPEAL 
07-12-07 Bond Account created Total Due: 300.00 
07-12-07 Bond Posted Payment Received: 300.00 
07-12-07 APPEAL Payment Reversal: -205.00 
Note: Entered wrong payor. Will re-enter. 
07-12-07 Fee Account created Total Due: 205.00 
07-12-07 APPEAL Payment Received: 205.00 
Note: Code Description: APPEAL 
07-12-07 Filed: Cost Bond On Appeal 
07-13-07 Filed: Judgment Information Statement 
07-23-07 Filed: Notice of Appeal 
07-27-07 Filed: Certificate that Transcript is not Required 
08-20-07 Bond Account created Total Due: 300.00 
08-20-07 Bond Posted Payment Received: 300.00 
08-28-07 Issued: Application for Writ of Execution and Writ of Execution 
08-28-07 Fee Account created Total Due: 35.00 
08-28-07 WRIT OF EXECUTION Payment Received: 35.00 
Note: Code Description: WRIT OF EXECUTION 
09-05-07 Filed: Motion For Stay Pending Appeal And For Approval Of 
Alternate Form of Security 
09-05-07 Filed: Memorandum In Support Of Motion For Stay Pending Appeal 
And For Approval of Alternate Form of Security 
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09-06-07 Filed: Request For Hearing 
09-06-07 Filed: Motion To Vacate Writ Of Execution 
09-06-07 EXPEDITED HEARING scheduled on September 14, 2007 at 10:30 AM 
in Courtroom 5 with Judge LOW. 
09-06-07 Notice - NOTICE for Case 004100017 ID 10119041 
EXPEDITED HEARING is scheduled. 
Date: 09/14/2007 
Time: 10:30 a.m. 
Location: COURTROOM 5 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
135 NORTH 100 WEST 
LOGAN, UT 8 4 321 
Before Judge: GORDON J LOW 
09-07-07 Filed: (fax)Notice Expedited Hearing For Temporary Stay 
09-07-07 EXPEDITED HEARING FOR STAY scheduled on September 10, 2007 at 
11:00 AM in Courtroom 5 with Judge LOW. 
09-07-07 Filed: Petitioner's Objection to Motion for Stay Pending Appeal 
and Objection to Motion to Vacate Writ of Execution 
09-07-07 EXPEDITED HEARING FOR STAY Cancelled. 
Reason: Case stricken from Calendar 
09-07-07 Filed: Objectyion To Expedited Hearing For Temporary Stay 
09-10-07 Filed: Objection to Expedited Hearing for Temporary Stay 
09-11-07 Filed: Notice of Expedited Hearing for Temporary Stay 
09-12-07 Filed return: Writ Of Execution (return) 
Party Served: OSTERMILLER, DAVID G 
Service Type: Personal 
Service Date: September 05, 2007 
09-13-07 Filed: Notice of Judicial Assignment Of A Senior Judge 
09-14-07 Minute Entry - Minutes for EXPEDITED HEARING 
Judge: GORDON J LOW 
Clerk: tracih 
No Parties Present 
Video 
Tape Count: 9:07 
HEARING 
COUNT: 9:07 
No parties present. Court makes record of faxes received by the 
Court this AM. RE; Stipulation by the parties and proposed Order 
for settlement of pending supersedeas bond. Hearing for today is 
striken and Court signs Order. 
09-14-07 Filed: (fax) Stipulation 
09-14-07 Filed order: Order 
Judge GORDON J LOW 
Signed September 14, 2007 
09-21-07 Fee Account created Total Due: 1.50 
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09-21-07 Fee Account created Total Due: 4.00 
09-21-07 CERTIFIED COPIES Payment Received: 1.50 
09-21-07 CERTIFICATION Payment Received: 4.00 
09-24-07 Trust Account created Total Due: 352.50 
09-24-07 Trust Account created Total Due: 59647.50 
09-24-07 Filed: Interest Bearing Trust Agreement In The 1st District 
Court St of UT 
09-24-07 Admin. Fee - IBA Payment Received: 352.50 
09-24-07 Interest Bearing Payment Received: 59,647.50 
09-27-07 Filed: Request to Release Writ of Execution 
10-11-07 Admin. Fee - IBA Check # 14358 Trust Payout: 352.50 
10-12-07 Filed: Mailed check 414358 to Brian Ross @ AOC 
06-26-08 Judge KEVIN K ALLEN assigned. 
01-2 6-09 Filed: Order from Supreme Court of Utah 
01-26-09 Filed: Notice of Transfer from Ut Court of Appeals to UT 
Supreme Court 
02-11-09 Note: Appealed: Case #20070589 
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David Ostermiller 
Schedule of Income 
2000-2003 





















































































Schedule of Construction Income 
2000-2003 
Schedule of Construction Income 
Net Income per Tax Return 
Plus Depreciation 
Adjusted Net income per Tax return 
2000 2001 2002 2003 
(1,803.00) $ (10,146.00) $ 7,037.00 $ 12,430.00 
432.00 6,458.00 10,753.00 7,702.00 
$ (1,371.00) $ (3,688.00) $ 17,790.00 $_ 20,132.00 
Net Income per Bank Accounts Before Depreciation 11,495.64 $ (23,238.84) $ 17,921.49 $ (3,155.11) 
Depreciation 
Truck Straight Line, 7 years 
50% business use 
Cement Form Straight Line, 16 Years 













3,244.00 3,279.00 3,279.00 
Net Income After Depreciation 11,307.64 (26,482.84) 14,642.49 (6,434.11) 
^ 
David Ostermiller 
Schedule of Apartment Income 
2000-2003 
Schedule of Apartment Income 
Income per Tax Return 
Plus Depreciation 
Net Income per Tax Return 
2000 2001 2002 2003 
$ 7,134.00 $ 7,292.00 $ 13,009.00 $ 4,792.00 
23,471.00 16,917.00 16,919.00 15,133.00 
$ 30,605.00 $ 24,209.00 $ 29,928.00 $ 19,925.00 
Net Income per Bank Accounts 
Less Depreciation 
$ 28,674.87 $ 32,682.00 $ 29,355.57 $ 28,840.58 
23,471.00 16,917.00 16,919.00 15,133.00 
5,203.87 15,765.00 12,436.57 13,707.58 
5 
Shirlene Ostermiller 
Schedule of Income 
2000-2003 










































Schedule of Other Collections 
Property Settlement from David 
Gift from Father 






































Social Security from W-2 
Social Security from Tax Return 
Medicare 
Federal Income Tax For Year 
State Income Tax For Year 
Refundable Credits 

















































Schedule of Wages 
2000-2003 
Schedule of Wages 
2000 2001 2002 2003 
Gross Wages $ 11,792.00 $ 14,847.00 $ 11,606.00 $ 12,297.00 
Fed Tax (1,345.00) (1,737.00) (1,305.00) (1,381.00) 
State Tax (492.00) (539.00) (496.00) (537.00) 
FICA (731.00) (921.00) (720.00) (762.00) 
Net Income $ 9,224.00 $ 11,650.00 $ 9,085.00 $ 9,617.00 
Total Wages per Bank Deposits 9,014.84 8,819.60 11,103.37 3,818.99 
Shirlene Ostermiller 
Schedule of Piano Income 
2000-2003 
Schedule of Piano Income 
2000 2001 2002 2003 
Income per Tax Return $ 848.00 
Less Expenses (66.00) 
Net Per Tax Return $ 782.00 
Income per Amy's Schedule 992.00 
Less Expenses (66.00) 
Net Income $ 926.00 
I/ 
Shirlene Ostermiller 
Schedule of Apartment Income 
2000-2003 
Schedule of Apartment Income 
Income per Tax Return 
Less Expenses 
Net Income per Tax return 





Income per Attorney's $ 6,983.00 $ 6,505.64 
This information was provided by both Shirlene and David and agreed. We will use it as the income. 
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. Ostermillerv. Ostermiller 
Case No. 004100014 
Monies Paid on Behalf of Shirlene 

























































































Cache Valley Eye Association 




Primary Care Pediatrics 
Primary Care Pediatrics 
Primary Care Pediatrics 
Primary Care Pediatrics 
Craig Armstrong 
'." ' ' ' *~ * ," "I-'"i " i 
Walmart 
- ' , - | 
Bear River Mental Health 
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TOTAL = $720.00 (Vi of total) 
Eye Exam- Colton/Caden 









TOTAL = $303.10 04 of total). 
Prescription- Caden 
TOTAL = $31.53 (V4 of total) 
Counseling- Colton/Caden 
Counseling- Colton/Caden 
Counseling- Colton/Caden | 
Counseling- Colton/Caden 
Counseling- Colton/Caden 
Counseling- Colton/Caden | 
Counseling- Colton/Caden 
Counseling- Colton/Caden 
TOTAL = $345:05:;(^of totll) 
1 Amount | 
$28.00 
$28.00 






































.:- ; ::••; $172,53 J 
EXHIBIT 
Case No 004100014 
Check # Date To Wham Purpose Amount* 
1725 3/26/2001 Bear River Health Immunizations $6 00 
1724 3/24/2001 Bear River Health Immunizations $34 00 
1733 3/28/2001 Bear River Health Immunizations $27 00 
1731 3/28/2001 Bear River Health Immunizations $50 00 
TOTAL -$117 00 (lA of total) $58 50 
1652 5/3/2001 J Gregg Lambert Dentist- Colton/Caden $187 31 
TOTAL = $187 31 (Yi of total) $93 66 
,000 00 \ 
flOOOQJ) 
1022 2/3/2000 Shirlene Ostermiller Apartment Deposit/Rent / ^ l  
1 $1,000 00 TOTAL = $1,000 00 
1957 10/27/2001 Shirlene Ostermiller Court Order- Fix 4-Runner $532 50 
1312 8/8/2000 Walmart Transmission fluid for 
Shirlene's 4-Runner 
$28 11 
( $560 61 TOTAL = $560 61 
1132 4/28/2000 JC Penny Shirlene's charges to my 
account* 
$193 39 
1418 9/6/2000 JC Penny Shirlene's charges to my 
account* 
$203 99 
1518 12/15/2000 JC Penny Shirlene's charges to my 
account* 
$50 73 
1797 4/30/2001 JC Penny Shirlene's charges to my 
account* 
$50 73 
TOTAL = $498 84 $498 84 
See#l Logan Medical Federal Credit Union Payments for Shirlene's 4-
Runner 
$309 00 x 13 months = 
$4,326 00 
(1 month filed and extension) 
'$9~32M)fr\J 
TOTAL = $4,326 $4,326 00 
See #2 Three Diamond Card Television purchased on credit 
$1,196 05 
$1,196 02 
TOTAL = $1,196 05 (1/2 of 
total) 
$598 02 
See #3 AT&T 
\ 
Credit Card 
$185x14 = $2 590 00 
$2,590 00 
TOTAL = $2,590 00 (1/2 of 
total) 
$1,29500 
See #4 Logan Medical Federal Credit Union Second Mortgage (misc bills) 
$498 x 13 months = $6,972 00 
$6,474 00 
TOTAL ^$6,474 00 
See #5 IHC Health PI ins Health Insurance 
5i*y<JCfa~^L 
[•f" ^ ^ * t_i <3^ v " V 
vsst~ — r 
Case No 004100014 
Check # 
See #6 
Date To Whom 
Farm Bureau 
I*. Purpose 
; 6 months® $237-$1,422 
8 months @ $250 = $2,000 
Total = $3,422 00 
(1/2 of total) 
TOTAL =-$3,422 00(1/2 of 
Shirlene's Auto Insurance 






$14,724 94 1 
* These charges were made to my account after we separated Her name had been removed from the account 
JC Penny allowed the charges to go through Bills came directly to me 
w> 
2trtr\ 
fin AjLr- f %^}j^ 
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In the First Judicial District Court 




DAVID G. OSTERMILLER, 
Defendant(s). 
MEMORANDUM DECISION 
Case Number: 004100017 DA 
JUDGE: GORDON J. LOW 
The last hearing on this matter was conducted on the 16th day of November, 2006 after 
considerable days of hearings prior thereto, none of which were conducted consecutively. In any 
event, the matter was concluded on November 16th and remained pending while the Court awaited 
the filing of closing arguments in writing. The same was ultimately received on November 27, 
2006 from counsel for the Petitioner, and on the 14th of December by counsel for the Respondent. 
A Notice to Submit the matter for decision was then filed on January 5, 2007. The matter is now 
before this Court, fully tried, briefed, and submitted for decision. 
The initial matter was actually filed on January 14, 2000. The Petitioner, in seeking relief 
for divorce, also sought temporary relief, including temporary custody of the children and other 
relief consistent with a cause of action under UCA §30-3-1, etc. A final property settlement 
agreement was reached on March 15, 2001 and was read into the Court's record. 
At the initial hearing before the Court, custody was granted to the Respondent with 
parent-time being provided to the Petitioner. Plaintiffs parent-time consisted of 28% of the time 
for purposes of establishing child support, and that provision remained in tact until the 17th of 
~ — * \ 
December, 2003, when a modification occurred providing for thejPetitioner to have an increase in 
- 1 -
parent-time to 40%. No child support thereafter was to be paid by either party. In the Bifurcated 
Decree of Divorce issued March 26, 2001, specific issues were reserved for further settlement or 
trial, including ccchild support, child care, income tax exemptions, alimony, if any, custody and 
evaluation." 
The above-cited language raises an issue which has been before this Court relative to 
whether the child support was for the period between the initial award of custody until the 
December 17, 2003 settlement agreement, as there is no reservation of any child support 
arrearage, either from February 3, 2000 until March 15, 2001, or between March 15, 2001 and 
December 17, 2003. 
There is a like issue relative to determining alimony, whether "alimony" in the resolution 
meant separate support and maintenance pending resolution in the divorce action pursuant to the 
language found in UCA §30-3-3(3), or whether it simply meant post-divorce alimony after March 
26, 2001. Moreover, for the period between February 2000 and March 2001, there is an issue 
relative to whether that period included an opportunity for the Petitioner to seek separate 
maintenance "alimony," or whether alimony was only to be awarded, if at all, between the period 
of March 26, 2001 and thereafter until December 17, 2003. 
After hearing all of the evidence and arguments, and review of the pleadings in this case, 
this Court is satisfied that though the term "alimony" was used as opposed to UCA §30-3-3(3) 
language, what was intended was both what's generally described as "temporary alimony," or 
statutorily described as "support and maintenance" pending the resolution of the divorce action. 
Therefore, the Court finds that reserved was the examination of the issue of alimony or support 
between the filing of the action, and the re-marriage of the Petitioner in October 2003. 
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Additionally, with respect to child support, the Court would find that the term "child 
support issues" in that provision of the Decree also reserves the examination of the child support, 
if any, to be paid by the Petitioner to the Respondent from the original award of custody until the 
final resolution of the same in December of 2003. 
Having made those two legal findings with respect to the definitional language in the 
Decree, it would appear then that the question of alimony must be addressed between the periods 
of February 2000 to April 2001, and April 2001 to October 2003, and child support between 
February 2000 and December 2003, taking into consideration the March 26, 2001 Order. 
Necessarily then, the decision of this Court must include findings of the Petitioner's and the 
Respondent's income for those periods of time, the Petitioner's needs and the Respondent's needs 
relative to the issue of alimony (support and maintenance or temporary alimony), and income for 
purposes of determining child support. Outstanding also is the issue of attorney's fees. 
Some parts of these arguments are characterized in phrases such as "standard of living", 
"debts" or the "parties' needs", "equalizing income", and so forth. Considerable pleadings have 
been drafted relative to those issues. 
Income 
In review of the records in this case, the testimony of the parties and other witnesses, 
including the records, exhibits and testimony of Ken Canfield, the Special Master appointed in this 
case who was to prepare an examination of the parties' income, particularly that of the 
Respondent, this Court is hardly satisfied with the state of the record. Part of the problem in this 
case is that, with respect to the Respondent's income, it is apparent from the testimony and 
records that he has, throughout the periods salient here, been mixing/co-mingling income sources 
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and expenditures, making it very difficult (if not impossible) for anyone, including Mr. Canfield, to 
determine his real income. 
Frankly, the Court finds that the credibility of the testimony relative to this issue is lacking 
and the Court is incredulous relative to the representations made, particularly by the Respondent, 
relative to his income. There has been an assertion that the Petitioner is unable to prove the 
Respondent's income and therefore she must accept his testimony. That is not necessarily the 
case. Each party in an equitable action such as this has an obligation to demonstrate in good faith 
and candor what their income is for the purpose of this Court to determine both child support and 
alimony. 
The Respondent has an obligation to present his income in a clear and understandable 
form, without efforts to obfuscate, hide, or combine income and expenses to prevent disclosure. 
Exactly the opposite has occurred. His own testimony and other evidence was to the effect that 
with his construction business and that of the building of his own house, for example, the 
expenses were co-mingled. The figures provided by him are unreliable and unconvincing. More 
specifically, the costs, time, and expenses in the building of his own house, the use of business 
vehicles, and the co-mingling of business loans and expenses claimed, make his evidence and 
testimony regarding his income wholly unreliable, unconvincing, and it must be largely 
disregarded by this Court. For example, the personal costs incurred by the Respondent in the 
construction of his own home, the payback of the construction loans, both on that house and on 
others, are hopelessly mixed. There is a question as to the value of sweat-equity in his own 
house. Obviously from his testimony, there was considerable time spent in building the same. 
There has been other testimony and evidence presented to this Court that the Respondent could 
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certainly earn $15.00 to $18.00 per hour. There is also testimony from the Petitioner that they 
lived together, before separation, on a standard of living which would be equal to that or at least 
near that. There was testimony that the Respondent had received approximately $18,697.00 per 
year from the apartments and it appears that most of the time, all of the apartment income was 
received by the Respondent. 
In any event, the Court, using the $18.00 per hour figure and the funds from the 
apartments, would find the Respondent's income was at least $56,137.00. If the Court uses the 
$15.00 per hour figure, the Respondent's income was at least $50,167.00. Regardless of how 
much time this Court can spend going back and forth through the records of Mr. Canfield and 
other exhibits provided by the parties to this Court, it is impossible to determine the Respondent's 
actual income. However, based upon the best evidence before the Court, that which is most 
reliable, and upon the testimony and exhibits, including the Court's own perception of the candor 
and demeanor of the witnesses, the Court concludes that the Respondent's income during the 
salient periods was an average of $53,000.00 per year. 
The Petitioner's income is also somewhat problematic, but considerably less so than that 
of the Respondent. Petitioner's first year of income must take into consideration that virtually all 
of the family expenses were paid by the Respondent, during January 2000 and March 2001. Little 
or no evidence was received regarding these expenses. During that same time, Petitioner earned 
income in 2000 combined with certain income from piano lessons and the 2001 and 2002 income 
was combined with rental income from Petitioner's apartments. Petitioner then sold those 
apartments, and in doing so, lost available income. The Court finds that the Respondent's annual 
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income is $21,408, a rough average of her 2001 and 2002 monthly apartment income and wage 
earnings. 
The issue of fault has also been brought up relative to the award of alimony in this case. 
Though there have been allegations and denials that the Petitioner was unfaithful in her 
relationship to the Respondent, there is sufficient evidence to suggest that both parties are at fault 
in this matter, and the Court will not consider the issue of fault relative to the award of alimonv 
In addition, there has been dispute relative to the parties' needs. Needs are relative 
matters and not based upon simply bare-boned budgets. Based upon what the parties have 
established as their standard of living before the separation, the Court is to determine if they can, 
within reason, maintain a continued standard of living based upon the mutual incomes of the 
parties and their "needs." Here the testimony is explicit that, even though the budget presented by 
the Petitioner relative to the basic needs could perhaps meet those, it certainly does not suggest 
the kind of income level needed to maintain any kind of normalcy as established in their lives prior 
to the separation. The Respondent has also testified that his needs far exceed the income 
available. The Court, without going into detail as to each of those aspects because the evidence is 
present in the file, finds that the income of the parties is simply inadequate to meet their expressed 
needs. Even though it might appear at first glance that the needs of the Petitioner are met, at least 
for a period of time, by the income from the apartments and her earned income, that would simply 
not be the case on a long-term basis nor does it appreciate the income enjoyed by the parties 
during the marriage. Therefore an equalization of the income, as provided for by case law, is the 
most appropriate approach here. 
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That all has to be, however, taken into consideration with respect to the income which 
might have been earned by the Petitioner as proceeds from the apartments which were sold and 
turned into cash. Those monies must be taken into consideration and the Court will factor that in 
order to determine the amount of alimony, if any, to be paid. 
In comparing the parties' income for purposes of determining alimony for the periods 
delineated above, the Court finds first that the initial period of February 2000 to April 2001 no 
alimony is awarded, due to the fact that Respondent provided for virtually the family's expenses 
and it is impossible to calculate the parties' needs at that time. In calculating income Petitioner's 
income for purposes of determining alimony, the Court accepts the Petitioner's salary at $7.55 at 
40 hours per week, or $] ?98 ner month nlus $970 per month for lost income from Petitioner's 
rentals. Petitioner's combine income for alimonv nurnoses is therefbrfi.12-268. Respondent's 
income is equated at $4,416, reflected as the monthly income from the $53,000 annual income 
calculated above. In application of the Stevens factors, namely the financial condition and needs 
of the spouse claiming support, the ability of the spouse to provide sufficient income for him or 
herself and, the ability of the responding spouse to provide the support, the Court finds that 
equalizing the parties' income is appropriate. See Batty v. Batty, 2006 UT App 506. Petitioner's 
alimony is therefore, $1,074 per month, beginning in April 2001 until October 2003. 
The issue with respect to child support is met and there has been no evidence suggested to 
the Court to establish a deviation from the uniform child support level, therefore, the incomes 
found by the Court herein are to be used by the parties in establishing child support to be paid 
from the Petitioner to the Respondent during the period above-mentioned. 
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The Court is unable to congratulate either party with respect to the protracted and 
tortured litigation in this case, and though each have incurred remarkable fees, the Court's 
approach to balancing the income negates the necessity of awarding any attorney's fees 
< = • » * • 
Dated this *p day of March, 2007 
BY THE COURT 
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DAVID G. OSTERMILLER, 
Defendant(s). 
MEMORANDUM DECISION 
Case Number: 004100017 DA 
JUDGE: GORDON J. LOW 
On the 5th of March 2007, this Court issued a Memorandum Decision addressing the 
issues raised at trial. Thereafter, on the 21st day of March, the Petitioner filed a Motion to Amend 
Judgment or Motion for Reconsideration. The essence of the motion is that the Court failed to 
consider certain aspects of the evidence. 
Specifically, her first point is that she should be awarded alimony for the period of 
January 2000 through April 2001 on the basis that the apartment income of the parties was 
received and used entirely at the discretion of the Respondent. The Court did not ignore that fact 
in issuing its decision but found, as stated in the Respondent's sur-reply, that the income from 
those apartments was used to provide for family expenses and that virtually all of the family 
expenses were assumed by the Respondent. The exact figures were not supplied, but the lifestyle 
of the parties continued during that period of time much in the fashion it had before, in that the 
monthly bills and expenses were paid for and that they were, by testimony, paid for in part from 
the proceeds of those apartments. 
The second request is that for attorney's fees. Pursuant to UCA § 30-3-3, the Court 
considered the issue of attorney's fees in this matter and concluded that none would be awarded 
and that ruling remains. UCA § 30-3-3 does not require the Court to award fees either under 
subsections (1) or (2), as it may consider the fees as appropriate. In this case, the Court did so 
and found under the circumstances, due to the nature of the litigation, and how it was finally 
resolved, neither party substantially prevailed and that despite arguments to the contrary, no fees 
will be awarded. 
Next is the argument relative to costs, which is more problematic. With respect to the 
custody evaluation, the order had already been made in paragraph 5 of the Bifurcated Decree and 
was not addressed specifically in the Memorandum Decision. Therefore, paragraph 5 of 1he 
Bifurcated Decree remains, and costs as awarded therein are to be paid for by the parties with 
respect to the custody evaluation. With respect to the hiring of Ken Canfield to assist the Court 
in the determination of the Respondent's income, though it would appear that in some regard his 
services were necessary and aided the Court in the matter, nevertheless no costs will be awarded 
therein. 
With regard to child support clarification, there was no responsive argument by the 
Respondent to that provision under paragraph 4 of the Petitioner's memorandum. Therefore, that 
relief is granted and child support should be awarded accordingly. 
The procedural arguments made by the Respondent to Petitioner's memorandum are in 
apropos as this matter is not before the Court for an amendment of judgment, as judgment has 
not been finalized, but rather it is for reconsideration relative to items which were or were not 
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addressed in the Memorandum Decision or have not yet been reduced to final judgment. With 
respect to the sur-reply filed by the Respondent, once again, the issue of costs and child support 
were not addressed. 
Counsel for the Petitioner should formalize this ruling in the final decree. 
Dated this day of April, 2007. 
BY THE COURT 
^ t ^ 
Gordon J. Low, District Court Judge 
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AMENDED FINAL DECREE 
Civil No. 004100017 
Judge Gordon J. Low 
This matter came for last day of dial un alimony, attorneys fees and cosls on November 
16, 2006, before Honorable Judge Gordon J. Low. A one-day trial was held in August 2005, 
and the Court appointed a Special Master to review the wage reports. The report was 
submitted at the November 16, 2006 trial. Thereafter, the parties filed written closing 
arguments and the Court entered a Memorandum decision on March 5,2007, addressing most, 
if not all of the issues at trial. Petitioner, Shirlene Shaw (fka Ostermiller) filed a Motion to 
Amend Judgment or Motion for Reconsideration on March 21,2007. Respondent filed his 
Reply and the Court issued its final Memorandum decision on April 27,2007. Respondent 
filed a second response styled "motion to amend or alter memorandum decision.'5 Petitioner 
filed a motion to strike. The court entered a final decree on May 7,2007. Respondent filed 
another motion to amend the decree and petitioner responded. The court issued its final 
decision on June 6,2007 denying nearly all of Respondents requests. 
Based on the above Memorandum decisions which are incorporated by reference for 
findings of fact, now the Court enters the following Orders: 
ENT'D JUL 0 1 2007 
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1. Alimony between January 2000 and October 2003. The Court finds that the 
Petitioner Shirlene Shaw's (fka Ostermiller) gross average income is $21,407.00 per year or 
$1,784.00 per month. The Court finds that Respondent David Ostermiller's income during thi 
salient period was an average of $53,000.00 per year, or $4,416.67 per month. Based on thes< 
two incomes Respondent definitely has more available to him and can pay for alimony. The 
Court does not find any fault relative to an award of alimony. The Court finds that the needs 
of the parties justifies an equalization of the income. Petitioner's combined income for 
alimony purposes will be $1,298.00 regular wage income, plus $970.00 apartment income, for 
a total of $2,268.00 per month. Respondent's income is as stated before at $4,416.67 per 
month. From January 2, 2000 to March 31, 2001, the Court finds that Respondent paid all of 
the family expenses, including child support before the bifurcated divorce and therefore 
awards no alimony. The court also is not dividing the apartment rent which was solely 
received by respondent from January 1, 2000 to March 31, 2001 (nearly $36,000.00), so 
Respondent received this as his own. However, from April 1, 2001 to October 1, 2003, when 
Petitioner married, using the equalization approach, the Court finds that the Respondent owes 
Petitioner alimony of $1,074.00 per month, for a total of 30 months or $32,220.00. This 
judgment will ^*rn in tr res' at 0te r:*te zf ten petv^nt (10%) pei x^uium from October 1, 2O03 
until June 6, 2007, thereaiter the Judgment interest is 6.99 percent per annum until paid. 
Interest to April 27, 2007 is $11814.00. 
2. Child Support. For child support purposes, the Court uses the same analysis as 
discussed in the trial on December 17,2003, and Findings dated April 27, 2005, and using a 
Joint Custody worksheet with Petitioner and Respondent both co-parenting the children at least 
fifty percent (50%) of the time, the Court finds that the child support between April 1,2001, 
and October 1, 2003, should be zero. Although the Petitioner was willing to even use forty 
percent (40%), the previous trial used fifty percent (50%) and eliminated child support and did 
not specifically reserve the same. The support was not specifically reserved and in equity 
should not be an offset given the fact each parent exercises basically equal time. Child support 
alter October 1,2003, is as previously ordered in the December 2003 trial on custody and 
support is washed between the parties, so that no ongoing child support is paid after October 1, 
2003. 
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3. Costs. The Court finds that the costs for the custodial evaluation are to be paid 
by the Respondent. See Paragraph 5 of the bifurcated Divorce Decree. Accordingly, 
Respondent shall pay to Petitioner $4,000.00 in custodial evaluator costs at the rate often 
percent (10%) per annum from October 1, 2003 until June 6, 2007, after which the Judgment 
interest is 6.99 percent per annum until paid. Interest to June 6, 2007 is $1,466.67. The costs 
the parties incurred on a Special Master, Ken Canfield, will both be equally borne by the 
parties and thus there is no award for those costs, each paying one-half (1/2) their share. 
4. Attorneys fees. The Court finds that each party incurred thousands of dollars in 
attorney's fees and cannot congratulate either party with respect to the protracted and tortured 
litigation. Because the Court has already equalized the parties' income for 30 months, it 
negates any necessity of awarding any attorneys fees for the alimony trial 
5. Total owed after all offsets. The total owed to Shirlene Shaw, from the 
judgments above is $49,500.67 to June 6, 2007 ($32,220.00 + $11,814.00 + $4,000.00 + 
$1,466.67). This judgment will earn interest at 6.99% per annum from June 6, 2007 until paid. 
6 Final Decree, This is the Final Decree resolving all reserved issues between the 
parties in their bifurcated divorce. This is the final order. 
DATED this (0 dav of 007. 
BY THE COURT: 
Tab 14 
IN THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
IN AND FOR COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
SHIRLENE OSTERMILLER, ) 
) CHILD SUPPORT OBLIGATION WORKSHE ET 
vs ) (JOINT PHYSICAL CUSTODY) 
) 
DAVID OSTERMILLER, ) Civil No 004100017 
MOTHER FATHER COMBINED 
I Enter the # of natural and adopted childien of this mother and tathei foi whom suppoit 
s to be awaided 
la Enter the fathei's and mothers gioss monthly income Refer to Instructions foi 
definition of income 
lb Entei pieviously oideied alimony that is actually paid (Do not enter alimony ordered 
01 this case) 
Ic Enter pieviously ordered child suppoit (Do no entei obligations oideied for the 
:hildien in Line 1) 
Id OPTIONAL Entei the amount horn Line 12 of the Childien in Present Home 
Worksheet foi either parent 
] Subtiact Lines 2b, 2c, and 2d ftoin 2a This is the Adjusted Gross Income foi child 
suppoit puiposes 
\ Take the COMBINED figuie in Line 3 and the numbei of childien in Line 1 to the 
Support Table Entei the Combined Suppoit Obligation heie 
5 Dmde each paient's adjusted monthlv gioss in Line 3 by the COMBINED adjusted 
nonthly gioss in Line 4 
3 Milk ply Line 4 b> I inc 5 (c ca h p ~nt to obtain each paient' > shaie o( the B *>c 
Support Obligation 
7 Entei the number of overnights the childien will spend with each parent (They must 
otal 365) Each parent must have at least 111 overnights to qualify foi Joint Physical 
Tustody (UCA 78-45-7 21(13) 30% - 40% 
lb Identify the paient who has the child the lesser numbei of ovemights, and continue the 
est of the calculation for them You will be making adjustments to the net amount owed 
)y this parent 
?a For the paient who has the child the lessei number of overnights multiply the number 
)f ovemights that are gi eater than 110 but less than 131 by 0027 to obtain a resulting 
igure and enter in the respective column 
lb Multiply the result on line 8a by the Combined Support Obligation on line 4 for this 
)aient and enter the number in the respective column 
lc Subtract the respective dollar amount on line 8b from this parent's share of the Base 
Support Obligation found in the column for this parent on line 6 to determine the amount 
is indicated by UCA 78-45-7 9 (3)(a) and enter the amount in the respective column 
)a Additional calculation necessary if both parents have the child for more than 131 
>vernights (Otherwise go to line 10): Foi the parent who has the child the lessei numbei 
)f overnights multiply the number of overnights that exceed 130(131 overnights or more) 
>y 0084 to obtain a resulting figure and enter it in the respective column 
)b Multiply the result on line 9a by the Combined Support Obligation on line 4 for this 
>arent and enter each in the respective column 
)c Subtract this parent's dollar amount on line 9b from their lespective amount as 
dentified on line 8c to determine the amount as indicated by UCA 78-45-7 9(3)(b) and 
*ntei the amount in the respective column Go to line 10. 





















20 x 0027 = 0540 
$64 15 I 
$338 85 
52 x 0084 = 4368 
$518 91 
$-180 06 
10. BASE CHILD SUPPORT AWARD: If the result in line 9c. is > 0, then this parent is the obligor (and the other parent 
is the obligee). Enter the amount in line 9c. here. This is the amount owed by this parent to the obligee all 12 months of the 
year. If the result in line 9c. is < 0, then this parent is the obligee (and the other parent is the obligor). Enter the absolute 
value of the result in line 9C. here. This is the amount owed to this parent by the obligor all 12 months of the year. 
Base Child Support Award 
1. Which parent is the obligor? ( ) Mother ( ) Father 
2. Is the support award the same as the guideline amount in line 10? ( ) Yes ( ) No 
If NO, enter the amount ordered: $ , and answer number 13. 
3. What were the reason stated by the Court for the deviation? 
( ) property settlement 
( ) excessive debts of the marriage 
( ) absence of need of the custodial parent 
( ) other: 
Attorney Bar No. 4581 ( ) Electronic filing ( ) Manual filing 6/2000 
SHIRLENE OSTERMILLER - PRIMARY CAREGIVER 
I. When twins born August 14, 1996, Shirlene was a stay-at-home mother, 
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9:00 a.m. on Sunday to 
Tuesday at 6:00 p.m. 






Appr. 4 days out 
! Of 7 
SECOND WEEK | 
Shirleen 
4:00 p.m. on Sunday to 
Tuesday at 6:00 p.m. 
8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 




Appr. 3 days out 
of 7 | 
7 out of 14 days - 50% 
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